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Synopsis 
Mobile operators make capital investments in iufrastructure to provide the resources 
required for service provisioning. The level of investments depends on network climen-
sioning that aims to balance the supply and demand of resources. Generally the demand 
for network resources is based on average demand It1CaSnrements taken over a period of 
time. The peak values of the average demand estimates are llsed in dimensioning the 
resource capacity of the networks. Since demand is not constant. it often happens that 
the actual demand for resources exceeds the pJ'Ovisionccl capacity. \Vhen this happcns. 
users are subjected to poor Quality of Experience (QoE) that may manifest in the form 
of high call blocking rates and low QoS. The likely outcome of this is churning from 
the network to subscribe with competing operators in anticipation of receiving better 
service. 
Investing in new technologies is considered a credible way of increa.':ling network capacity 
and efficiency. However. it is only feasible to undertake such a venture after recouping 
the Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) associated \vith previous investments. ;\Ioreover. 
network upgrades are not a feasible solution fo), short-term spikes in the demand for 
resources. 
Resource sharing can be used as a short-term solution to the imbalance between the 
supply and demand of network resources. Resources sharing enables operators to provide 
services to their subscribers using networks belonging to other operators. Resource 
sharing in mobile networks is increasingly hecoming an option for operators to provide 
service to their subscribers. In this thesis we explore a mechanism for sharing access 
network resources that utilises negotiable short-term Service Level Agreements (SLA) 
that can easily adapt to changing network conditions. Through this mechanism operators 
of resource constrained networks may llSC' near ]'('al-tillle dynamic SLAs to negotiate 
network access services for their subscribers. \Vc refer to this form of resource sharing 
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as 'Service Outsourcing'. 
Service outsourcing is characterised by a wireless overlap between the access networks 
of the involved operators. Without outsolll"cing. during peak periods the network would 
block incoming service requests when the bandwidth available on the home access net-
work is insufficient. ?\loreover, the network ma.v drop or degrade the performance levels 
of active sessions. However. through service outsourcing the home network may request 
resources from a visited network that shares it wireless overlap to acconunociatc the re-
quests. For example the home operator of a 3G mobile lwtwork may request resources 
from an LTE mobile network. Service outsourcing would take place if resources arc 
granted by the LTE network to admimit the requcsted sessions. The affected calls and 
sessions would be transferred to the visted network using handover schemes like mobile 
IP and SIP based session continuity. The latter scheme is used in this thesis. 
Service outsourcing SLAs stipulate the sharing of revenue accruing from user payments 
between operators. The main characteristic of such SLAs is the need to maintain a 
predictable service charge for users of outsourccd sessions. At the end of service delivery 
the user of an outsonrced session would be charged the same amount like a user of similar 
services that were provisioned using the horne access lletwork. Service outsourcillg SLAs 
arc session based and negotiated at session setup time. 
Service outsourcing agreements involve the following parameters: an outsource duration. 
a specific QoS level and an offer price. The out!-:lource duration !-:lets a lower bound on 
the time an active outsourced session would be served on the visited access network. 
Thi!-:l duration prevents operators from handing a session back to the home network in 
an attempt to avoid the implications of out!-:lourcing. The QoS level is guided by the 
bandwidth requirements of the outsourced sessiOll: the visited operator's access network 
should be able to allocate the required bandwidth for outsourcing to occur. The offer 
price determines income share proportions for CHch operator. Each operator prefers 
an offer price value that enables them to maximise on outsourcing benefits. Generally 
operators can maximise on revenue shares from service outsourcing by applying strategies 
aimed at manipulating values of the specified out!-:lourcing parameters to their favour. 
In an environment with multiple network operators. those with abundant network capac-
ity may compete to provide services to outsomcecl SCSSiOllS . .\llllti-opcrator scenarios re-
quire bidding mechanisms to facilitate speedy negotiations of service outsourcing SLAs. 
~vI()reover. technical procedures e.g., charging platforms. and interfaces for interaction 
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between operators are required. 
The 3GPP standardised the IP :'lultimedia Subsyst.em (1:\lS), in the release 5 of its spec-
ifications, to provide convergence between mobile net,vorks and the Internet. Since then 
there have been new releases of specifications for functions related to Il'vIS like policy and 
charging control. Currently release 9 of the specifications provides guidelines for charging 
and policy control. Network equipment vendors fHld operMors follow these specifications 
to achieve inter-operability of their syst.ems. TIl<' research comnmnity also uses these 
standards to guarantee activit~r that is np to date with industry practise. However. it 
should be noted that the development of individual components of the [\IS is vendor spe-
cific. This thesis utilises development work that is part of the open Il\lS research, which 
provides a framework for the development and testing of t.elecommunication mechanisms 
and services. 
Open Source L\lS software that provides the SIP Call Session Control Functions (CSCF) 
and a Home Subscriber Server (HSS) is available for research and development pmposes. 
Service outsourcing in I\1S benefits from the rxistence of this framework. However. we 
note that the Open [\IS frame\vork does not includ(' a charging and billing platform. 
Service outsourcing requires a standards compliant comprehensive charging system for 
the 1:\lS. It is for this reason that we develop a charging framework for the [\IS. The 
charging framework is designed in line with 3GPP standards and to inter-operate with 
the Open IN1S testbed from Fraunhofer Fokus. ,\loreover, ,ve design and develop a service 
outsourcing framework for the E\IS. 
This thesis investigates service outsolll'cing with the aim of establishing through ana-
lytical methods and testbed eXlwrimcnts how real-time session based short-term SLAs 
may be used to facilitate resource sharing. At the ('nd of the thesis, we present results 
obtained from testbed experiments to show the dtixt of service outsolll'cing on the in-
comes of involved operators. The results will show the impact of varying the offer price 
and outsource durations on outsourcing incomes. The results also show the effect of 
the out source duration and average call dlll'atiolls on the number and pattern of ses-
sions that are blocked or outsourced by the home network when it lacks bandwidth to 
admit arriving service requests. The results highlight the benefits and implications of 
participating in outsourcing by the home and visited operators. ~loreover, the testbed 
results are used as proof of concept of tlw applicahilitv of service outsolll'cing in practical 
environments. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
l'vlohile and wireless communications rely on radio frequency spectrum resources to pro-
vide the bandwidth required for both signalling and media traffic. As the amount of 
bandwidth available on such networks is finite onl~' a limited number of users may be 
served simultaneously. The cost of the frequcncy spectrum licenses. capital expenditure 
related to site infrastructure and operational costs contribute to the' overall cost of pro-
viding mobile communication services. Networks that opcratn at close to full capacity 
are likely to generate more income, while undel'1ltiliscd net\vorks llla~' incur losses \vIH'n 
the cost of resource provisioning exceeds rctllI'ns from service delivery. vVhcn an available 
network's capacity is constrained network efficiency is compromised, .vhich culminates 
in poor network operation. During periods of congestion, new service requests as well 
as handover requests, due to user mobility. arc rejected. 
Unchecked levels of service denial may translate to long-term user dissatisfaction with 
operator services. 
User experience with network services directly influences their decision to ma.intain sub-
scription with an operator. Dissatisfied users may opt to terminate subscriptions (result-
ing in network churn) and seek an alternative, often competing, operator. High network 
churn rates will affect operator revenue flows: moreover, signing up new subscribers is an 
expensive exercise. UScI' satisfaction lllay be tied to, among other factors, the number 
of unsllccessful call establishlllent attempts. Thus availability of sufficient resources is 
an essential condition to be met by t he network in order to minimise call blocking rates 
or QoS degradation and the associated climn rate [1]. The user Quality of Experience 
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(QoE) with telecolllnmnication services depends 011 th(' extent to which QoS require-
ments of the services are met. Sufficient network resources are IlC'cded to meet service 
QoS requirements and sustain the required QoE. QoE relates to USCI' perception of the 
level of services rendered to them. 
Network planning takes care of the supply and demand of resources. The supply of 
resources typically aims at meeting the peak value of demand averaged over a certain 
time frame. \Vhen the demand exceeds the available resources, service degradation 
occurs as a result of network congestion. This is depicted by unbounded delay levels, 
high call blocking rates or packet loss. TdccOllllllHllication network operators deploy 
infrastructure with the aim of offering a limited set of services to their subscribers. 
However, new appealing services are created ('ontillllousl.v. thus making it necessary for 
these networks to support services for which they are not optimised. Such services often 
consume greater band\vidth; hence more resources are needed to achieve the required 
QoE levels. The efficiency and effectiveness of net\\'ork operation would decline if these 
services were deployed on legacy networks. Network operators would upgrade their 
infrastructure to provision more resources ane! gain from revenue potentials that arise 
from offering these new services. 
Upgrading of networks to provision more resources is a suitable long term solution. 
However it may not solve challenges associated ''''ith short term spikes in the demand 
for resources. Ideally, operators would prefer to operate networks close to full capacity. 
Abundant resources are required to aecommodate peak service requests. Thus it is 
important, through network planning, to provision sufficient network resources to meet 
average demands and operate efficiently. During periods of high congestion the network 
may experience continuous arrival of new service requests. As mentioned earlier, blocking 
of new requests or degradation of active flows to accommodate new flows results in user 
dissatisfaction. Over provisioning of network resources may not be feasible in terms of 
revenue targets required to offset the cost of resource provisioning. Thus, mechanisms 
for solving the resource demand vs. supply anel the associated cost paradox arc needed. 
Network resource sharing among competing operators ttlay be an appropriate solution 
to meeting short term peak demands for resources. 
Network resource sharing scenarios differ according to adopted business models. Network 
roaming is a form of resource sharing thM enables subscribers to access services by 
connecting to visited networks belonging to operators with a roaming agreement with 
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their home operator. In conventional roaming the subscriber is often faced with higher 
service usage fees associated with meeting the full service cost on both home and visited 
networks. 
The following questions arise: Is it possible to fl1cilitatc resource sharing amongst com-
peting network operators to provide services to users at no additional cost? Can such a 
business model be beneficial to all network operators involved? Are there any short-term 
and long-term financial implications for involved operators? 
To facilitate ubiquitous computing in the mobile domain new business models for resource 
sharing are needed. This thesis proposes service outsourcing aimed at benefiting com-
peting network operators through resource sharing. In service outsourcing, call blocking 
or rejection of user service requests by I1n ov{~rload('d nctv,;ork may be minimised by 
utilising another operator's network to transport USCI' traffic. For the success of such an 
ubiquitous system, higher service usage charg(~s should not be incurred for using visited 
operator networks. 
The motivation for service outsourcing lies in t he following benefits: 
• overall enhanced user service experience with regard to minimal call blocking 
• facilitation of a best charged and connected ubiquitous computing experience 
• minimisation of network churn 
• overall improved income for involved operl1tors 
• increased operator savings with regard to deployed network infrastructure 
Service outsourcing enables a network experiencing resource constraints on a given access 
network to handover incoming service requests to an overlapping access network belong-
ing to a competing operator. ''''''hen a service' requ('st is received. instead of blocking the 
request an outsourcing negotil1tiou would Iw iuitiatl'Ci with a federated network to offer 
services to the user. The requested service would be delivered via the federated network 
at no additional cost to the user. This conditioll dictates sharing of revenue accruing 
from user payments between involved operators. 
In this thesis we consider the fact that minimisation of network churn directly relates to 
enhanced user satisfaction. This applies especially when user satisfaction is influenced by 
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factors such as the numher of unsuccessful service access or call establishment attempts. 
Although service outsourcing dictates sharing of us('r payments between involved op-
erators, the overall incollle for operators could increase with the advantage that both 
networks would not increase reso1ll'CCS (\vhich is ahvays expensive and unfeasible ill the 
short to medium term) but sirnply shared momentary peak requests. 
A question that arises is, under what circmnstances should two (or more) opera tors 
engage in such co-operation? The answer revolves around the prices that operators 
agree to charge for a service outsource. If the price is too high, thus resulting in an 
operator incurring high costs, it would be pointless to engage in such an agreement. The 
proportion of revenue accruing from user payments to be apportioned to every involved 
operator depends on the agreements. Resource sharing transactions aimed at meeting 
sudden overshoots in the demand for resources can 1)(' supported with short term income 
apportioning agreements. 
In the long term, revenue sharing may have an impact on the net incomes of operators. 
Through an analysis of the financial features related to service outsourcing the home 
operator may decide to upgrade the network. after reaching a threshold point, to boost 
the capacity and avail more resources to home subscribers. On the other hand, the visited 
operator may attempt to sign up new subscribers in regions with sustained outsourcing 
activity. 
Service outsourcing agreements require criticaJ parameters to establish the proportion 
of shared revenue for every out sourced session. The agreements would also define the 
duration of an active outsource transaction, and conditiolls under which an out sourced 
session should be passed back to the home network. Unlike the case of conventional 
wireless roaming, service outsourcing requires radio reachability of access networks of 
the home and visited operators by the user equiprnent. A wireless overlap of the two 
networks is therefore a pre-requisite. ~Iorcover, the potential visited network should 
have sufficient resources to accommodate traffic from the outsourced session. Roaming 
is a resource sharing mechanism prilllaril~' aillled at solving lack of network coverage 
problems, whereas the primary goal of SC'lTicc outsourcing is to incl"C%s(' network capacity. 
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1.1 Service Level Agreements 
Commercial telecommunications are guided by agreements between service providers 
and their cllstomers. These service level agrcCIlH'nts stipulate the characteristics of the 
service to be offered to subscribers in terms of service availability, quality and cost. 
Service availability considers geographicallocatiou of the servecl area, periods of service 
availability etc. Service quality would likely relate to a baseline market standard or 
previous user experience. Service cost would be influenced by many factors including 
regulatory controls, market competition, service provision costs including CAPEX and 
OPEX, and operator revenue targets. 
User satisfaction with operator services has a strong rc~lation to SLAs. In a market with 
many operators and service providers, operators would strive to meets SLA conditions to 
minimise the chances of losing subscribers to their competitors. It is however common for 
operators and service providers to create long term binding contracts that make it hard 
or impossible for dissatisfied users to churn. This prevents such users from switching to 
other operators in the short term; however, they may still seek services from different 
operators at the expiry of contracts. They also may seek value added services from 
other operators. Common causes of subscriber dissatisfaction include call blocking due 
to network congestion and lack of network coverage in some locations. 
Network Churn 
The act of dissatisfied subscribers leaving an operator's network to seck services from 
other operators or providers is known as network churn. Network churn works against 
provider efforts of signing up new subscribers. Subscriber acquisition involves huge 
marketing effort and is an expensive exercise. Uncontrolled levels of network churn will 
reduce subscriber numbers, vvhich arc needed for various reasons. A network with many 
subscribers would be able to distribute costs related to capital investment and OPEX 
among many users: thus making it possible to lower service delivery costs. .t\loreover, 
such a network \vollicl easily cam more income and be profitable and competitive. 
To minimise network churn levels networks rcquin' abuudant wsomccs to prevent call 
blocking and offer coverage in areas where their subscribers may be located. High capital 
investments are required to provide wide network coverage and to meet expected peak 
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service demand. In very competitive markets profit margins are likely to be low, thus 
operators need to reduce capital and operational costs in order to remain competitive 
during the lifetime of a given technology. Network sharing may provide operators with 
options for cost minimisation. Increased competition leads to shrinking profit margins 
for retail providers: thus cost cutting is a ma.ior differentiating factor. 
1.2 Network Sharing Solutions 
Financial commitments by network operators in terms of licence fees, equipment costs, 
network installation and maintenance costs have forced some operators to resort to net-
work sharing as a means of reducing CAPEX and OPEX when rolling out new services [2]. 
Stiff competition in addition to high capital expenditme ma:v result in reduced profit 
margins: through network sharing, operators can reduce costs related to infrastructure 
provisioning and maintenance. Network sharing llla~' be considered a potential compe-
tition inhibitor amongst operators. However. to fost('r competitive markets the network 
infrastructure may be provisioned by independent "neutral hosts" \vho own infrastruc-
ture and provide coverage on behalf of operators. This closely follows the wholesale retail 
model incumbent operators the world over have been forced to adopt. 
There are different options available to network operators for network sharing. Network 
infrastructure sharing may range from simple sharing of ceUular towers to full sharing of 
core equipment. For example, ~Iobile Virtual Network Operators (:\IVNOs) own little 
infrastructure other than a Horne Location RE'gistcr (HLR) and billing system; thus they 
depend on other operators for network infrastrnctlll'e. The following sharing solutions 
have been defined by operators: site and passive RA~ sharing: shared RAl'\: shawcl 
core network; full network sharing; geographical split [2]. The important aspect is the 
existence of a technical and financial architecture that permits co-operation among op-
erators in network sharing. :\loreover. competition among independent service providers 
should remain uninhibited. 
Network sharing may be used to increase operator coverage. Additionally or alternatively 
it may be used to improve resource capacity. The levcis of CAPEX savings resulting from 
network sharing depend on the motivation for sharing. Greater levels of CAPEX saving 
are achievable in the case of network coverage improvemellt as compared to capacity 
improvement. Networks experience periods of 1m\' and peak demand at different times 
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of the day. Generally network capital requirements arc a function of the peak demand, 
\vhile revenue is a function of the average demand [2]. Hence, to achieve a balance 
between investments and service demand it would be better to dimension networks to 
meet average resource demands and use network sharing to meet peak demands. The 
benefits of netv.rork sharing are more evident when considering product life cycles. New 
network technologies will experience growth in clifi'erent phases and eventually mature. 
A decline phase will follow, after which cnhanccnwnts to existing networks and services 
will be required to sustain required income levels. 
Network sharing requires a good regulatory framework to highlight the separation of 
network and service layers. Thus, network 0pCl'fttors can focus on innovation and cost 
reduction, while service providers dwell on creatillg new business models and service 
concepts. There should be munerous specialised service providers. but consolidated. ef-
ficient and stable underlying net\vorks. ,Stringent regulatory structures will prevent the 
rise of monopolies and occurrence of anti-competitive behaviour. Technical limitations 
and existing business environments may make it very expensive for multiple operators 
to run independent networks. This arises ill cases where physical resources arc under 
regulator control or a monopolistic providcr. e.g .. a highway tunnel, airport etc. Instal-
lation of network equipment may be disruptive and subject to high rental and other fees. 
thus making it expensive for network providers. In rural areas with low user densities 
(implying inadequate demand levels) the capital costs of independent networks may pro-
hibit mass service roll out. Through network sharing. network operators may minimise 
CAPEX and be able to meet average as well as peak demands for services. 
1.3 Service Outsourcing 
Service outsourcing would enable operators to share network resources by establishing 
short time frame SLAs. The partitioning and allocation of network resources would occur 
in real-time. Service outsourcing would OCCIll' betweell competing ndwork operators to 
allow a horne (custodian) network experiencing resource constraints to transfer service 
requests to a visited (candidate) network. During normal network operation when new 
requests for resources are received at the home access network the operator would grant 
requested resources if there was sufficient capacit:v. Admitting a new call to a congested 
network may compromise QoS guarantees of cxistillg calls. This will impact negatively 
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Figure 1.1: Service outsourcing involving three networks 
on the user QoE. Rejecting of new resource requests on the congested network may be t he 
appropriate option, but as mentioned earlier it will impact on t he user QoE if satisfaction 
is t ied to the number of failed call attempts. Service outsourcing would enable the 
custodian operator to negotiate network trRllsport sf'rvices for users of such services on 
candidate operator net.works. Figme 1.1 illllst r;-1 tes service outsollI'cing involving two 
network operators. 
In the figure a service request is sent from the User Equipment (UEl) towards the home 
network IM1. The request cannot be admitted due to insufficient capacity. Instead of 
completely blocking the request an outsourcing requests is initiated by IMI and sent to 
a reachable network 1M2. After negotiations to establish an outsourcing agreement UEI 
is handed over to 1M2, where network connectiv i t~· and transport services are provided 
on the new access network (AN2). 
Service outsourcing shares a few characterist ics wit.h site sharing, RAN . haring ami 
eN sharing solu tions. Resource capacity improvement is t.he main rea on for service 
outsourcing. However, several conditions and requirement · should be met for service 
outsourcing to be successful. For example resource pricing strategies are required to 
achieve meaningful resource sharing. Technology requirements for service outsourcing 
include the existence of a wireless overlap involving custodian and candidate operator 
networks at the user 's geographical locat ion. Individual operators may have independent 
networks with unshared equipment and ded ica ted radio freq uencies. After performing 
negotiations to estahlish a servi ce ont.sonrcing SLA. the operators will perform cstahlish-
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ment of an outsourcing session. This 'will involw a hctllciovcr of the user to the selected 
visited network. Upon successful establishment of an outsourcing sessioll, call or session 
control will be handled by both home etud visited operators. but cOInrmmication ''''ith 
the mobile equipment will occur over the visited operator's network. Logically, the cus-
todian and visited networks would share network resources and equipment in the RAJ\' 
and the core. 
To initiate service outsourcing the custodian network \vould send an outsourcing request 
to the candidate network specifying parameters that will form a short-term SLA. If the 
SLA parameters arc acceptable to the candidate network the user will be handed over to 
the candidate network. Session setup and eveutual service delivery will proceed via the 
candidate network. If the outsourcing transaction is unsuccessful the call establishment 
attempt would be blocked by the custodian operator. 
A service outsourcing agreement would be formulated using three main parameters: 
• offer price (OP) 
• outsource duration (T) 
• required QoS resources (e.g., bandwidth) 
The offer price represents the per unit monetar:v amount the custodian network would 
pay to the candidate network for the outsourced service. It would be a percentage of 
per unit payments the user would make to the custodian operator if service delivery 
occurred on the home network. The outsource duration represents the initial period of 
time an outsourced session would remain active on the candidate network before it could 
be re-called to the custodian network. The required QoS resources represent the QoS 
class and both uplink and downlink bandwidths required to transport user traffic during 
the duration of the out sourced session. 
To maximise the benefits of service outsourcin!2; the custodian operator would set lower 
offer price values to retain a bigger percentage of revenue accruing from user payments. 
On the other hand the candidate operator would 1)(' favoured by higher offer price values. 
The custodian and candidate operators may influence the proportion of shared revenue 
apportioned to them by manipulating the outsource parameters. It would be pointless 
for an operator to participate in service outsourcing if t.he cost of outsourcing was too 
high. 
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As a result of sharing revenue from user paYIllcnts. custodian and candidate operators 
are faced with the possibility of lost potential illcollle' during the outsource period. The 
custodian operator would lose potential revenue if. dnring this period. network cOllges-
tion subsided substantia.lly to levels that avail capacity and rcsonrces large enough to 
accommodate the outsourced sessions. This would happen when some sessions were 
terminated by lL'>ers or the network. On the other hand, the candidate operator would 
lose potential income if, after assigning resources to outsourced requests, service requests 
from their own home users could not be admitted to the network due to lack of sufficient 
resources. 
It is essential for operators to evaluate the financial, short-term and long-term benefits 
of implementing service outsourcing. Various strategies may be adopted to influence 
the financial implications of outsourcing. Potential income losses may be minimised by 
negotiating favourable offer prices for a given outsource period. An additional measure 
for minimising potential income losses by the custodian operator may arise by priori-
tisation of user sessions for outsourcing. This would require service quality and cost 
differentiation on the custodian operator's network. This scheme may be complemented 
by scenarios where sessions may be handed over to cheaper access networks. Users of 
sessions that arc charged at lower rates. and which require less stringent QoS guaran-
tees may be marked as high priority for outsourcillg to crmlte capacity for higher profile 
sessions. 
In addition to financial implications. service outsourcing would cause additional sig-
nalling in the network. This could further strain the scarce resources ill the air interface l . 
Thus, mechanisms are required to minimise signalling related to service outsourcing, 
while ensuring that effective outsourcing operations occur. Aggregation of outsourcing 
transactions may effectively contribute to minimisa tion of signalling. Outsource aggre-
gation (or batched outsourcing) may be' facilitated by prioritisation based on user service 
profiles. The use of profiles in 3G mobile communications was investigated in our pre-
vious work [3]. The use of profiles to support service outsourcing is explored in this 
work. We model a network where pricing ane! service cost. affect the acquisition of extra 
network capacity on short time frames in a multi-plaver environment. 
lIt should he noted that congestion is the lIlay trigger for outsourcing on the custodian operator's 
network 
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Multiple Candidate Networks 
When llluitiple potential candidate networks exist the custodian network lIlay send out-
sourcing requests to several networks. and select a target network after receiving and 
evaluating OP counter offers. By selecting a network with the lowest counter OP the 
custodian network would optimise on the monetarv benefits of outsourcing. 
In this thesis we investigate the required conditions for service outsourcing to be feasible 
and beneficial for involved operators. We explore the financial implications arising from 
involvement in service outsourcing for custodian and candidate operators. \Ye propose 
and explore strategies that may be employed by operators to maximise the benefits of 
service outsourcing. Through analytical studies. lllcchanisrns arc developed for deriving 
optimal values of critical service outsourcing paramcters. These mechanisms support thc 
formulation of outsourcing strategies by operators. \Yo investigate the practical usc of 
service outsourcing in commercial network deployments. The IP :"IIllltimedia Subsystem 
(l1\IS) is used as a platform for service outsourcing. The lidS is a sub-system of the 3GPP 
packet switched (PS}--core network thaLhaBlwen standardised for the provi~ioning of 
multimedia services using IP transport [4]. 
1.4 IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) 
11'1S is a standards-based IP-COllIlcctivit,v service control architecture for the delivery of 
various multimedia services to end users using C'OllllllOn Internet protocols [5]. I:"IIS is 
access-independent, hence different IP Connectivity Access Networks (lP-CANs) may 
be used for the interface between the User Equipment (UE) and the core network. The 
IMS architecture is divided into three planes: the media plane, the control plane and 
the application plane. In 3GPP networks [\IS was standardised as a subsystem of the 
Packet Switched (PS) core network for the delivery of multimedia services like voice and 
video using IP. Examples of services and applicatiolls targeted for I:\JS are VoIP. IPTV 
using Video on Demand or broadcast met hods awl multimedia messaging. I:\IS call 
control is performed at the signalling and control planf'. wherc the Call Session Control 
Functions (CSCFs) are located. Subscriber management is also handled at the control 
plane. Media traffic is confined to the media plane. Both media and control traffic 
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traverse respective IP-CANs. \Vhen an IP-CAl\' is congested, intended QoS levels for 
media traffic may not be achieved. A handover to an IP-CAN with adequate capacity 
to accommodate the media traffic would achieve the desired quality of communication. 
1;\1S communications rely on standard protocols for information exchange between vari-
ous entities. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [6] and Diampter [7] arc the core protocols 
used in n1S transactions. SIP is a text-based protocol used for establishment and control 
of multimedia sessions. SIP is used between 1~IS clients and the [\IS core. and between 
IMS core entities. Diameter is a secure Authelltication Authorisation and Accounting 
(AAA) protocol used for authentication, policy and charging control. 
Media traffic may traverse an IP core net\vork on the end-to-end path between the 
communicating nodes. The providers of IP-CANs and IP core networks would charge 
for transport resources used to convey the traffic. Various business models that de-
fine accompanying charging mechanisms ma.v be Eldopted for I~IS comnmnications. 1~IS 
charging may be separated and confined to individual planes. However. converged chc1l'g-
ing and billing may be adopted in scenarios when' the niS network and the IP-CAN s 
are controlled by one operator. The Proxy CSCF (P-CSCF) is the entry point into the 
Ev1S core. The P-CSCF may be located in the niS operator's home network or on a 
visited network in roaming scenarios. D-1S call control is always performed by a registrar 
entity located in the horne network. Thus n1S control traffic would traverse the horne 
network. On the other hand, media traffic does not have to traverse the home network, 
e.g., in roaming scenarios with local breakout. 
1.4.1 Service Outsourcing in IMS 
According to standard HviS procedures an nIS client would register with the I~IS do-
main after attaching to an IP-CAN. Signalling traffic is generated by registrat.ion events; 
however, the contribut.ion to the aggregate network load by 1:;\IS registration events is 
not. significant, especially when signalling compression is used. The IMS client. would es-
tablish a media session by sending SIP IXVITE recpwsts to the I~IS core. INVITE requests 
contain session descriptioll information of varying size; thus, the volume of consumed 
network resources may not be trivial. The actual media traffic:, e.g., VoIP or video stream 
would consume more network resources. hcnce contl'ibllting significantly to network con-
gestion. In a network that is operatillg at clost, to full capacity on a given IP-CAr\ EIS 
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clients may be able to register and send I~VITE requests to the I\1S core. However, lack 
of sufficient resources to transport meclia traffic may prevent establishment of media 
sessions. Service outsourcing may be used to facilitate service delivery via an IP-CAN 
belonging to a visited operator. 
Signalling optimisation is required during service outsourcing to minimise the adverse 
effects of network congestion on the achievement of QoS guarantees for active flows. 
Transporting SIP messages over the air interface poses a challenge to the efficient u til-
isation of scarce resources. Service outsourcing in I?v1S frameworks will generate SIP 
signalling over the air interface. Excess SIP signalling during congestion periods will 
exert extra strain on meeting latency cOIluuitnwnts leading to larger session setup delay. 
Service outsourcing in I.\IS would usc the :3GPP standardised S9 reference point [8] for 
inter-operator communication to exchange session description information and servi('(~ 
outsourcing parameters. Diameter has been stanclnl'discd for network AAA functions. 
In EVlS service outsourcing. Diameter would 1w usecl to convey out source parameters 
between custodian and candidate networks during the negotiation stage. Session de-
scription information contained in INVITE requests \vould contain requested bandwidth, 
which is required for service outsource negotiations. 
The main idea behind service outsourcing is enabling real-time per session negotiation of 
shared resources. The cost of shared resources woukl be agreed before usage: subsequent 
charging for resource usage would occur during the lifetime of the session. In order to 
investigate service outsourcing in the nlS a charging fnurwwork is required. An open 
source IMS implementation is available for research: however. a charging framework is 
lacking. 
In this thesis we develop and implement a standards compliant charging framework for 
the Ii\IS. Open source IMS (OSI:"1S) was developed and released by the Fraunhofer 
Fokus institute in Germany [9]. OSI.\IS provides the standard IMS call session control 
functions, i.e., P-CSCF, I-CSCF, S-CSCF that a1'(, developed using C. They inter-work 
with an open source implementation of the home subscriber server (HSS). 
1.4.2 Charging in IMS 
Charging, billing and accounting arc the most critical operational support nctivities for 
any telecommunications operator [10]. Charging is required for the net\vork transport 
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service as well as for services offered on top of the op8rator's network. Transport services 
affect the [\IS media plane, and require flmx; level charging. Flow level charging may 
he conducted on the home network or on the visited network in roaming scenarios. 
Service level charging involves I~lS CSCFs and application servers. I?\IS supports offline 
and online charging at all planes. In offline charging, charging activities do not affect 
resource consumption in real-time. On the other ha11(1. online charging affects resource 
consumption in real-time [11]. 
The charging framework developed in this project attempts to comply with standards. 
The main aim is to develop a functional prototype for usc in research on aspects requiring 
charging, like service outsourcing. vVe dcvdop a charging framework for flmv level and 
service level charging of Il\IS communications. TllC' testbed products include a charging 
application server and hilling domain entities. Stanci,ud charging interfaces. i.e .. Rf and 
Ro for offline and online charging are developed. 
Service outsourcing requires inter-domain interactions between custodian and candidate 
networks. In roaming scenarios inter-domain charging transactions require an interface 
for the exchange of charging events and information. Interaction hetween IMS domains 
for the purpose of Policy and Charging Control (PCC) utilising standard reference points, 
e.g., S9 [8] have similar requirements with inter-domain service outsourcing interactions. 
Thus, we develop an interface to facilitate inter-domain interactions for service outsourc-
ing. Service outsourcing parameters Ilsed in negotiation and maintenance of the session 
would be exchanged across the interface. 
Policy Control in IMS 
QoS policy control in IMS is achieved according to policy control standards from 3GPP, 
ITU-T etc. Initially policy control in the L\IS was standardised for the UMTS access 
network, but later other access technologies were incorporated. The 3GPP QoS manage-
ment architecture defines an Application Function (AF), a Policy and Charging Rules 
Function (PCRF), and a Policy and Charging Enforcelllent FUllction (PCEF). The AF 
would request resources from the transport plRllC: t hl' peRF performs resource manage-
ment, while the PCEF resides OIl the transport (IllecliR) plane where Iletwork policies 
are enforced [12]. 3GPP policy and charging control Rre closely related: they use similRr 
protocols and interfaces. For flow level charging control, Diameter lmsed Rx and Gx 
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reference points arc developed as part of the evaluation framework. 
Signalling Protocols 
l;-,lS charging depends on the Diameter [7] protocol to COllVCV charging events betw('en 
Charging Trigger Functions (CTF) ano either tlw Onlinc Charging Syst('m (OCS) or 
the Offline Charging Svstem (OFCS). Diameter transactions are mainlv confined to the 
core network; hence these transactions do not contribute to the signalling overhead in 
the access network air interface. However, SIP signalling is used between the ['odS user 
agents and the core. For service outsourcing transactions SIP messages will contribute to 
the signalling overhead. 11\1S Signalling optimisation is required to counter likely session 
setup delay in service outsourcing. 
1.4.3 Service Outsourcing Signalling and Scalability 
Signalling requirements for service outsourcing arc atfected by the number of messages 
exchanged between user equipments and custodian and candidate networks during the 
negotiation stage. SIP messages will be exchanged between base stations and user equip-
ments 011 each network; thus consuming scarce air interface resources. Diameter mes-
sages would be confined to the core IP connection between the networks. To minimise the 
etfects of excess signalling when processing many user sessions in peak periods, mecha-
nisms aimed at signalling aggregation rnav be used to facilitate scalability of outsourcing 
transactions. 
Aggregation of outsourcing transactions involve'S identifying sessions that may be out-
sourced, negotiating of outsource requirements for multiple sessions with candidate rwt-
works, and signalling target UEs using a broadcast message to handovcr to assigned 
candidate networks. The batch processing of outsourcing transactions may be combined 
with pre-emptive outsourcing measures. Pre-emptive outsourcing involves prediction of 
imminent outsourcing based on congestion thresholds. Pre-emptive outsourcing may be 
complemented by the use of service profiles to prioritise sessions to be outsourced. The 
QoS requirements of active sessioIls may also be considered in prioritisation of sessioIls 
for pre-emptive outsourcing. Lower profile sessions may be ontsourced to free resources 
for expected higher profile sessions that would generate more income for Hw custodian 
network. 
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Quality of Service and Pricing Profiles 
Service profiles may be used to classify services as premium, or basic. Network operators 
may create service profiles that map QoS guarantee levels to the cost of service. Higher 
QoS profiles would attract higher usage fees. In heterogeneol1s environments these service 
profiles may be mapped to IP-CA:\Is that meet the QoS characteristics defined by the 
profile. Custodian operators ma~! place a higher olltsource priority to users of lower 
QoS profiles as network congestion levels rise. Sessions belonging to these l1sers rnR~' })(' 
pre-emptively outsourced when service requests from higher profile users are received. 
1.5 Service Outsourcing Benefits and Challenges 
The benefits of service outsourcing revolve around sharing network capacities to meet 
peak resource demands. The custodial! network \\'ill virtually L'xpand its capacity to 
meet peak period service requests: this is achieved without expensive infrastructural 
deployments. On the other hand, the candidate network is able to utilise extra capacity, 
thus improving efficiency and sharing income with the custodian operator. 
Service outsourcing requires operators to share income accruing from user payments for 
service usage. This is due to the need to maintain the same service fees for users re-
gardless of the network to which they are attached. Networks participating in service 
outsourcing will experience reduced potential net income. Moreover, service outsourcing 
income will vary with the number of sessions. otfer price values and outsource duration. 
The custodian network would have (,RITled full income if t.here had been sufficient re-
sources to accommodate all user scrvice reqnests. On the other hand, the cRIHlidate 
network would earn full income from its rCSOHrCC capacity if all actively cOIlnected users 
were its subscribers. 
The short-term service outsourcing SLA defines an out source duration over which the 
session remains active on the candidate operator network. During this period the custo-
dian operator may lose potent.ial income while having unused resources on the network. 
The candidate operator carns less income \vlwn home sessions get blocked due to as-
signing resources to out sourced sessions. This nmy be compounded by dissat.isfaction of 
blocked candidate network users. Thus it is essential to analyse the financial implications 
of service outsourcing for custodian and cRnciiciat() networks, and formula te algorithms 
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aimed at maximisation of gains from outsourcing. 
1.6 Thesis Objectives 
This thesis will address the concept of service outsourcing as a mechanism for facilitating 
real-time resource sharing amongst competing mobile networks. The research will be 
illustrated using L\IS communications. 
The thesis will explore the following items: 
• Conduct a review of literature on resource sharing solutions for mobile and wireless 
networks. 
• Highlight and compare the benefits of different resource sharing solutions to clearly 
identify' models that would be beneficial to participating operators. 
• Review literature on 3GPP standardised IP :\Iultimcdia Subsystem communica-
tions. Emphasis will be placed on [\IS charging procedures and session control 
with QoS. 
• Discuss the concept of service outsourcing and formulate generic service outsourc-
ing procedures and contracts. 
• Explore the technical conditions and requirements of service outsourcing involving 
only two operators, and eventually consider multi-operator scenarios. The technical 
conditions would revolve around reso1ll'CC requirements for services requested by 
users, and resource capacities of custodian and candidate networks to meet the 
requirements. 
• Explore the benefits of service outsourcing for custodian and candidate operators. 
Financial and other outsourcing benefits will be discussed. 
• Analyse the financial implications of service outsourcing. Analytical models will be 
developed based on the terms of outsourcing contracts. Algorithms encompassing 
strategies to be applied by operators to maximise on benefits will be formulated. 
• Identify service outsourcing challenges with regard to signalling overhead and for-
mulate mechanisms for signalling optimisatioll. 
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• Discuss service outsourcing with respect to [VIS communications; the effects of 
service outsourcing on IMS session control will be explored. 
• Design and develop a charging protot.ype for !.\IS communications research. 11\IS 
service outsourcing tests will be performed on ,ill I~IS framework with charging 
enabled. 
• Perform proof of concept tests involving L\IS service outsourcing between two 
networks, and collect performance results for Rnal:vsis. The results will validate the 
feaqibility of implementing service outsourcing for multimedia communications. 
1.7 Thesis Scope and Limitations 
Service outsourcing is a fonn of resource sharing mnongst mobile networks. Resource 
sharing involves many aspects of call session controL QoS negotiation, SLA estRblishment 
between operators. SLA conformance monitoring etc. Call control for Rctive IP sessions 
requires mobility management schemes like mobile IP. 
Dimensioning of network resources to meet user service demands will be abstracted 
at the IP level. Service outsourcing would involve handovers and mobility between 
networks. Various mobility management schemes, e.g .. mobile IP have been developed 
for IP communications. Discussions of such schemes will be confined to the literature 
review, since the service outsourcing scenarios explored in this thesis will adopt a higher 
layer session mobility scheme, e.g., SIP haqed schemes. 
Service outsourcing may be applied to different network architectmcs Rml access net-
works using different technologies. This thesis will focus on 3GPP standardised networks. 
i.e., 3G and the Long Term Evolution (LTE). The evolution towards LTE creates net-
works with sufficient capacities to support multiple multimedia sessions with performance 
guarantees. \Ve explore service outsourcing in the framework of IMS communications. A 
framework independent discussion of service outsourcing will be presented. However, dis-
cussions involving signalling protocols will be based on IMS communications. Moreover, 
the charging prototype will be 1;',1S specific. 
Analysis of the numerical results will be conducted for a generic service outsourcing 
scenario to support conceptualisation of service outsourcing and its benefits. Testbed 
results will be confined to proof of concept and performance evaluation tests. 
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1.8 Thesis Contributions 
The main contributions of this thesis arc: 
• An extensive review of network sharing solutions used by mobile operators to 
lower network deployment and operation costs. These sharing solutions form the 
greater sphere of network resource sharing to 'which service outsourcing belongs. 
\Ve introduce, conceptualise and formulate nlC'chanisms for service outsourcing. 
\Ve create definitions for this resource sharing scheme to facilitate further research 
in this area. 
• Analysis and design of a service outsolU'cing framework for wireless communica-
tions. We analyse options available to operators and formulate procedures for 
sharing resources to meet peak service demands, sustain subscriber satisfaction 
and avoid expensive network upgrades. 
• Expand the functionality of the UCT 1\1S client [13], an Open Source Il\IS Client 
implemented in C for the Linux platform. The fUllctionality added supports user 
interaction with the charging and billing s~'ste'Ill to select hilling account optiolls 
and receive advice of charge. 
• Author of the UCT Charging Control Framework, a 3GPP standards compliant 
free Open source [\IS charging s:vstem. The charging system supports online and 
offline reference points based on the Diameter protocol. It utilises the Open Source 
1MS core system released by the Fraunhofer Fokus institute [9]. 
• Design and implementation of a inter-domain resource negotiation and service bid-
ding framework for [\IS networks. This system enables different [\IS opemtors to 
dynamically adjust prices of their network r('s()nrc(~s based on demand for resources, 
and choose to participate ill service outsomcing. 
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The following publications document the contributions of this thesis: 
Journal: 
1. Vitalis G. OzianyL Neco Ventura, Eugene Golovins, "A Novel pricing approach to 
support QoS in 3G networks," Elsevier computer networks, vol. 52/7 pp 1433-1450, 
May 2008 [14]. 
Conferences: 
1. Vitalis Ozianyi, Neco Ventura. "Heal-time Resource Sharing Through Service Out-
sourcing", Proceedings of the Local Computer ;'\etworks International ,vorkshop on 
the Performance and ?vIanagement of Wireless and ;\lobile Networks (P2~/INET). 
Denver, USA, October 2010 [15]. 
2. Joyce Mwangama, Vitalis Ozianyi, Neco Ventura, "Charging and billing for com-
posite services in a multi-service provider environment: the gIS case," Proceed-
ings of the IEEE Wireless Communication Networks Conference CWCNC), Sydney, 
Australia, April 2010 [16]. 
3. Vitalis G. Ozianyi, Neco Ventura. "Design anel Implementation of Scalable niS 
Charging Systems," Proceedings of the Local Computer Networks International 
workshop on the Performance and l'.lanagemcnt of Wireless and ~lobile Networks 
(P2TvINET), Zurich, Switzerland. October 2009 [17]. 
4. Vitalis G. Ozianyi, Neco Ventura. "Efficient and scalable charging systems for 
IP multimedia networks," IEEE Africon conference, Nairobi. Kenya, September 
2009 [18]. 
5. Vitalis Oziallyi, Richard Good, Phillippa Wilson, Nc('o Ventura. "Optimized IP-
CANs to support best charged Il\IS scenarios." IEEE International syruposium on 
personal indoor and mobile radio comumnications (PL\IRC 2009). Tokyo. Japan, 
September 2009 [19]. 
6. Vitalis Ozianyi, N eco Ventura, "Service outsourcing and billing in inter-domain 
nvIS scenarios," South African Telecommunications Networks and Applications 
Conferencc (SATNAC 2009). l\Ibabane. S\vaziland, September 2009 [20]. 
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7. V. Ozianyi, R. Good, N. Carrilho. :\'. Ventura. "An X?\IL driven framework for pol-
icy based QoS management in nrs networks, ,. Proceedings of IEEE Global COIrl-
rmmications conference (Globecolll) . .'\{'W Orl{~(1lls. LA. USA, Nov-Dec 2008 [21]. 
8. Vitalis G. Ozianyi, Neco Ventura, "Service outsourcing to support virtual home 
environments (VHE)," Proceedings of the Local Computer Networks International 
workshop on the Performance and l'vlanagement of Wireless and l'v'1obile Networks 
(P2MNET), Montreal, QC, Carmela, October 2008 [22]. 
9. Vitalis G. Ozianyi, Vitor .Jesus, Susana Sal'gcnto, Rui Aguiar, ~eco Ventura, "Vir-
tual network capacity expansion through s{~rYiC(' outsomcing," Proceedings of the 
IEEE \Vireless Communication ~ctworks Conference (\VCNC). Las Vegas, NV. 
USA, l\Iar-Apr, 2008 [1]. 
1.9 Thesis Outline 
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: 
Chapter 2 presents an extensive literature review of n'somce sharing in wireless networks. 
Issues regarding spectrum sharing, RA:'-J sharing and CN sharing arc covered here. This 
chapter also reviews literatme on mobility management including roaming in wireless 
networks. An extensive review of literature 011 the us{~ of SLAs and different business 
models involving communication networks is Pl'cscllted, as well as discussions on Internet 
economics with regard to the supply and demand of resources. 
Chapter 3 presents a comprehensive revic\\! of standardisation work and literature on 
I?-.lS communications. Primary focus is given to charging control standardisation b.y 
3GPP. This chapter contains foundation information supporting discussions in subse-
quent chapters. 
Chapter 4 models and presents the service outsourcing concept. Service outsourcing 
is approached as a real-time net-work resource brokcring mechanism. \Ve analyse the 
utilisation of network resource capacities and create algorithms for resource sharing. 
Vic introduce critical parameters required in fornmlating SLAs for short-term resource 
sharing, and highlight strategies that may be employed by networks to maximise the 
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benefits of service outsourcing. The design of an inter-domain resource broker is pre-
sented to support service outsourcing. Using a gClwric scenario, we demonstrate service 
outsourcing transactions to give a clear view of operator benefits. 
vVe present service outsourcing in [\18 in chaptm o. A charging framework is requinxi 
to completely illustrate service outsourcing in [\18. The complete design of a standards 
compliant charging framework for 1\18 is prci-ientcd. The design supports charging at 
the media, control and service planes. \Ve present additional mechanisms required to 
support real-time resource brokering and negotiationi-i between networks. 
Chapter 6 presents a testbed implementation of service outsourcing in 1\18 frameworks. 
The implementation includes an [\18 standards compliant charging framework with re-
source brokering capabilities. The testbed is decuh' structmed and documented to per-
mit extensibility to support further research involving charging and resomce sharing. 
In chapter 7 we perform extensive tests on the testbed. Both proof of concept and 
performance evaluation tests are conducted and results are presented. 
Chapter 8 presents conclusions and final discussions. A summary of the research is 
presented, as well as recommendations for further research in this area. 
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Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we review trends adopted by lllohil(' network operators in an attempt to 
meet the continuously increasing demand for nct\vOl'k reSOllrces. This includes long term 
options like capacity planning and network npgTadc:-;. as well as short term options like 
network sharing. This chapter provides a motivation for the work done in this thesis. 
The information presented provides a base for the discussions and models presented in 
chapter 4. 
Network resource sharing can enable operators to save on CAPEX and OPEX. They 
contribute to the final charge levied to subscribers for using telecommunication services. 
If these costs are lowered the ultimate charge to users for service usage will likely be 
lower. In providing an end-to-cnd solution. the pric(' charged by different networks and 
domains along the end-to-end path between coltllll1micating nodes contributes to the 
total service cost towards end users. End users lllay connect through different access 
networks to core networks that arc interconnected with other networks to form end-
to-end paths. In a QoS-enabled DiffServ IP network, resource provisioning to service 
classes in core networks is guided by service level agreements. Resource provisioning 
in the IP core is governed by long time frame SLAs: resources are eventually sold or 
allocated to users in access networks on short tiltH: frames. This is the case where ISPs 
enter into long term SLAs with higher tier provid(~l's. hut allocate resources on demand 
basis to their subscribers. Capacity provi:-;iouiug aud management through pricing may 
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be achieved by using wholesale prices for the aggregate resource blocks in the IP core 
and retail prices for resource allocations to end users on access networks. 
DiffServ [23] is designed to allocate network bandwidth and queue priorities to network 
traffic that is grouped into c:lasses. Admission control and resource allocation mecha-
nisms are needed in DiffServ to prevent severe degradation of performance for flows in 
a given class under congestion [24]. The use of pricing and dynamic tariff mechanisms 
to control congestion has been thoroughly investigated [25]. Such pricing methodologies 
suggest raising prices with increasing congestion in order to deter price sensitive users 
from joining the network during peak periods. The effectiveness of such mechanisms is 
limited to how high prices may be increas('d without impacting greatly on user QoE, 
and remaining competitive in an environnH'nt i\'itI! nl1lltiplc network operators. 
Communication networks have limited resource capacity, thus as users get admitted to 
the network the available capacity gets consumed. Generally networks are designed to 
meet average peak resource demands; thus in peak periods the capacity is insufficient to 
meet the actual demand. The behaviour of different applications varies under network 
congestion conditions. For instance the performance of real-time multimedia applications 
is adversely affected when congestion leads to intolerable packet delay, jitter and excessive 
packet drops. Generally congestion results in poor service delivery. Fresh capacity 
planning involving network upgrades is required for provisioning more resources to avert 
recurrent congestion as well as meet increased dellland. 
Upgrades to mobile networks require an end-to-end solution involving wireless access 
networks, backhaul and the core network. There has been steady evolution of net-
works aimed at increasing the amount of resources, e.g. bandwidth, available to user 
applications. The evolution of communication lwhvorks is a continuous process whose 
sustainability requires eventual recouping of capital investments within the lifetime of a 
given technology. Operators aim to provide services to their subscribers in a well defined 
and controlled manner, and at costs that arc competitive and affordable to users. Profit 
maximisation is an important goal of each operator. 
Network business models developed to facilitate QoS provisioning require schemes for 
dimensioning of networks to avail adequate resources to applications and prevent con-
gestion. The DitfServ architecture is inherently a business model focusing on correctly 
meeting the supply of resources by sizing each logical network [26]. Demand for re-
sources is more volatile, hence hard to predict. SLAs have been designed to assist 
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network providers in predicting the expected demand for resources over a given period. 
However, the use of SLAs to constrain demand for resources is not effective in avoiding 
occasional congestion when the unpredictable delllitwis from many customers coincide. 
Moreover, SLAs are non-transitive: this means that performance guarantees are defined 
between peer domains and are confined to individual provider domains. It becomes chal-
lenging to extend SLAs defined for the core network to cover the access network. This is 
pronounced if the access link and core network used by media traffic belong to different 
providers. \Virelcss access links are inhercntly lower bandwidth connections that are 
prone to congestion. 
Upgrading networks with ne'.v technologies is thE' common method of dealing with in-
creasing demand for resources. Wireless networks have been experiencing steady cvo-
lution from low bit-rate connections to high bandwidth, low latency broadband con-
nections. l\lultimedia service control frameworks are developed with the assumption of 
over-provisioned core networks; hence the QoS constraint is considered to exist in access 
networks. 
2.2 Next Generation Wireless Access Networks 
The evolution of wireless access networks is a continuous process aimed at meeting the 
needs of new applications that result in the constant growth of network traffic. Over 
time different mobile radio access technologies have been developed and deployed. The 
3GPP has been responsible for standardising wireless networks in the family of Global 
Systems for l\Iobile communications (GSl\I). The GSl\I family of networks was initially 
standardised by the European Telecornnmnications Standards Institute (ETSI), and later 
by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project [27]. 
The first generation of GSM networks was designed for voice traffic only. Low bit-
rate data services were introduced in 2nd generation networks. Circuit Switched Data 
(CSD) and High Speed CSD (HSCSD) snpported data rates of 14.4kbps and 57.6kbps 
respectively. Packet data transport was iutroduced in 2G networks with the General 
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) providing about 1-!4khps. This was later enhanced to 
EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GS.\I Evolution) providing data rates of ahout 384kbps 
over the GERAN [28]. THble. 2.1 illustrates the evolution of data services in the GS:\I 
family of networks. These early packet data services used the same frequency spectrum 
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(900 and 1800 t-./IHZ bands) a GSM voice services of the same generat ion. The data 
rates were too low to support mult imedia services . 
Table 2.1: The evolu tion of GS:\I ,;v'ireless networks 
Network Technology Data rates Multimedia NGN 
Generation support 
GSM , HSCSD , GPRS 144kh/s No No 
2 EDGE 384kh/ s No No 
Ut-.'lTS 2.\lh/ s No Ye~ 
HSDPA.HSUPA 14.\lb/ s Yes Yes 
3 HSPA 11.5 - 28 .8 ~ Ib/s Yes Yes 
4 LTE 50-100 .\Ib/s Yes Yes 
The evolution towards 3G networks or the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System 
(U ITS) was aimed at increasing the bandwidth available in the air interface, as well 
as achieving a separation between service and tra n~port planes [27] . The achieved Next 
Generation Network ( IGN) evolved to incorporate the IP t-.l lll timedia subsy.tem (IMS) 
in the packet switched core network in release 5 of 3GPP standards. Evolution to an 
all-IP UMTS network followed with the introdllction of IP transport within the UTRAN. 
The High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) wa.'i in t rodllced in 3GPP release 5 
a~ well. It provided improvements ill downlink da ta ra tes and capacity. The High Speed 
Uplink Packet Acce's (HSUPA) was standardised in release 6 to improve capacity and 
data rates in the uplink direction. In release 7 the High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) 
was introduced. The data rates specified for HSPA are 28.8Mbps and 1l.5Mbp. in the 
downlink and uplink directions respectively [29]. These data rates are achieved using 
Iultiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) antenna solll t ions and higher order modulation. 
Moreover , advanced mobile receivers can sllstaill higher data rates in adverse channel 
conditions. HSDPA. HSUPA and HSPA data f8tes are suffi cient. t.o support different 
types of mobile mul timedia applications. e.g .. 1l1111tiple VoIP . es~i ons and IPTV. 
HSPA adopt. a fl at network archi tecture tha t reduces the number of network nodes on 
the 1lser plane to 2, i.e., an eN odeB and an Access gateway. The flat archi teet ure com plies 
with 3GPP release 8 standards for the Evolved Packet System (EPS) incorporat ing Long 
Term Evolut ion (LTE) and the Evolved Packet Core (EPe). A simplified illustration of 
the EPS is shown in Fig. 2.l. Appendix A.l.3 presents more information on LTE. TI1U 
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Figure 2.1 : A simplified version of the evo lved packet system 
HSPA was viewed as a pathway to LTE. LTE data rates will exceed t hose of HSPA. 
The expected bandwidt h for the uplink and downlink connections will be approximately 
50Mbps and 100 IIbps respectively [30]. Rc,.dio frequency spectrum utilisation influences 
the evolut ion of rR.dio access networks. New generat iolls of cellular networks have heen 
designed to efficiently ut ilise scarce radio re ourccs. T he introol lction of Femto ells is an 
R.ttempt at ut ilising very small cell .. izes for cell\\l ;-lr access. Femtocells mR.y be the only 
feasible cellular opt ion for reaching areas where lI1 Rcro-cell signal quali ty is poor due to 
rapid attenuat ion. 
3GPP has standardised the use of femtocell devices R.nd systems for UNITS (UTRA I 
family of networks. Femtocells are aimed at improving capacity and coverage in in-
door areas, homes and public hotspots. The business CR.se surrounding t he deployment 
of femtocells involves t he use of existing fL'Xed broadband technology infrastructure like 
xDSL lines for bR.ckhaul [3 1]. Opera tors can save on aPEX and CAPEX while effectively 
utilising purchased licenced spectrum. 
In addition to wide-m"ea mobile cellulR.r technologies. Wireless LANs (WLAN) have been 
deployed in hotspot areR.S to provide data t ransport .. Popular WLAN technologies lmve 
been standardised by the Instit ute of Electrical R.lld Electronic Engineers (IEEE). These 
include IEEE 802 .11a t hat operates in the 5GHz band with an effect ive bandwidth of 
30Mbps, IEEE 802.11 b operating in the 2.4GHz band with an actual t hroughpu t of R.bout 
5.5.Mbps and IEEE 802 .11g [27]. Table 2.3 illust rates different types of wireless local 
area networks. To support QoS in WLAN s the IEEE 802. 11e standard was int roduced. 
Interworking between these WLAN . R.nd 3GPP systems was standardised in release 6 of 
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3GPP standards [32]. Appendix A.1.1 presents sllpplement R.ry information on WLAN. 
Table 2.3: Wireless local area networks 
IEEE Wireless Networks 
Network Name Technology Data rates QoS Support 
IEEE 802.11a 54Mb/s No 
IEEE 802.11 b 11?\Ib/ s No 
IEEE 802.11g 54?\ Ib/ s No 
Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11e - Yes - 4 classes 
IEEE 802.16d 70.\'lb/ s Yes - 4 classes 
W i-?\lax IEEE 802.16c 70\Ib/ s Yes - 4 classes 
In addition to WLANs IEEE created a tandard for wireless metropolitan R.WR. networks. 
the IEEE 802. 16 standard for WilVlax [33]. Wi-?\I FL'C is standardised to provide broR.dbR.nd 
wireless access with QoS to users . The standard speci fies physical transmission using 
OFDM and a connection oriented MAC layer. The initial frequency spectrum range for 
WiMax was 10-66 GHz for the IEEE 802.16 Line-of-Si ght (LoS) dependent transmi sion. 
The 2-11 GHz band was allocated for IEEE 802.11 a-2003 standard , which supported non-
LoS transmission as well. IEEE 802.16d was released in 2004 with several enhancements 
to previous releases to address first or last mil e connect.ions for WMANs. Mobile Wii'vl ax 
was introduced in the IEEE 802 .16e st. andard . The standard uses antenna diversity 
and other schcmes e.g. , MIMO to improve !lon-LOS coverage and indoor penetration. 
The t heoretical maximnm bandwidth of Wi'\lax is about 120t-.lbps with R.n expected 
maximum transmission range of 50 t.o 70 km . Appendix A.1.2 R.ddresses this technology 
by providing additional information. 
Network operators may deploy various access networks to support different business mod-
els surrounding Internet access and telecommunication services. Providing efi'ect ive data, 
transport and media rich services and R.pplications in addition to traditional telecommu-
nication services has been a driving fR.ctor for thC' deployment of access networks based 
on different technologies . 
Heterogeneous access networks are R.Il import.R.nt featme of NGN . Service outsourcing 
will be integrated in t he heterogeneous environmcnt to exploit the propert ies of d iffer-
ent access technologies. From the operator's pC')'spective the cost of providing services 
depends on the access technology. This will influence n twork decisions on servi ce out-
sourcing transactions , especially when maximisation of benefits could arise from using a. 
specific access network. 
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2.3 Network Sharing Solutions 
Upgrading of network to meet increasing dellland fo r resources is only feasible as a 
long term solution to the imbalance between supply and demand of network resources. 
etwork sharing can be used as a short term as well as a long term solut ion to im-
prove network coverage and capacity. etwork sharing solut ions structured on long 
term agreements to allow sharing of operator infrastructure include: site sharing, radio 
access network sharing and core network sharing. Network roaming is a network sharing 
solution based on long term business agreemellts . but resource sharing occurs over short 
time frames. 
2.3.1 Site Sharing 
Site sharing allows two or more operators to share network facili t ies like cellular masts. 
power sources etc [2] . Site sharing is feas ible in areas with high business potential 
and characterised by heavy competit ion between operators [34]. Each operator has full 
control of their network assets ' this includes dedicated frequencies and core net,;vorks. 
Fig. 2.2 illu t rates site sharing in a typical 3G network [34] . The shared site is either 
owned by operator 1 or operator 2. or ownership can be a joint venture of t he operator' 
or a 3rd party provider. CAPEX and aPEX savings arc cii rectl:v proport iomiJ to the 
number of shared facili t ies, i.e., site space. power S01\l'ces , antenna radomes etc. 
Shared site facilities 
Figure 2.2: Site based shari ng solution 
2.3 .2 Radio Access Network (RAN) Sharing 
A RAN comprises the set of network cornpollent s that enable a user equipment to in-
teract with the network using rad io frequency waves. In a Univer al ~\lIobi le Telecom-
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municat ions System (UMTS) network the RAN incl11des the NodeBs, the Radio Net-
work Controllers (R IC) and links betweC'1l th em. RA N sharing i. feasible in areas with 
moderate business potentia l and normal competition hetween operRtors. Each operator 
retains partial control of network assets. III a t:vpicR I 3G deployment RAN sharing has 
the fo llowing characteristics: dedicated or shRl'rd l'Retio frequencies, shared site faci li ties , 
shared BTS/ odeB and shared BSC/ RNC [2]. F ig. 2.3 illustrRtes RA N sharing for R 
3G network [34]. 
MSCISGSN 
Figure 2.3: Radio Access Network Sharing 
2.3.3 Full Network Sharing 
Operator 1 
~ } ( ~ \. 8TSlNod.~ 
~-----
------... \.. HLR ) 
MSCIVLRI 'k ') 
SGSN I .... 
-~ i 
--.~ ~-.---
HLR 
Operator 2 
Figure 2.4: Full network sharing 
Service 
pl alforms 
Full network sharing involves sharing of RAN and core network equipment [2]. It is 
feasible in areas with low business potentia l, and requiring coverage possibly due to reg-
ula tory requirements. In full network sha ring operators ,'hare all network entit ies except 
the subscriber databases , i.e, HLR or HSS. and service platforms, Fig. 2.4 ilillst rates 
full network shR.ring [34]. The shared net'vvork CH ll lw oVi ned by ei ther or both operators, 
or a third pmty. 
etwork costs account for 33o/c of t.he total operator expenditure [34]. etwork sharing 
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solutions enable operators to save on network costs. The network sharing solutions dis-
cussed above are formulated to minimise costs related to improving network coverage. 
Moreover, they arc based on long term agreements that arc not flexible in terms of service 
charges and adapting to short-term changes in the demand for network resources. ~10-
bile Virtual Network Operators (i\IVNO) exploit full network sharing by making service 
agreements with numerous network operators [35]. To optimise network costs and meet 
resource demand from users the :-,IVl\O can select HlTlongst available networks. Users 
can be served on an alternative network if they cannot be admitted to a given network 
due to congestion. 
Mobile Virtual Network Operators 
Operators are faced with multiple challenges rdat(~d to investing in technologies to pro-
vide services to llsers. The main challenges iudlldc: raising the finance to pay for 
frequency spectrum, technology and development: choosing and implementing the right 
technology; commercialising the technologies and business development [35]. ""\lith re-
spect to new technologies, operators arc faced with the dilemma of whether to buy or 
build new networks in order to benefit from arising income opportunities. ~'IVNO pro-
vide services on top of various mobile infrastructure operators (~INO) by buying resource 
capacities. The MVNO enters into agreements with many ~iINO and service providers 
to provide end-user profile management access network QoS control, administration of 
residential gateways, service bundling etc. This Hvails a broad range of enhanced cus-
tomisable services to llsers. To users the :-IV:,\O appears like a conventional :\lNO. 
?vlVNO can offer expanded service choices and cost reduction whose extent depends on 
the terms of payment to the ~lNO .. \IVNOs pIH~' H vital role in the provision of Virtual 
Home Environments to mobile services subscribers. 
Virtual Home Environment 
In a virtual home environment (VHE) end users CHll access the services available on their 
home networks when roaming on other networks, VHE allows a llscr to personalise the 
set of services for which he has a subscription with the home network, and provides these 
services with the user's personalised "look and feel"' across different types of networks [36, 
37]. Heterogeneous NGNs enable users to access services using different Radio Access 
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Technologies (RAT). ~Ioreover, users should be able to choose a network or an access 
technology that gives them the best COllllectioll and service cxpericnc(' [38]. In order to 
support inter-operation amongst different net\vorks. access network coupling and service 
coupling is required to facilitate service provision [35]. Network coupling is needed to 
support mobility across networks llsing the saul(' R AT (horizontal handoff) and also 
those using different RAT (vertical handoff') [35]. SLAs are needed to support roaming 
between and amongst different operator networks. Bilateral agreements can be used, or 
a third party, like a Network Inter-operation Agent [39], can be used to facilitate AAA 
interactions amongst operators. 
With regard to service provision. different service coupling strategies can be used depend-
ing on service requirements to facilitate a VHE. HowcwI', the generic service provisioning 
strategy is to have an interface linking the network technology specific service control 
layer with the network independent application laycl'. thus allowing applications to dis-
cover the capabilities of the underlying network. An example framework is based on the 
Open Services Architecture (OSA), and can be mapped onto telecom specific protocols 
like the Customised Applications for ':\lobile Enhanced Logic (CAMEL) Application Part 
(CAP) and the Mobile Application Part (~IAP). to provide listener-controller capabil-
ities for different services. Extensions to the OSA framework were proposed in [35] to 
add network re-configurability for QoS, user customisation, and support of adaptable 
service provision and flexible charging schemes. 
Network Roaming 
Roaming is the ability of a user to access wireless telecommunication services in arC'a,s 
other than where their subscription resides. Roaming can be implemented by means of 
a bilateral agreement between operators, or a roaming broker to allow users to access 
widespread mobility through providers with roaming contracts with the broker. The 
broker provides signalling support and charging information [35]. Roaming outside the 
coverage of a home operator's network involves attaching to visited operator networks. 
The UE discovers available networks based on information broadcast by local networks. 
Using the discovered networks' IDs, the user can manually select a network to attach to, 
or automatic network selection can be achieved using a preference network list stored on 
the USIl\1 [32]. 
A roaming user session can be subjected to hOllle' domain control, visited domain control 
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or control procedures can be distributed among both domains. The devices interact 
directly with home servers in the home domain control case. The home domain retains 
the service profile and service related data, and core logic. On the other hand, in the 
visited domain control scenario the visi tcd network downloads and tcrnporarily stores this 
information. Resource management. accounting and charging arc primarily performed 
by the visited network. The home network also performs accounting and charging for 
all user events and sessions. Generally tlw roaming lIser is charged higher service usage 
fees as compared to services offered over the home network. 
Roaming facilitates network sharing primarily by providing access coverage to roaming 
users. User t.raffic and service control transactions traverse the visited domains's RAN. 
Depending on the service control scenario, user and control traffic can be routed to 
the home domain: alternatively local breakout for user traffic can occur in the visited 
domain. In the later case only control traffic is ronted to the home domain. l\Iobile IP 
has been developed as the protocol to achieve host mobility in IP networks. Additional 
protocols have been standardised to support AAA functions . 
. Mobility among different networks involves performing handoffs using schemes designed 
for each access technology. Horizontal handotf for example intra-subnet mobility in IEEE 
802.11 WLANs can be facilitated by a layer 2 distribution network. It performs an updatc 
of the association between a WLAN station's l\IAC address and the serving AP. On the 
other hand vertical hand require co-ordination between the technologies used by each 
network. This can be achieved using a loosely or tightly couple approaches. Mobility 
in WiMax has been extensively developed for IEEE 802.16e networks. l\Iobile Wil\Iax 
supports various forms of handoff i.e. hard hancioff, Fast Base Station Switching and 
Macrodiversity Handover [33]. 
Inter 3G-vVLAN roaming can be achieved with inter-connected AAA systems. In this 
case the roaming WLAN user's subscription information is stored in the Home Sub-
scriber Servers (HSS) of home operator. 3GPP standardised mechanisms for visited 
network selection may be used in WLAN roamillg. In practise all WLAN UE traffic can 
be tunnelled to the 3GPP core network Packet Data Gateway (PDG). 
The network sharing solutions discussed abovc'. including the existence of :\IVNO and 
roaming use long terms agreements covering the services users may access on visited 
networks. The agreements also cover the cost of service and settlements between home 
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aud visited operators for aggregat.ed user act.ivities. The main motivation hehind the 
network sharing solutions is in providing extended netvvork coverage in uIll'eached zones. 
Network operators, both ~vlVNOs and ;\lNOs need mechanisms for rapid establishment 
of short term SLAs for network sharing. The SLAs should cater for determination of 
the cost of resources (service) based on current network utilisation levels, and allow 
for renegotiation of SLA terms as network conditions change. Moreover, performing 
SLA negotiation on a per session basis creates sufficient motivations for operators to 
engage in network sharing to virtually increase the capacity of their networks during 
congestion periods. This implies that operators call still engage in network sharing in 
zones where they have sufficient coverage. e.g .. areas 'with high business potential and 
heavy competition among operators. 
In this thesis a network sharing solution is fOrrImlatcd based on short term SLAs negoti-
ated for each session to achieve virtual net.work capacity expansion in zones with wireless 
overlaps between operators. The solution, moreover. shields users from price variations 
like those associated with roaming. 
2.4 Service Level Agreements (SLA) 
A service level agreement is a contract between a network provider and a cnstomer 
defining all aspects of the service to be provided [40,41]. SLAs regulate the relationship 
between operators, ISPs and users. They arc generally static contracts drawn periodi-
cally, e.g., monthly, and cover availability, performance and customer service. Consumers 
require performance guarantees on the end-to-eud transport path between commnnicat-
ing network nodes. This includes perforrIuUlce assurances across the access link. SLAs 
provide service differentiation. and gain from economic benefits of service diH'erentiation. 
r.loreover. SLAs enable users to choose services that are bundled 'with the features they 
require, and priced accordingly. 
An SLA must specify the general contractual conditions, i.e., duration, time, payment; 
the QoS performance in terms of service level specifications, i.e. delay, jitter, packet 
loss, the traffic profile and traffic conditioning functions [24]. SLA rules involve traffic 
description, geographical scope, duration and cost. DitfServ supports SLA negotiation 
between users and the network. ~Iore information on DitfServ is given in appendix A.2. 
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It is very challenging to define and meet SLAs for Internet communications due to 
the inherent best effort style of operation. Performance guarantees defined in an SLA 
may not be adequate in meeting the requirements of an application, e.g., VoIP. This 
is particularly the case when cross-domain communication is involved. SLAs are non-
transitive across domains: moreover servicc-levd parameters for an SLA class in a given 
domain may not map to a similar class in an adjacent domain [41]. Various solutions 
have been proposed to extend SLAs beyond peer domains: the solutions include: least-
eftort policy, most-effort policy and equal distribution policy [41]. The solutions define 
the extent to which each transit domain goes to meet the service-level requirements of 
an end-to-end request. The main mctrics used in fornmlating SLAs for IP networks are 
bandwidth, delay, jitter and packet loss. 
An additional metric that is critical to sustaining good QoE for users is network avail-
ability. This relates the network up time over a given period. It should be noted that a 
network may be available but not usable, e.g .. as a consequence of congestion. The use 
of long time frame SLAs are aimed at protecting the service provider; thus the user is 
not offered significant assurance levels [40]. ?vIonitoring of adherence to the terms of an 
SLA is required to facilitate resolution of customer complaints when a violation occurs: 
settlements of SLA violations are required. 
The performance of an IP network may be determined in several ways. The use of probe 
packets, e.g., periodic ping requests is very common. Alternatively, measurement ba.sed 
schemes may be used, but these are resource intensive), thus not popular. Application 
level performance metrics arc required to get a better assessment of the performance of a 
network. For web traffic, web response time is an application level metric that accounts 
for the user's perception of network performance. It combines network delay and packet 
losses in the performance evaluation; usen, will get frustrated when pages take long to 
load. A response time of more than 10 seconds is considered to be too long [40]. 
Service outsourcing depends on SLAs to govern the delivery of services to users of out-
sourced sessions. The decision of values to be used for outsourcing parameters will go 
into the formulation of an SLA between the operators. The SLA is important for the 
success of service outsourcing, and settlement of bills between the operators. A home 
operator has an implicit SLA with subscribers to provide services around the clock. 
It is for this reason that service outsourcing enables op('rators to overcome inadequate 
network capacity that would hinder meeting SLA conditions. 
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2.5 Internet Economics 
The relationship between the supply and delllHnd of network resources. and its influ-
ence on pricing of network services has been investigated extensively. Operators study 
resource demand patterns over daytime and nighttime. Moreover, operators try to influ-
ence demand patterns using pricing as an incentive. Pricing of network services has been 
associated with different access networks in developing business models for services cus-
tomised for the access networks. The popularity of VoIP and other multimedia services 
has been boosted by pricing schemes that ap]lc)al to users and suit operator interests in 
terms of network operation and management. Generally pricing schemes are chosen to 
influence resource usage and maximise operator profits. 
2.5.1 Pricing and Charging Schemes 
Various pricing schemes have been proposed. some have become popular with Internet 
communications, whereas some remain popular "'ith traditional telephony. 
Flat-rate Pricing 
Flat-rate pricing is the most popular charging scheme in the Internet. Users are charged a 
fixed subscription fee for a specified period. e.g .. one month. Resourcl' usage accounting 
information is not required to facilitate this scheme: however, factors like bandwidth 
of the access connection arc taken into account to fornmlate the subscription tariff. 
;\loreover, a data cap may be used to limit usage level for high speed connections. 
Volume Based Pricing 
Volume dependent charging accounts for the transmitted number of bytes or packets of 
information. Volume based charging is required to constrain resource usage, for example 
in wireless access networks. where the cost of provisioning is high. It is a key component 
of charging schemes aimed at cOlltrolling or curbing network congestion. In general 
terms the volume based tariff may be expressed as: Cv = c" V, \vhere c" represents the 
charge per unit (e.g. charge per-byte), Gil is the computed cost and V is the volume of 
traffic. This usage charge is normally set to allow a retail network to recover the cost of 
purchasing resources from a wholesale netvmrk. plus other fixed costs. 
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Duration Based Charging 
This charging scheme considers the connection time in determining network usage levels. 
Duration charging only works when resource demand is near constant across the period 
of interest. This charging scheme is popllll1r with circuit switched services. It has been 
adopted for many session based packet services that traditionally were provisioned Ilsing 
circuit switching. VoIP is an example of such services. 
QoS Dependent Pricing 
This pricing scheme introduces a congestion-<icpt'wlent component to provide an in-
centive for adaptive applications or users to change their service class or sending rates 
according to network conditions [25]. QoS pricing accounts for network performance by 
applying higher charges for improved performHnce. User willingness to pay extra for 
improved performance during congestion periods \vill depend on their utility function, 
and demand curve [24]. Network congestion can depend on the time-of-day, hence ToD 
pricing is common in telecommunication networks. In this ca.qe pricing is used to control 
congestion by exploiting the sensitivity of some users to price variations. User attitude 
to network prices is used to facilitate admission control and avert congestion. Congestion 
may be avoided by exploiting the potential for users to adapt their demand according 
to changing prices. 
~Then using pricing to control congestion it is important to use prices that maximise 
profits and minimise call blocking or packet dropping at the same time. Call blocking 
at the admission control levd will frustrate potential nsers. Various proposals for QoS 
pricing: responsive and priority pricing. In the latter, the price dynamically changes with 
network congestion as notified by feedback mechanisms, whereas in the former packets 
arc charged according to the cla.qs they belong. Dynamic pricing requires fast reaction 
to changing network conditions. Human intervention is not fast enough to respond to 
network triggers like Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN). ?vIiddleware can be used 
to solve the fast control problem and overcome short-term network congestion [26]. This 
approach, however. results in increasing S('l'vicc costs for ur-;crs who need high QoS during 
the congestion periods. 
QoS dependent prices can be formulated by considering the supply and demand of net-
work resources over a given duration. Bandwidth and buffer space can be allocated to 
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meet demand from traffic flows. Congestion prices can be re-adjusted if demand exceeds 
the allocated resources in a given time frame. 
Inter-domain Pricing 
In Internet communications traffic is exchanged by ISPs to support user flows that 
traverse multiple domains. In this ca.sc each ISP is in charge of a network domain. 
Pricing for used resources may usc models like peer-to-peer, wholesale or retail. Schemes 
likes edge pricing, where an access ISP pays only to the higher level ISP to relay traffic 
have been proposed. Such pricing models utilise long-term SLAs, which avoid per-call 
signalling overhead. On the other hand distrihuted pricing involves negotiating the tariff 
for a call or a flow on a hop-b~'-hop basis \\"ith each involved domain. The signalling 
overhead is higher for this scheme, and Blc\y CCHlS(' scalability problems in the core of 
the network [24]. Aggregation of calls Illc\y be nsed to improve scalability in the core 
network. 
There is a close relationship between inter-domain pricing and routing. Ranting mech-
anisms may attempt to find an encl-to-end path that minimises service cost, or a path 
that meets QoS requirements for an application. Network domains require resource bro-
kers to negotiate with peering domains to establish routes that meet the QoS and price 
constraints. 
Resource usage accounting is required for charging <Iud billing. Accounting cau be per-
formed for the network transport service as well HS content [24]. Various schemes can be 
used for transport service accounting depending on 'whether an intra- or inter-domain sce-
nario is being considered. These include recursive accounting. where payments made by 
users connecting through access domains are propagated to upper level network providers 
in the chain towards the corresponding node. This scheme can support both sender and 
receiver payments. 
2.5.2 Pricing Profiles 
The use of profiles in pricing of communication services aims at enabling users to influence 
the quality-to-cost relationship of services rCllden'd to them. Generally pricing profiles 
arc tied to service classes C\vailable on the target lldwork. ;-,loreovcr, service classes CHn 
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be associated with different access networks. Thus a best effort service class can be 
mapped to a lower pricing profile on a network where QoS guarantees are offered. The 
same service class can be mapped to a \VLAN where QoS guarantees are not offered. 
The service classes specify the level of QoS guarantee Ilsing service level specifications 
(SLS). Each service class differs in predictabilitv. reliability and efficiency [42]. 
In related work [14], the use of profiles in pricing of :3G services ,vas explained. The paper 
introduces a silver flat-rate priced profile suited for best effort transport, a gold fixed 
tariff rate profile suited for lightly loaded networks with guarantees on a minimum level 
of bandwidth, and a dynamically priced platinum profile that offers hard guarantees on 
bandwidth subject to increasing tariffs during congestion periods. Connection admission 
control is used to prevent excessive congestion in classes used for the platinum and gold 
profiles. Admission to those classes is bound to the availabilit.y of usable resources 
allocated in a DiftServ st~'le from a pool of sharablE' resources. Through inter-cla.o.;s 
resource sharing, Ullllsed resources from onC' dass can be allocated to another to enable 
admission of more users or support improvement of performance levels. Refer to [14] for 
more information on these pricing profiles. 
2.5.3 Demand and Supply of Network Resources 
The supply of network resources is meant to meet a certain level of demand for resources. 
Estimations of average demand depend on resource usage measurements. Bandwidth is 
the main metric that characterises the available' reSOlU'ces in a network. In wireless net-
works the available bandwidth is affected by var~'ing channel conditions and t.ransmit 
powers of nodes in a given cell and neighbouring cells. Transmit power influences inter-
ference levels and affects channel data rates [43]. ThE' theoretical maximum rate at which 
error free bits can be transmitted over a bandwidth limited channel in the presence of 
noise is given by Shannon's law as: C = l~'1()g2(1 + ir). C is the channel capacity in 
bits per second, W is the bandwidth in hertz and ~ is the signal-to-noise ratio [44]. The 
demand for bandwidth in communication networks differs in access networks and core 
networks. Demand is greater at. network edges than in the backbone. This is attributed 
to the localisation of most traffiC' to access net\vorks. 
In wireless communications access networks form the bot.tleneck on the cnd- to-end link 
between the communicating nodes. This is more as a result. of the different technologies 
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used for the air interface between user equipmcnts and the base station, and the predom-
inantly fibre optic fixed line backbone. To meet the increasing demand for bandwidth 
by mobile applications developers of mobile broadband systems have identified two key 
technologies with the potential to meet operator needs in the ncar future. The 3GPP 
long term evolution (LTE) and Wil\Iax can be integrated or deployed independently 
to provide greater amounts of bandwidth as compared to present networks. Accord-
ing to forecasts the demand for mobile bandwidth \vill come mainly from multimedia 
applications like Video on Demand (VoD). 
Globally mobile data is expected to double ('wry war t hl'Ough 2013 [45]. :\lobilc handsets 
supporting speeds higher than typical 3G handsets. i.e. 3.5G and portable devices like 
laptop air cards will account for more than 80(7r, of this traffic. Almost 64% of the rnobile 
traffic will be video. There are a number of methodologies used in estimating the growth 
in demand for network bandwidth. The service adoption modeL for example forecasts the 
edge demand based on the adoption of services and statistical information like population 
growth and previous adoption rates for comparable services [44]. On a long time frame 
bandwidth demand (offered load at network edges) is expected to grow steadily. On a 
short time scale the average peak demand across a 24 hour day starts rising rapidly at 
the start of business hours: it peaks at about 10 am and will drop slightly at the end of 
business hours. A spike in demand can OCCllI' around 8 pm [44]. This can be attributed 
to the use of digital home entertainment syst(~ltls. 
Sufficient network capacity (supply) is required to meet the demand for bandwidth. For 
circuit switched networks the capacity is det('rmined by the number of voice calls that. 
can he supported. Capacity in packet s\vit.chcd networks is a measure of the peak load 
the network can handle. This definition holds in classical best effort packet switched 
systems, where more users and user sessions can be added at the expense of network 
performance. A limit to the number of users, specifically the l11unber of guaranteed 
performance sessions can he set to ensure a certain degree of performance. In convergent. 
network employing a combination of both circuit and packet swit.ching the capacity of 
the network is determined by the intelligence' of the S.vstCllls to differentiate services and 
manage traffic [44]. 
Network capacities arc required to increase 8-folcl in order to meet doubling demand 
for network resources [44]. Thus, a substantial capital investment is required to provide 
extra capacity. Operators are normally motivated by revenue potential in investing in 
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the supply of extra bandwidth. These investments are affected by technology, compe-
tition, financial and regulatory factors. Operators need new infrastructure to support 
convergent services, new and existing income gC'Jl(Tating services, minimise service im-
plementation costs. while adhering to regulatory awl industry standards. 
Revenue generation motivates new and incumbent operators to supply bandwidth. Band-
width supply can be done to maintain high marginal revenue, and/or generate new rev-
enue streams to offset declining revenue streams. Incumbent operators can increase their 
network capacity to maintain revenue streams. especially when new entrants create new 
capacity to lure customers. However. the turn-around period on new investments is an 
important factor: thus, operators will save on capital if they can create new services on 
existing infrastructure. Noting that revenue growth ratt'S can fall below CAPEX growth 
rates operators continuously need wa,Vs to increase network capacitic's and sustain short 
term income flows without investing heavil:v in capacity expansion. Service outsourc-
ing presents a solution to short-term capacity expansion needs to meet surging periodic 
demand. 
Utility Function 
Utility as a me1'umrc of the value users derive from services rendered to them. Users are 
affected by budget constraints. and will adapt their llsage patterns to changing network 
prices in order to maximise their utility, subject to minimum quality requirements. The 
utility of a network service can be viewed in terms of a set of transmission parameters [25]. 
The transmission bandwidth and QoS parameters directly affect it: thus they can be 
adapted for its maximisation. With a high utility users get a big value for their payments, 
since the surplus of the utility versus the service cost is high. Utility functions follow 
a model of diminishing ret.urns, i.e" the marginal utilit.y as a function of bandwidth 
diminishes wit.h increasing bandwidth [25]. 
2.6 Service Provision Architectures 
Service provision architectures constitute the functions and building blocks for service 
management and control [46]. Service outsourcing requires a service provision platform 
with well defined call or session control procedures. and involving mobility and handovers 
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between wireless networks. The IP ~lultimedia Subsystem RS standRrdised by the 3GPP 
is used as the service provision architecture ill this thesis. Various protocols have been 
steadied to facilitate IMS operations to achieve AAA functions, mobility and provide 
required QoS levels for sustaining acceptable QoE for users. 
2.6.1 Service Control 
Service delivery involves end-users, network providers and service providers. Information 
input is needed from each of these parties in order facilitate service provision. Service 
control comprises of service control points and service execution points. The network 
provider (or network operator) occupies a critical position with regard to the two func-
tions. Interaction between the control and executioll poillts of service control occurs in 
a request-response format. The response time is critical to system performance. \tVhell 
speedy response is required, real-time user illPut ltlay not suffice: thus, it is necessary to 
involve an agent that would act on behalf of the USCI' in the network provider's domain. 
Inter-network service control agents arc also required. 
2.6.2 Service Phases 
Network service control can generally be cRtegoriscd in three phases: the setup, execution 
and termination phases. Service outsourcing trallsactions should occur within the three 
phases. 
Set-up phase 
In service delivery scenarios where a user receives services from a network, the user would 
present to the network provider the relationship between his needs and his "willingness 
to pay" for requested services [46]. }Jetworks anel llsers normally agree on t.he quality 
and cost of service before commencing servi(,e' dclivC1T. Similar agreements arc made in 
network-t.o-network int.eract.ions. Discovery of ayailable services on a network is part of 
the set.up stage. Generally service discovery precedes cost negotiations. It is after service 
discovery that service level specifications can be made followed by formulation of SLAs. 
The consumer's view on the qualit.y-to-cost relationship represent.s the subjective value 
of the service. The provider presents it.s own pricing policy in terms of t.ariffs and service 
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quality. Service delivery and charging can only be triggered if the views of the consumer 
and provider are identical. This is often hard to achieve: hence, a resolution mechanism 
is required. The mechanism may involve rCllegotiation procedures by adjnsting the terms 
presented by the parties. The drawback to this for USCI' to network transactions is the 
requirement of intelligent mechanisms at the conSllllwr and provider domains [46]. 
In network-to-network interactions the deploYllwnt of intelligent agents to llegotiate ser-
vice delivery parameters for cost-to-quality relations is highly possible. The additional 
signalling overhead should, however, be investigated. In network sharing scenarios the 
service cost acceptance terms for the home operator arc limited by the charge to be 
passed on to the final user. Thus, the terms defined in the policies of the visited net-
work should tally with this major requirement. Alternatively, the opinion of the network 
provider (visited operator) can be accepted 'as is', alld that of the consumer (home oper-
ator) disregarded, or taken as a hint in det.errllillillg the provider's policy. This solution 
may be simple to implement, but it is not flexible for the home operator [46]. 
Service Execution Phase 
Operators will control service delivery by using management mechanisms. During service 
delivery charging information can be obtained from the network at specific intervals or 
upon occurrence of specific events. In networks \vl10re admission control is enforced to 
prevent and control congestion, monitoring of the load level will occur in the execution 
phase. This will allow the network to dynamically control the cost-to-quality relationship 
in the survive delivery agreement. The decision to increase tho capacity of the network 
depends on analysis of information gat h(~red from trallsactions and events t hat occur in 
this phase. 
Service Termination Phase 
Service termination occurs at the end of the service session. Reports on network usage by 
the session are sent to network entities in charge of processing for analysis, charging and 
billing purposes. This information can be Hsed to verify that the service was delivered 
to the end-user according to the agreement. In network-to-network transactions, this 
information can be used to assess adherence to SLAs governing service delivery. In 
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case of service failure the contractual agreemcnt i)()tween the networks lllay include 
compensation options [46]. 
2.7 Discussion 
There is potential for network operators to reduce CAPEX and OPEX related to pro-
visioning of network resources through network shaxing. A number of network sharing 
solutions have been deployed in commercial uetworks. Network sharing solutions are 
guided by SLAs between operators. The SLAs spell out parameters for service quality, 
i.e. SLS, cost of service. geographical scopn and dlll"rltion of the agreement. Long term 
SLAs arc characteristic of network sharing solutions: hence there is lack of flexibility 
and adaptability. The performance of network applications depends on current network 
conditions, which depend on the supply and demand of network resources. The supply 
of network resources is achieved through network dimensioning done in the planning 
stage. Generally networks are dimensioned to meet the highest value of average demand 
for resources measured over difterent periods. Demand for nehvork reSOlll"ces is highly 
dynamic and can exceed the available resources. This is common in highly competitive 
locations, where most operators have coverage. 
Whereas most network sharing solutions aim at solving the lack of network coverage. lack 
of sufficient capacity during peak periods and when some access points are out of service 
is still not addressed. Network churn is the main product of service dissatisfaction due 
to failure of congested networks to meet service requests. A network sharing solution 
tailored to respond to changing network conditions. c.g., congestion levels, and designed 
to achieve virtual capacity expansion and minimise blocking of service requests or quality 
degradation is proposed and developed in this thesis. Critical financial conditions are 
required to ensure the feasibility of snch a scheme. In general each network tries to 
balance the supply and demand of network resources by provisioning and selling to 
users and other networks. Moreover, service control mechanisms that support real-time, 
per-session negotiation of SLAs between networks participating in resource sharing are 
required. 
The IMS standardised by the 3G PP has been chosen in t his thesis as a service provision-
ing architecture for developing and evaluating sen'icc outsourcing. A review of important 
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information on E\IS is given in tIl(' next chapter. Emphasis is given to charging controL 
signalling transactions related to mobility. chargiug and inter-domain interactions. 
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Background of Charging Control 
IMS 
• In 
The INIS was introduced in release 5 of 3GPP standards as a platform for control and 
delivering multimedia services over IP nctwork [5, 47]. ?vloreover, in release 8 of 3G PP 
specifications the evolved packet system (EPS) \vas standardised. This comprises a Long 
Term Evolution (LTE) access network a non-3G PP access network and an evolved packet 
core [30.48]. This versatile and robust network al'chit('cture is designed to promote rapid 
creation and deployment of services in tht, paradigm of services architecture evolution. 
Charging of these services is required to enable operators and 3rd party providers to 
recover costs related to service delivery. The 3GPP bets standardised charging control for 
IMS and EPS [10, 49]. Prior to release 7 of 3GPP stetndetrds, policy and charging control 
were handled separately as Service Based Local Policy (SBLP) and Flow Based Charging 
(FBC) [50]. A unified Policy and Charging Control (PCC) architecture was adopted for 
Il'vIS in release 7 and later for EPS in release 8 [50. 51]. The Online Charging System 
(OCS) and the Offline Charging System (OFCS) have been standardised by 3GPP. 
Research and development work on 11\IS and EPS has been going on for a number years 
and is reaching a maturity stage. The Open DIS core developed by the Fraunhofer 
institute in Germany is a good reference for outCOllleS of L\IS research. The VCT nIS 
client and IPTV framework are important developments in the research chain. These 
standards provide a foundation for resemch on DIS charging and outsourcing. However, 
the lack of a standards compliant Il'dS charging framework to complement these core 
elements is evident. 
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PCC introduces two irnporta,nt ent ities; the Policy i1Ild Cha,rging Rules FlInction (PCRF ) 
and the Policy and Charging Enforcement FlInctions (PCEF) . ~ I oreover, new interfaces 
and protocols are introdllced and adopted. Diameter [7] is the main protocol stan-
dardised for information exchange between ditferent PCC entities. Cha,rging in 3GPP 
networks is accompli. hed at the transport. and service planes. PCC entities are located 
at various planes to facilitate charging contro!' which can be mapped to dmation of 
service usage, traffic volume or other charging metrics. 
An Application Function (AF) and a Subscrip tion Profile Repository (SPR) are addi-
tional entit ies used in charging control. The AF interacts with applications to extract 
session information ann send it to the PCRF across the Rx reference point [52]. The 
SPR stores user subscript ion information that is lIseo ill the creation of PCC rnles by 
the PCRF. Events occurring on t.he tran 'port plane can be sent to the PCRF by the 
PCEF, and forwarded to the AF. Figure 3.1 illllstrates the architecture for policy and 
charging cont rol in 3GPP networks [53]. The different reference points u ed in policy 
and charging control are shown. 
Subsc ription Profile 
Repository (SPRI 
r - - --- ------- ------ - -- 1 
I OCS I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
I 
I I 
Sf) Po licy and Charging 
~----4 Rules Function 
(PCRF) 
-- - - - - -- -- -r --- - - - -- - -~"-----
Figure 3.1: Policy and chargillg contro l archi tecture 
The PCRF is the cent.ral point for policy a1l(1 charging cont.rol; it lIses informa,tion 
received from AF , PCEF and SPR to make po l ic~' dccisions to be enforced by PCEF. In 
addition to enforcing policy decisions the PCEF conveys access specific information to 
the PCRF across the Gx interface. For traffic plane charging the PCEF interacts with 
the OCS for credit control and OFCS to report rcsource usage. 
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PCC involves gating control, QoS control and charging control. Gating control involves 
allowing or blocking of IP packets belonging to a flmv based on network events, e.g., 
events occurring at the AF. QoS control involves enforcement of PCRF policies, e.g., 
authorised QoS at the PCEF. Charging control on the other hand involves online credit 
management by the OCS, which assigns credits for particular IP flows to influence access 
control [50]. For more information on 3G PP policy and charging control, please refer to 
appendix B.2.3, which provides supplementary information on PCC procedures. 
This chapter reviews charging procedures for E\IS and EPS and provides details of pro-
tocols used for charging control as well as protocols used in IMS session control. QoS 
policy control is not discussed since it has been exhaustively addressed in other research 
work [54]. The information presented in this chaptc'r forms a foundation for the design 
of a charging and outsourcing framework irnplcm('Iltcd in this thesis. 
SIP [6] is a text based protocol used for session control in IP communications. It is 
used for communication between user agents and proxies by conveying session control 
information, which may be carried in SIP headers or as special bodies encoded in specific 
formats like Session Description Protocol (SDP) [47]. Its application to D.'1S commu-
nications is paramount, hence is has been utilised in the design of the charging and 
outsourcing framework. For the purpose of clarity. additional information on 11',1S ses-
sion control is provided in appendix B.1. In addition to SIP the Diameter protocol is 
used extensively for policy and charging control in 1.\ IS. 
3.1 Charging and Billing 
Charging is the process of collecting information on resource usage and forwarding this 
information to a billing function. In 3GPP charging is defined as a function whereby 
information related to a chargeable event is formatted and transferred to a biling function 
for use in determining user bills [55]. It requires service rating to determining the cost 
of the service. Billing is the process by which resource llsage is associated with the user 
to generate bills. 
vVith respect to charging end users. network operators and third party sCI'vice providers 
have different requirements. End users preff'r receiving one itemised bill for all services 
accessed through the same network. :'lol'{'ovcr. tlw,y prefer a simple and consistent 
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charging methodology. Operators require that the charging scheme covers all aspects of 
services rendered on the network to ensure that all related costs are recovered. A'Ioreover, 
the charging scheme should be efficient and scalable [56]. Scalability is a very important 
factor in accounting procedures. l\Iore accurate representation of resource usage by a 
flow requires granular collection of information about it. 
Granularity and scalability are opposing aspects. i.e., a higher granularity leads to a 
less scalable system. A realistic system is achievable by pushing granularity towards the 
access networks, and scalability towards the core network [24]. This is because access 
networks carry less traffic than core networks, thus a lot of processing can be performed 
on traffic in access networks without impacting on service delivery. Third parties require 
transparent and automated apportioning of revenue for content and services provided 
over the network. A comprehensive charging system requires control entities at different 
planes of the architecture to meet these requirelllents. :\Ioreovcr, interaction between 
the charging entities using standardised protocols is needed. 
Service outsourcing relics on charging mechanisms due to the proportions of [(~veIl\W to 
be shared between custodian and candidate networks. Outsourcing can be used with 
IMS online and offline charging enforced at the transport plane and service planes. The 
transport plane is divided into an access nqtwork domain and the core network domain. 
The access domain comprises various IP Connectivity Access Networks (IP-CANs) like 
WLAN and E-UTRAN [53]. 
3.1.1 Diameter Protocol 
Diameter is emerging to be the main protocol for Authentication Authorisation and 
Accounting (AAA) for Internet comnnlllications. Diameter has been standardised by 
IETF [7] and specified as a base protocol to be implemented in all its applications, 
which meet specific requirements e.g., Diameter credit control application [57] for online 
charging. Each Diameter application is R.'isigncci a unique application ID. The base 
protocol is extended by addition of new commands or Attribute Value Pairs (AVP), 
which are identified by command codes per Request/Answer pair. 
The Diameter base protocol provides the fUllctioll of delivering data in AVPs, which 
can be added arbitrarily to transport any type of information between Diameter nodes. 
They contain an AVP code, flags, a vendor 10 etc. Service outsourcing in [\IS relies 
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on Diameter to exchange offer price, outsource duration and other information between 
custodian and candidate networks. 
The Diameter architectural structure illcludcs clients and server instantiated as proxies. 
redirects and relays. It supports roaming and illtcr-domain AAA services. Different 
domains are differentiated as home or foreign realms. In Diameter messages the realm 
is the part of the URI that comes after the ',[1" sign [7]. Rout.ing of Diameter messages 
is based on Destination-Realm and Destination-Host AVPs. 
3.1.2 Diameter Credit Control Application 
The Diameter credit control application can be used for real-time interaction between an 
application function and a credit control server [57]. It involves verifying t.he availabilit.y 
of credit, reservation, deduction of cl'()dit at s(~rvicc complet.ion. and refunding of l111llsed 
credit. The 3GPP OCS is an example of Hll entity that functions as a Diameter credit 
control server. 
The AF takes the role of a credi control client that receives credits from the server and 
monitors the usage. It reports the used credit quota by sending interim reports and can 
request new credits during the life of a session. 
The credit control application uses two message commands, i.e. Credit-Control-Request 
(CCR) and Credit-Control-Answer (CCA). Diameter credit control is achieved either 
by credit reservation or by direct debiting Oil the user's account. The allocated credits 
translate to an allowed data volume, duration of service usage. or service units, e.g. 
a number of messages. Simultaneous credit authorisation request.s can be sent to t.he 
credit control server. In this thesis Diameter credit control is used in implementing the 
Ro reference point for the online charging system. 
3.1.3 Flow Level (volume) Charging 
Flat rate and duration charging arc popular for voice telephony services offered on 
telecommunications networks as ,vel! as the Intcnlet. VolllIllc charging requires thc 
collection of accounting information for service flow:; travcr:;ing the lletwork [51]. The 
charging :;ystem developed in this thesis supports VOhllllC' charging at the media plane. 
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where the PCEF resides. It is used in service outsourcing to account for bandwidth 
usage on candidate networks during the out source period. 
3.1.4 Content Charging 
Content ba.."led charging is required for applications d(~livered on the network. IPTV 
services in II\IS are an exapme of these services. The charging and outsourcing framework 
is evaluated using IPTV services, thus providing H practical platform for research into 
content charging. 
3.2 IP Multimedia Subsystem 
The 3GPP IP I\Iultirnedia Subsystem (I~IS) is H s('rvice convergence framework that 
provides a cost-effective and network controlled platform for the design and delivery of 
IP-based multi-media services [58]. I~IS comrll1111ications utilise existing IP networks 
and protocols standardised by the IETF. 1:'-1S depicts a horizontally layered architecture 
that comprises an application (service) plane, a control (signalling) plane and a transport 
(media) plane. The application plane hosts different application servers e.g., presence, 
IPTV and conferencing. 
The main components of the control plane are the Call Session Control Functions 
(CSCF), which perform registration of users anel the establishment anel control of [\1S 
sessions. There is a horne subscriber server (HSS) used to store user and network re-
lated information e.g., user profiles. Other entities belonging to the control plane include 
gateways that perform the translation of signalling information between different net-
\\fork architectures. The transport plalle contains nchvork nodes that lie in the path of 
media traffic between the communicating equipment e.g. two or more user agents (UA) 
or a UA and an application server. Figure 3.2 illustrates a simplified view of the nIS 
architecture [5]; only entities that arc llsed for outsourcing and charging processes in this 
thesis are discussed below. 
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Figure 3.2: Basic entities of the IMS architecture 
3.2.1 Proxy Call Session Control Function (P-CSCF) 
The P-CSCF is the first point of entry to the IMS network. It is traversed by all 
requests generated by the user equipment and requests from the network to the user 
equipment [47]. For the purpose of policy and charging control, the P-CSCF can extract 
session information from SIP signalling and send it to the PCRF over the R.x reference 
point. In this regard it acts as an Application Function (AF) . The serving P-CSCF is 
allocated during IMS registration. This fact has an important on service outsourcing 
transactions, since an re-registration would be needed to accomplish handover to the 
candidate network. 
3.2.2 Serving Call Session Control Function (S-CSCF) 
The S-CSCF is a central component in the signalling plane and acts as the registrar 
entity of the IMS. It maintains a binding between the IP address of the user 's terminal 
and the Public User Identity (IMPU). The S-CSCF downloads user profiles and authen-
tication information from the HSS at registration time [5]. During session establishment 
it intercepts all SIP signalling from the client and uses the profile information to deter-
mine, based on the filter criteria, if the signalling should be forwarded to an application 
server. Services like IPTV rely on the HSS to forward SIP requests to the IPTV AS. 
For example if a SIP INVITE contains the address of the IPTV AS in the To header, the 
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messages will be routed to the IPTV AS if the service point t rigger is ml'ttched. 
3.2.3 Interrogating Call Session Control Function (I-CSCF) 
The I-CSCF is located at the edge of the 11\IS domain [4 7] forming an entry point of 
SIP signalling in a visited domain. Its main function is to and to locate and I'tssign an 
S-CSCF for IMS registration. Moreover it can be used for topology hiding purposes (i.e., 
as a topology hiding gateway - THIG). 
3.2.4 Home Subscriber Server (HSS ) 
The HSS is an evolut ion of the HomE' Loc<1t ion n 'gistcr (HLR ): it is tl1C' centra l rcpositorv 
for user related dl'ttl't [47] tha.t includes user identit.ies. registra tion informl'ttion , access 
pammeters and servi ce triggering information [5] . The HSS is u,'ed to defin e application 
servers and initial filter criteria for routing SIP mes.-ages to respective application servers. 
The initial fi lter cri teria require service point triggers that define matching SIP headers 
of messages to be routed to an applicl'tt ion ·erver. A sample configuration of the HSS 
service point triggers and initial fi lter criteria is given in appendix E .1.2. Charging and 
service outsourcing mechanisms rely on HSS functionality to fl'tcilitl'tte IPTV services . 
Furthermore, charging for VolP services uses an independent chl'trging server thl'tt uses 
the HSS to configure routing of SIP messages . 
3.2.5 Home and Visited Domains 
With respect to roaming IMS network access adopts mechanisms of 3G communications. 
Most IMS call control ent it ies are located in the home network; however , the P-CSCF 
can be located in the home or visited network [47]. IMS users connect through an 
IP-CA , which can be provided by the home or visited network opemtor. In the 3G 
archi tecture the locl'tt ion of the P-CSCF would be' relat.ive to t he location of the GGS . 
which could be in the home or visited network [59]. Service outsollI'cing exploits 1i\1S 
roaming architecture to posit ion the loca tion of custodian and candid a.te P-CSCFs. 
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3.2.6 IMS Charging Control 
Ii\ lS charging standards are created hy the 3GPP with most of them being extensions of 
IETF standards. 3GPP has defined a common charging framework for a ll Ii\lS services 
and applications [49] . There a.re addi t ional standards tailored for online and offline 
charging at different IMS planes . In online charging there is a real- t ime interaction 
between charging control mechanisms and re."ollfce consumption. On t he other hand. in 
offline charging there is no real- time interaction between charging control and resource 
consumption. With respect to billing, pre-pair! and post-paid options are supported by 
network operators. 
An IMS charging archi tecture is depicter! ill F ig. 3.3. The OCS. OFCS and reference 
points for online and offlin e charging a re shown. 
Offli ne Charg ing System 
IMS Core 
r:::L ( ). '; .... ,-----B-----8 ~ - ·ex· - - HSS . ' .5'1 
I', ... r:~ 
l " M '~
8 8~ ' 'If .... ", 8'1 p'/ UA - ~m- - - P·CSCF - - MW-'':.!> S·C SCF ~ I _ Ro - - - Online Charging System 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - SIP 
Olameler 
Figure 3.3: Servico level chiuging in IMS 
The charging system requires a rat ing (pricing) function that provides informat ion on 
the cost of services and content. Tariff information can be stored in a price look-up table 
and contains tariffs for various pricing plans e.g .. economy, standard or premium. The 
pricing plan applicable to every user would be stored in a customer profile table in the 
billing domain. This t able would also contain th discount types , customer status and 
user ID [10j. Charging detail records (CDRs) C'ontRiuing the user ID , t ime and dmation 
of service delivery, type of service or cont('nt , <'tc('('ss n('twork information . transaction 
type and volume of data transferred arc gencr<'tted dmillg a charging session or event. 
For flow level charging, IMS charging control is performed alongside policy control. III 
this case the P-CSCF or an AF extracts session informa.tion from IMS signalling and 
sends it to the PCIlF. The extracted information includes: IP addresses and other 
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information used to identify the flow. QoS information like bandwidth. media type and 
media codecs is also extracted. The PCRF uses this information in addition to subscriber 
profile information to formulate PCC rules that are installed and enforced, in form of 
IP packet filters, at the PCEF. Figure 3.5 illustrates the creation and use of PCC rules 
in IMS [50]. The session information is extracted for SIP signalling at the P-CSCF and 
sent to the PCRF for PCC rule creation. Once installed at the PCEF, which resides in 
the Packet Data Network Gateway (PDN) G\V. tlw rules are enforced for gating, QoS 
and charging control. With respect to charging, the PCC rule includes a charging key 
that is used to determine the applicable tariff. the charging method i.e. online, offline or 
no charging, and measurement method e.g. volullle or duration. :\lore information ou 
charging in L\IS, including various reference points is given in appendix B.2. A subset 
of these charging transaction are used in designing and implementing the E\IS charging 
framework. 
Charging for IMS Applications - IPTV Charging 
IPTV is a service that can be integrated iuto the I:\IS by iucorporating an application 
server to control and deliver the service. The IPTV application server (IPTV AS) is 
made available to HviS users via a SIP based ISC rd'(~rence point. [\IS IPTV has been 
standardised by various groups: thus, various IPTV architectures exist. IPTV benefits 
from the enhanced service control capability of the [\IS, e.g. QoS control, charging 
and billing [60]. Figure 3.4 illustrates a high level view of a TISPAN IMS-based IPTV 
architecture [60]. 
The IPTV application server provides service information to the UE, while the IVledia 
Control Function (MCF) selects and controls content distribution to the Media Delivery 
Function (:\lDF). The :\IDFs arc rcspousible for the dc,livery of media to thc UE. There 
are three types of IPTV services, i.e., broadcast services, unicast services e.g., VoD 
and Personal Video Recorder (PVH) [60]. The IPTV scenario explored in this thesis 
implements unicast (VoD) services. 
Charging for IPTV services involves real-time iuteraction between a Chargiug Trigger 
Function (CTF) that is integrated into the IPTV AS to capture defined charging trig-
gering events e.g., an INVITE reqnesting of a media channel and charging system entity. 
This occurs across the Ro and Rf interfaces for nrs online and offline charging respec-
tively. Standardised event based charging mechanisms [61] can be suitable for video on 
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Figure 3.4: TISPAN I~lS IPTV R,rchi tect l.lre 
demand charging. In addition to content chR,rging, dllmtion , volllme and QoS charging 
R,re appropria te for IPTV services. 
3.3 Evolved Packet System 
In EPS the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) presents 11, single core network for multiple 
heterogeneous access networks. The EPS archi tecture require mobile IP in the EPC to 
support mobility between the heterogeneolls accoss networks. The EPC comprises the 
following ent itie.- : 11, l'. Iobili ty ~la ll R,gemen t Entih- C.\L\IE), a Serving Gateway (S-GW). 
11, PO GW. an Access GR,teway (A-G'vV ) and an Eyo h-ccl PR,cket DR,ta Ga t.eway (ePDG ). 
Other entities include the 3GPP AAA server, Border Gateway (BG) , HSS , PCRF R,nd 
SGSN [53 , 62] . The M lIE is a control plan e enti ty within EPS support ing R,uthent icR,tion , 
roaming, PO GW and S-GW selection etc. It also supports inter-core network node 
signalling for mobili ty between 3G PP access networks. and bearer management . The S-
GW interconnects the E-UTRAN and t he EPe. Among other functions it acts as a layer 
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2 or local mobility anchor point for inter-eNodeB handover and inter-3GPP mobility. 
PD GW provides an interface for 3GPP and non-3GPP access networks towards the 
operator's IP services network, e.g. IMS across the SGi interface [62, 63]. 
u 
4 Qeate PCC rule 
5. SQnd PCC 10 to PCEF 
8. Send COR 100FCS 
Figure 3.5: Creation of PCC rules in EPS 
r iT. Of" 
account balance 
m=v1 emerl 
In EPS the SGSN performs inter-EPC node signalling to support mobility between 
2G/3G and E-UTRAN access networks. It also performs PDN and S-GW, and MME 
selection for handovers to E-UTRAN. Access to EPC by non-3GPP access networks is 
provided by A-GW and ePDG. Non-3GPP access networks can be trusted or untrusted. 
The A-GW is used by trusted non-3GPP networks, while ePDG serves untrusted net-
works [62] . 3GPP AAA server resides in the H-PLMN and serves non-3GPP access 
network users. It facilitates AAA functions and co-ordinates information needed for 
mobility between 3GPP and non-3GPP networks. A 3GPP AAA proxy resides in the 
VPLMN to perform similar functions. This server selects a S-GW for the UE during the 
attach process. 
EPS can benefit from service outsourcing by leveraging the support for mobility among 
different access networks with varying levels of band·width. 
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3.3.1 Roaming in EPS 
The S9 reference point has been standardised t.o in terconnect PCIlFs in t he home and 
visited domains. Control of services dming roaming is handled by the home PCRF 
(H-PCRF) since the visited PCIlF (V-PCIlF) canllot ll10dify session information. Both 
home routed and local breakout access cenarios l1lRy be used. In home ronted all user 
plane traffic is sent to the peEF in t he PDN GW in the home network. pec rules 
are sent by the H-PCRF to the visited BBERF in the S-GW or A-GW via the V-
PCRF. The H-PCRF also enforces the PCC rules at the p e EF . When local breakout 
is used dynamically provi ioned P CC rules will be enforced at t he visited PDl GW. 
Figure 3.6 illu trates various interface ' 11, ect ct1ll'ing roaming in EPS. Appendix B.2.6 
provides information on the S9 reference point that is IIsed between the home and visited 
domains to facili tate charging control riming f'O Fl ming. 
Service outsourcing in INIS uses a sllbset of EPS l'Omning mechanism t hat essent ially 
are an enhancement of IlVIS roaming. However. only a sub et of EPS entities that are 
applicable to IMS comrrl1lnications are II t ilised in designing the outsourcing framework. 
V·PLMN 
PON·G W 
Subscrlpllon Profile 
f----s.: Repository 
ISPR) 
r------- - ------------- , 
t Oes I 
, I 
I 
I 
Figure 3.6: S9 policy and charging control reference archi tecture 
3 .4 Conclusions 
The 11\IS provides a platform for deliverying a ra llg<' of lllu it imedia .'ervices . 1:\IS research 
has been going on alongside t he evolution of mobile lletworks from 3G (UT\ ITS) toward. 
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4G (EPS). The IMS comprises a media plane, a control plane and an application plane 
inter-connected with standardised interfaces, with each plane providing a set of services 
to the other. IMS communications rely on SIP and Diameter as core protocols. SIP is 
used to transport control information between I?\lS clients and proxies, while Diameter 
is used for policy and charging control. ane! for Vcuiolls interfaces between [\lS entities. 
Charging is standardised for the l:\lS: the charging mechanisms have evolved from 3G 
charging mechanisms. Charging is supported for all planes of the 11\1S. For example 
volume or flow level charging is achievable at the media plane. For media transport L\lS 
relies on the real time protocol and the real-tillle' tnlllsmission control protocol. 
Service outsourcing exploits HilS control mechanisms and the the inter-operability be-
tween different networks that use 11\IS for multimedia service control. For instance an 
11\lS session can be out sourced from a U-TRAN network to an E-UTRAN access network 
to gain from more bandwidth. 
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Chapter 4 
Network Capacity Expansion 
Through Service Outsourcing 
Service outsourcing is a resource sharing SdWlll(' dcsigll('d to enable operators to requcst 
or lease network resources in real-timC'. As nH'lltiOlwd ('arlieI'. the main Illotivation for 
service outsourcing is enabling operators to Hcccpt and service requcsts from subscribers 
during periods when the demand for resources cxceeds the network resource capacity. 
In this chapter the design of a service outsourcing framework for wireless networks is 
modeled and presented. The chapter start.s by addressing the resource pricing conditions 
and challenges surrounding service outsourcing. This is followed by the architectural and 
t.echnical aspects. 
4.1 Service Outsourcing Concepts 
Service out.sourcing involves two or more operators \vho engage in resource sharing agree-
ment.s. Unlike conventional resource sharing agreements that are defined by long term 
SLAs, service outsourcing SLAs are negot.iat.cd and executed in real-time for each session. 
This occurs when the cust.odian operator presents a request for resources to a candidate 
network. 
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IP netwcwk& 
IP networb 
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Figure 4.1: Service outsourcing general architecture 
4. 1.1 Service Outsourcing Scenario 
The number of subscriber sessions that can be admitted to a wireless network is limited 
by the amount of bandwidth available in the air interface, as well as backhaul links 
and other links on the path between corresponding subscriber equipment. Blocking of 
resource requests occurs when attempts to establish sessions are made on a congested 
network. A network is considered to be congested when the level of resource utilisation 
has reached a threshold above which it is impossible to meet quality guarantees of active 
sessions. For session based services such as multimedia calls, congestion can be associated 
with the active number of flows. Generally t he throughput of a network gives a measure 
of the congestion level. Moreover, the efficiency of network operation gets compromised. 
Instead of rejecting or holding new resource requests, service outsourcing enables the 
congested network to lease resources from a reachable network. An outsourcing request 
is sent to the candidate network to establish an agreement for the transaction. The 
custodian network offers to pay a specific fee to lease a certain amount of resources over 
a period not exceeding a fixed length of time. 
4.1.2 R equirements and Conditions 
Service outsourcing is governed by technical and fiscal conditions. The main t echnical 
requirement is the existence of a wireless overlap between the custodian and candidate 
access networks at the location of the user equipment. This is depicted in Fig. 4.1 , where 
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the custodian and candidate access networks are reachable by UE1. The candidate access 
network should have sufficient resources to admit the outsourced service. A mechanism 
for joint call control by the candidate and custodian networks is needed to facilitate the 
monitoring of call activity to ensure each party adheres to the outsourcing SLA. 
Fiscal requirements relate to profitability goals of network operators, and subscriber ex-
pectations regarding service charges. In service outsourcing. unlike conventional roam-
ing [35, 37]. subscribers are not charged an extrn lcv,V for services accessed using the 
candidate network. The use of a constant predictablc service fcc requires sharing of 
revenue from subscriber payments. 
We note that service delivery by j'vlobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNO) sees users 
being charged a predictable fixed fee [35]. However. in the MVNO scheme network-to-
network charges are negotiated on long term basis, \vhereas service outsourcing involves 
real-time cost negotiations. Traditionally subscribers are billed by the custodian (or 
home) operator. Apportioning of revenue betwecn both operators is performed by the 
custodian operator. 
4.1.3 Service Outsourcing SLA 
As mentioned earlier, a service outsourcing agreement is formulated for every session 
prior to hand over to the candidate network. The main parameters of the SLA arc 
the offer price (0 P), outsource duration (T) and the required QoS resources. In this 
thesis, bandwidth is the main QoS resource leased on the candidate network. The SLA 
parameters are sent by the custodian network in the out source request. The OP indicates 
the fee to be paid by the custodian net\vork for rcso1ll'CCS used by the session. The OP can 
be fixed for outsourcing transactions between t he operators. In this thesis we explore a 
scenario where the OP is negotiated for each session. while taking into account changing 
network conditions in the pricing of leased resources. 
The outsource duration specifies the expected lease duration for sessions. The effective 
lease duration (t) is affected by user actions, i.e .. users could terminate the session or 
move out of the coverage range of the candidate access network. In that case the lease 
duration would be less than the initial negotiated value T, i.e. t < T. Bandwidth 
requirements should be met on the candidate network for tlw duration of the out source 
period. By admitting the ontsourced s()ssion. t h(' candidate network commits to provide 
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the leased resources. Penalties may be enforced if cit her operator fails to adhere to the 
outsource SLA. 
The scope of the SLA can cover all cells of the candidate network, or can be confined to 
the current cell. This implies that in case the user moved out of the coverage range of 
the candidate access network, session continuity would be guaranteed if specified in the 
SLA. There would be no guarantee for session continuity if the SLA only covered the 
cell of entry to the candidate network. 
4.1.4 Service Outsourcing Transactions 
Service outsourcing involves a setup phase, an execution pha<;e and a termination phase. 
SLA negotiation occurs in the setup phase, whilc~ service delivery occurs in the execution 
phase. SLA renegotiation would occur in the execution phase if lea<;e renewal were to be 
done at the end of the outsource duration. Service outsourcing enters the termination 
phase when the session is terminated. There is a pre-setup phase where the DE detects 
reachable access networks and sencis information to the custodian network. 
Service Outsourcing Setup Phase 
\i\Tithin the set-up phase the custodian network and the candidate network come to an 
agreement on the service quality and the associated charge for service delivery, i.e .. the 
quality-to-cost relationship. In this respect the custodian network takes the role of the 
consumer and the candidate network assumes the role of the provider. 
After receiving a resource request from a subscriber the custodian network initiates 
service outsourcing if, due to congestion, the session cannot be admitted to the network. 
The candidate network is selected from a computed list of reachable access networks 
that had been reported by the subscriber's DE. Thereafter a service outsourcing request 
is sent to the candidate network. 
On receiving the outsourcing request the candidatc nctwork can accept or reject it based 
on the value of the OP. If the OP is too Iowa challenge to the out source request may 
be sent to the custodian network, which woulci determine the suitability of the counter 
price before updating the OP and sending a final outsource request for the session. 
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Figure 4.2: Service outsourcing - setllP pha. e 
vVhen the second outsource request is received the candidate network either accepts or 
rejects it based on the new OP. The first r qu st would have been accepted if t he OP were 
acceptable to the candidate network. On receiving the challenge, the custodian network 
could terminate service outsourcing if t he counter OP were too high and una,cceptable. 
An acknowledgement is sent by the candidate network if the request is accepted. 
Figure 4.2 illustrates the three step service outsourcing session . etup phase. The cus-
todian network initiates service outsourcing (message 1): after evaluating the OP and 
checking for requested resources, the candidate llC'tV'iork sends a cha.llenge (message 2). 
The custodian network updates and sends a llew reqllest (messa,ge 3): the update could 
termina,te the outsourcing transa,ction. After processing the llpdated request the ca,ndi-
date network sends an acknowledgement , i. e .. rejectillg or accept ing the request (message 
4) . 
Session establishment information to support AAA functions for the ession is sent to 
the candidate network in the outsource request messa,ges. Credentials that id ntify the 
UE are sent to the candidate network. The ca,ndidate network sends its credentials in 
the acknowledgement. 
Service Outsourcing Execution . Phase 
Once the outsourcing SLA has been created . session establishment continues when the 
custodian network signals the UE to handover to the candidate access network. I\lutual 
authentication between the UE and the candida,te network is performed using creden-
tial ' exchanged between the networks during the setup phase. The UE as ociates and 
performs a binding with the candidate network to aJlow session establishment. This 
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Figure 4.3: TransFlctions ctming t he execut ion phase 
process does not require input from t he user. The candidFlte network creRtes FI nd FI:-;signs 
a bearer with leased resources to the UE. 
After the binding process signru ling between the custodiRn network and t he UE is routed 
via the candidate network. Both networks wi ll monitor t he lise of resources for the 
lifetime of the session , which i ' li mited by the lease period T . A new lease can be 
established when the current lea'e expires. During the lease period the custodian network 
performs continuous evaluat ion of re ourc availFlbili ty on its Rccess networks. It would 
be needless to renew t he nrrent lease if cOllgestion levels subsided FI nd resollI'ces became 
availRble. Figure 4.3 illustrates ou tsourcing trl'l nsFlctions during the execution pha e. 
In the figure the candidate network notifie the custodian network (message 3) of the 
association and binding event performed by t he UE. Moreover the session cstRblishment 
requests (message 7) is relayed to the custodian network. In the case of local breakout 
media traffic can be confined to the candidate net.vvork. Alternatively medi a t ra ffic can 
be tromboned to the custodian core network if t he home routed option i en forced . 
In the home routed option outgoing media traffi c is routed to the custodian core network 
before it is forwarded to the destinRt ion. Likewise incoming media t raffic will traverse 
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Figure 4.4: Service Oil tsonrcing terminfLt ion phase 
the custodian core network before it is routed to the candidate network 's access gateway 
and to the UE. The home routed option is 1lseful when charging is done by the custodian 
network. It is al '0 useful in facili tating functions like legal interception of conversations. 
The custodi an network may renew an cxisting lease hefore expiry (refer to messfLge 10 
in Fig 4.3) . l\ Ionitoring of resource usage will contill\\0. Ilpon renewal of the lea.-e, whose 
li fet ime is limited by a new period T2 . 
Service Outsourcing Termination Phase 
A service outsourcing session can be terminated if the IIser terminates the media session 
before the expiry of a lease period. Moreover , an ou tsourcing session would be terminated 
at the expiry of an active lease period. In the termination phase, t he candidate network 
sends a report on t he usage of leased resources. The report contains the effective lease 
period and resource usage fLccounting information ill applicable Ilni ts , e.g. , volume of 
traffic or duration. The bearer assigned to the E is released to free the leased resollrces. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. 
If the outsourcing service is terminated due to the expiry of the lease period T , the 
UE may be handed over to the custodian network. Once it associates and binds with 
the custodian network the active session is re-e. tablished; IP mohili ty mechanism arc 
required to accomplish t he handover. Hovvever, appli cfLtion layer protocols e.g. , SIP, 
include session continuity mechanisms that may be used to fLccomplish the handover. 
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New and Active Services 
Service outsourcing mitigates the blocking of new service requests when the access net-
work is congested . Negotiations between the custodian and candidate networks occur 
before the new request can be admitted . The reql1 est would be blocked if the target 
access candidate network did not have the resources required to meet the QoS r quire-
ments of t he session . Moreover , t he reql1est wOllld be blocked if an out" ourcing SLA 
could not be reached. 
Service outsourcing for act ive sessions wOll ld be necessary if changes in cu todian network 
conditions affected resource availability and C'ompromi 'ed QoS commitments. Outsourc-
ing could be performed for some user sessions to reduce t he load on the custodian access 
network. This would prevent the need to drop sessions due to congestion. 
Signalling Optimisation 
Session establishment t ime ha' a great impact on mier experience. Service outsourcing 
transactions involve the exchange of information between networks and the UE prior 
to session establishment. The response time of e<'l.ch network and the number of mes-
sages exchanged will directly influence the total session establishment delay. Service 
outsourcing transactions conld be combined and sent in the same mos age to available 
networks ; the information would be used once a pending decision is made. For example 
transaction 2 and 6 could be sent in the same message, while 5 and 9 could be combined 
(refer to Fig. 4.3). Moreover for network to network signalling transactions 3 and 7 
could be merged , and 4 and 8 could be combiner! to reduce the session establishment 
delay. Signalling optimisation measures involving O\\ tsourcing of multiple user sessions 
are discussed in la t.er sections. 
4.2 Outsourcing Architecture 
Service outsourcing utilises an architect ure with a user and network agent. The user 
agent resides in the UE and provides network discovery information to t he network agent . 
The network agent acquires and provisions network resources to meet user requests. Its 
role revolves around monitoring resource utilisation and conducting outsourcing interac-
tions with candida te networks. 
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Resourc. 
Manager 
I Admission ~ Central Upstream I$P I Controller Oatabase OoS Broker Incoming us.r 
'.quells 
Oul,ource requests 
Figure 4.5: Ou tsourcing nC'twork agent 
4.2.1 User Agent 
Discovery of reachable access networks is performed by the user agent. IIost networks 
periodically broadcast cell ident ity information, which the user agent receives and sends 
to the network agent. During session establishment t he user agent sends a request to t he 
custodian network containing updated informHt ion on reachable networks. D1ll'ing the 
service outsourcing execution phRse the us r agell t JlJanages the process of associat ing 
and binding to t he candidate network. In t he case of a UE wit h mult iple interfaces t hat 
can used simultaneollsly the user agent can mRintRin cornrnunica tion wit h t he cllstodi fLn 
network during and after t he handover. 
4.2.2 Network Agent 
The network agent is the mRin ent ity in charge of t he management and control of service 
outsourcing. It comprises of an fLdmission cont ro ller. a resource mfLnfLge r fLnd a QoS 
broker. Processing of user resource requests is done by t he admission controller . The 
resource manager allocates and moni tors t he utilisatioll of network resources, i.e., loci'l l 
and external resources. External resources incl llde leased reSOllrCCS and inter-domain up-
stream ISP connections. The QoS broker acquires and manages inter-dornfLin r sources. 
The central database stores live network state information from t he resource manager, 
QoS broker and admission controller. Figure 4.5 gives an illustration of the network 
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agent. Resource requests are processed hy the admission controller hased on resource 
availability information obtained from the ccntral datahase and the resource manager. 
Session requests are admitted if the net\vork has sufficient resources. If resource con-
straints are experienced, service outsourcing is triggered by the resource manager to 
lease the required capacity and admit the s('ssi(Hl. The QoS broker performs service 
outsourcing negotiations with candidate networks. 
The database also stores information about servicc outsourcing transactions. The infor-
mation is useful to the custodian network in visualising the acquisition and utilisation 
of network resources. The volume of lcas('d r('so1\1'('cs during a given period would give 
an indication of the need for expanding the capacity of the network through a long term 
network upgrade. ~loreover, the central database gives a view of the monetary cost of 
resource acquisition through service outsourcing. 
4.2.3 Multiple Candidate Networks 
In competitive scenarios there would be multiple networks from which a custodian net-
works could lease resources. In this case an outsourcing request could be sent to multiple 
candidate networks. The out source challenges and responses would contain different OP 
and T values to be used in the out source SLA. These responses inherently form bids for 
the opportunity to provide the required s('ryicc to the out sourced session. The custodian 
network would choose thc candidate network that prC'sents an opportunity for maxilIli-
sation of benefits of outsourcing. Thi::> \vould be the network that agrees to an OP 
that allows the delivery of services at the required QoS level, and enables the custodian 
network to retain a substantial portion of user payments for the session. 
4.2.4 Combined Outsourcing Transactions 
Signalling optimisation in service outsourcing can be achieved hy outsourcing multiple 
sessions in combined transactions. Using congestion thresholds to trigger service out-
sourcing, the custodian operator may perform outsourcing on multiple sessions that are 
considered to be less profitable. This may be done as a measure to ensure resourc(~ avail-
ability for more profitable higher profile ses::>ions that \\'ould othenvise be blocked due 
to congestion. The combined outsourcing transactions are performed before the onset 
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of severe congestion. Fevver outsourcing messages would be exchanged between the cus-
todian and candidate networks during SLA negotiat.ion for a given number of sessions. 
This measure would reduce session establishment delay during service outsourcing. 
4.3 Pricing of Network Resources 
Network operators determine the cost of network resources and the charges to be levied 
for using the resources. Resource usage charges a.re meant to offset costs incurred in 
service delivery, and to generate profit for operators. In service outsourcing the cost 
of providing resources varies with different sessions. The custodian operator pays an 
agreed price to the candiclate operator to lease netvvork resources for a short period . 
The amount paid constitutes the outsourcing cost for the ca.ndidate operator. The user 
of the outsourced session pays a pre-determined price to the custodian operator. In 
order for the custodian operator to earn a profit from the outsourcing transaction , the 
pre-determined service charge (R .. ) should be greater than the cost. of outsourcing (Co). 
The custodian operator 's profit is given by 
PHO = R.~ H - Co > 0 (4.1) 
Vve make critical assumptions for modelling of servi ce outsourcing scenarios. One major 
assumption made is that , the candidat.e operat.or would lease out reqllestecl reS01lI'ces a.t 
a price that permits the cllstodian operator to make a profit. Profit. generat ion is also 
an important goal of the candidate opera.tor. Thus. with respect. to service outsourcing 
the price charged for leased resources (Co) should offset the cost of provisioning such 
resources (Cr ). Thus , the candidate opera tor 's profit 
PvO = Cn - C,., · > 0 ( 4.2) 
Co is the same for ( 4.1 ) a.nd ( 4.2 ). 
If the demand for resources on the custodian network were less than the resource capacity, 
network profits would be determined by the difference between network costs (CAPEX 
and OPEX) and service charges levied to users. Thus , PH N = R.~ 1-I - Cr 1-l; where PJ-l N 
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is the profit generated per user session without. outsourcing, CrR represents custodian 
network costs scaled down to the session , and H..H is the service charge - refer to (4.1). 
If the candidate operator did not lease resources to oll tsom ced sessions, network profi ts 
would be determined by the extent to which revenue accruillg from subscriber payments 
offsets costs of providing resource. Here P V N = R .< I · - Cl'v : where P"'N is the candidate 
network profit for a user session , R s l ' is t he charge levied to users and CrV is the cost of 
providing resources when abstracted to the session :,;cale. Cl'\f i equivalent to the cost 
providing resources in (4.2) . 
The cost of providing resources varies from network to network. Moreover, it varies with 
time, influenced by aPEX and factors like interest rates on CAPEX loans. Operators 
acknowledge the importance of predictable servi ce usage charges for their subscribers. 
Thus, service usage charges are set to be constant over long t ime frames. Industry 
regulat ion plays a ma.ior role in t he determ ining t. he tariff rates for service usage. In 
practise the tariff rates used for standard services differ from network to network, and 
between different usage profiles on the same network. vVe consider a multimedia session 
that could be provided on the custodian or candidate network. 
4.3.1 Custodian Network Outsource Profit 
The custodian operator uses two service profiles wi t h different levels of QoS guarantee 
in the pricing of mul t imedia services . Users choose a servi ce profi le t.hat suits their 
communicat ion needs. The profit margin generated by a session differs bet.ween service 
delivery on t he cllstodian or candidate network . It is expected that. higher profits wou ld 
accrue from sessions delivered on the custodian network, i.e . PH N > PJ-IO . It is also 
acceptable to assume that the cost of providing net'vvork resources is constant over short 
to mid-term time frames. Thus, the home service profit PH N is constant over the same 
time frame. The service outsourcing profit PHD would depend on the effective otfer price. 
Both PH N and PHD are constant over the service outsourcing period T . 
The lost profit opportunity (outsource cost margin - OCM) for an outsourced session is 
given by PU N - PHo. Thus, 
OCJ\!J-l = Cu - C,. IJ ( 4.3) 
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It is t he aim of the custodian operator to millimise' the value of OC~I in order to retain 
a large port ion of 11ser payments. In addition to Ilsing low or value::; in the oll tsourcing 
request, the custodian operator cOlllcll l.'c strfltegie::; like oll tsourciug of sessions belonging 
to users in lower service profi les if lower Co val lies would apply. 
4.3.2 Candidate Network Outsource Profit 
The lost profit opportunity for the ca ndidate network arises as a result of imposing levies 
that are different from normal levies impo ed to home subscribers. Service outsourcing 
enables the candidate operator to ut ilise surplus network resource . Income from out-
sourced subscribers contributes in offsetting network costs and to\vard,' op rator profi t. 
The OCM for the candidate network revolves arouncl t he probability of blocking home 
subscriber sessions due to leasing resources to outsourced sessions, i.e. PVN - Pvo. 
OCMv = R.sv - Co ( 4.4) 
The candidate operator could minimise t he OC:\ [ by challenging outsource offer. ' with 
higher or va lues. 
4.3.3 Financial Implications of Service Outsourcing 
The OCM gives an indication of the income operators involved in service outsourcing 
could lose. The custodian operator w01dd be affected if, after outsourcing a session 
resources became available on the acce s .network. The resources would remain unused 
until the expiry of the current lease period . As ment ioned above the candidate operator 
would be affected by the outsource cost margin if resource requests from home subscribers 
could not be met due to lack of resources, while some resources had been leased to 
outsourced session . 
Using the fo llowing outsourcing parameters a numerica l analysi::; of t he income va,ri ation 
for the custodian and candidate networks is acce.'sed. For the custodi an network we set 
the maximum network capacity (number of sessions) at 20; the outsource or is fix d at 
1.5 monetary units. For the candidate network we set the maximum network capacity 
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at 30. The candidate network sets the negotiated outsource per-unit charge to a value 
greater than or equal to the offer price for a session (the value depends on the current 
network load). These parameters apply to both networks: all sessions require the same 
QoS level, the minimum duration of a session is 5 minutes and the duration for longer 
sessions is a multiple of 5 minutes. For simplicity we assume that all outsource requests 
are successful. Table C.l in appendix Gl provides the complete numerical data. 
To achieve profitability the aim of both networks is to maintain the net income curve 
above the expected income cover. This is achieved by controlling income from service 
outsourcing with respect to income from serving more home sessions on either network. 
On the custodian network this would be achicVC'ci by not outsourcing sessions when 
there is available capacity, while for the candidate network it would be achieved by not 
blocking service requests from its subscribers due to hosting out sourced sessions. The 
candidate network would increase the negotiated per-unit price value whenever the load 
on its network increases: this \vould reduce the OG\1 in case requests from its subscribers 
were to be blocked. Figure 4.6 depicts the projected income variations; in Fig. 4.6 HN 
represents the custodian network. while Vl\ represC'nts the candidate network. 
Several strategies aimed at securing a subst antial sharE' of shareable user payments can 
be adopted by the operators. The ultimate goal would be to minimise the extent to 
which an unfavourable OC~I impacts network profit. 
Operator attitude towards service outsourcing can be classified as optimistic or pes-
simistic. 
An optimistic operator uses every available opportunity to participate in service out-
sourcing. On the other hand, a pessimistic operator does not participate in outsourcing 
considering the possibility that network conditiolls lllay change to make outsourcing 
unnecessary. A pessimistic custodian network holds session establishment requests an-
ticipating that resources would become available whell some active user sessions are 
ended. A pessimistic candidate operator rejects service outsourcing requests to reserve 
resources for future home subscriber requests. 
Although the attitude of pessimistic operators may be justified as far as increasing 
chances of avoiding the OCi\1, it is clear that they reduce the chances of benefiting from 
service outsourcing. As mentioned earlier the benefits of service outsourcing include 
improved user satisfaction and prevention of chmn for t he custodian network. Candi-
date network benefits include utilisation of surplus resources. which improves network 
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Figure 4.6: Income variation due to outsourcing 
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Upper oUlsource 
congestion threshhold 
I t -> 0 
Figure 4.7: Sliding outsource duration (T) with congestion thresholds 
efficiency and generates income needed to offset various network related costs. 
Custodian Network Strategies 
The main aim of the custodian network is to use low OP values , thus retaining a bigger 
portion of user payments. Session establishment requests are classified according to an 
estimated OCM impact. Requests belonging to high service profiles are likely to incur 
high OCM values. Hence, the custodian operator prefers to admit these requests. 
If OP values cannot be lowered, reduction of the lease duration T would be more practical 
in limiting the OCM. It would allow the custodian network to regain early control of the 
session; if resources became free service delivery would resume on the custodian network. 
Generally the selection of an appropriate value of T should consider changes in network 
conditions. Congestion thresholds can be used to influence T. Longer values of T should 
be adopted when an upper congestion threshold is reached, while decreasing values of 
T are appropriate when congestion levels start dropping towards the lower outsource 
threshold. Figure 4.7 depicts the choice of T during service outsourcing. 
In service outsourcing the custodian network does not reveal the actual price to be paid 
by users for services. Thus, the OP used for the first outsource request could be set 
low enough to greatly influence the OCM. This strategy relies on the candidate network 
basing its decisions on the OP received in outsource requests. 
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In addition to out source duration strategies, pessilllistic: behaviour involving session hold-
ing can be initiated to delay outsourcing in allticipMioll of free resources becoming avail-
able. Service outsourcing would not occur if sufficient resources became available and 
the user attempted to establish the session. Resources could become available if active 
sessions were terminated by users. 
Another strategy would involve outsourcing active low profile sessions to avail the QoS 
resources required for higher profile sessions. It is assumed that these sessions would 
be out sourced with comparatively low OP values. Practically more than one low profile 
session would be outsourced to accommodate a high profile session. 
Candidate Network Strategies 
The candidate network can minimise the OC\1 if OP values approximate to or exceed 
charges levied for resource usage by home subscribers. The candidate operator does 
not reveal the fee charged to home subscribers, thus the OP value set in the outsource 
challenge can be made to approximate these fees. However, if the challenge OP is set 
too high, there is a risk of termination of out source SLA negotiations. 
The length of the lease duration can be used to limit the duration over which an un-
favourable OC?-.1 affects network profits. When the arrival of new resource requests leads 
to depletion of network resources, the strategy is to negotiate shorter out source dura-
tion for leasing resources. This strategy facilitates the candidate network's participation 
in service outsourcing, especially whell very low OP values are received in outsource 
requests. Thus, shorter out source duration values arc used instead of setting higher 
counter OP values. 
An optimistic candidate operator may invest in the deployment of network technologies 
that avail abundant bandwidth. Using technology mechanisms that support service 
outsourcing, such a system will encourage competing operators to outsource bandwidth 
intensive services during peak dellland periods. The candidate operator will benefit from 
income flows arising from service outsourcing. 
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4.4 Network Resource Supply and Demand Model 
Bandwidth and buffer space are the main net\vork transport resources available for selling 
to consumers. Generally the supply of these resources can be abstracted at the core and 
access network levels. At each level the total capacity is limited by physical media 
and switching capabilities. Resources in the network core are provisioned in aggregate 
volumes and sold over long time frames. This can be related to deploying wireless access 
networks to avail a certain amount of bandwidth through a process that involves long 
term investments in infrastructure and frequcn('~' spectrum. Assuming that frequency 
spectrum is sold on an open market through a bidding process, its demand will influence 
the cost. 
Network operators arc buyers and sellers of network resources; they buy in aggregate 
wholesale quantities and retail to end users. Csing a network lHodel composed of ser-
vice users with active subscriptions to different net\\'ork operators, the acquisition and 
retailing of resources by network operators can be abstracted. Each network operator 
owns a set of access networks that are connected to a core network to form an access 
domain (AD). The operators manage their network resources to provide adequate ca-
pacity to meet service contracts with their users. Each network operator connects and 
subscribes to network resources from upstream domains for providing inter-domain com-
lHunications. The operators request a limited amount of inter-domain resources, which 
are provided and priced according to schemes specific to each domain. The inter-domain 
resources and the local resources in a given AD arc priced by the network operator and 
used to serve users. 
User Attitude to Pricing 
Users buy network services from the access network operator and are interested in high 
quality services delivered at low costs. Their satisfnction is affected by service expecta-
tions defined in an SLA with the home operator (HO). The SLA may specify the prop-
erties of each service class to be used for each traffic session. In roaming environments 
users are considered to be less sensitive to the mnwl'ship of the physical network used to 
deliver the service. hence would accept any access network assigned to them. However. 
regardless of the network used, predictability of prices is an important requirement. 
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Time of the Day (ToO) pricing uses constant prices over a pre-defined period of time: 
hence it has the required predictability aspect. It is a model where the day is divided 
into two time frames, i.e., daytime and nighttillle. Daytime prices are often set higher 
to counter network congestion due to expected high service demand: a reversed trend 
happens at night. 
4.5 Conclusions 
Service outsourcing would only be meaningful if participating networks could benefit 
financially. 1'10reover, a technical framework is required to support negotiations between 
operators to establish SLAs and perform handoV<'l' for user sessions. Since outsourcing 
interactions involve cornpeting operators. govermrwnt regulations are required to prevent 
anti-competitive behaviour amongst operators. \Vithout regulations, exploitation may 
occur if a candidate network levies 1ll111cccssarily high mt('s for outsourced services. The 
reason for the high charges might be to pmvcnt t he custodian network from lltilising the 
benefits of service outsourcing, e.g., retention of subscribers that results from enhanced 
long-term user satisfaction. 
In this chapter we presented mathematical illustrations of the conditions to be met for 
service outsourcing to be beneficial to the custodian and candidate operator. The cus-
todian operator would benefit from service outsourcing by minimising the OP value. 
On the other hand the candidate operator benefits from high OP values. The vari-
ous strategies for maximisation of service outsourcing benefits by either operator were 
explored. 
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Chapter 5 
Service Outsourcing in IMS 
Frameworks 
This chapter presents the design of a service ontso1ll'cing and charging architecture hasecl 
on IMS. 
5.1 IMS Service Outsourcing Architecture 
The service outsourcing architecture consists of a home and a visited IMS domain con-
siting of IP connectivity access networks (IP-CAN) and an IP core. The architecture is 
illustrated in Fig. 5.1, where the user equipment (UE) attaches to the custodian (home) 
IP-CAN after entering the overlapping coverage area of the custodian and candidate 
networks. 
The selection of the custodian IP-CA:\, is facilitatl'd bv information that is pre-configured 
in the UE to identify the P-CSCF to which SIP messages are routed. This information 
may also be assigned dynamically. The UE is assigned IP addresses and O:"JS configura-
tion information during the process of attaching to the IP-CAN. This information can 
also be pre-configured in the UE. Once configured the UE can register with an niS core 
by sending a register message. 
Upon registration the UE can establish ['vIS sessions by sending an I:---JVITE to the IMS 
core. Appendix 0.1 presents a sample of an [\IS registration transaction. If pre-
conditions are specified in the I:"JVITE the CdS peers will exchange three SOP oH'ers 
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Figure 5.1: IMS service oll tsourcing architecture 
and answers. For policy and charging control. the P-CSCF extracts session information 
and sends it to the Home-PCRF (H-PCRF ) for cre;{ tion of P CC rules [64]. Session estab-
lishment will be terminated if the reqllired bandwidth is not available in the cllstodiRn 
IP-CAN. However, instead of terminating the cstRblishment service outsourcing can be 
used to facilitate it by handing over the UE to the cRndidate IP-CAN where t he required 
resources can be allocated. 
Outsourcing in IMS requires a network agent resident in the core or instantiated as 
an application function in an application server as well as an outsourcing user agent 
resident in the IMS client . Interaction between the custodian and candidate networks 
can be achieved by using the S9 reference point standardised for PCC procedures [8]. 
Figure 5.2 illustrates the IMS outsourcing archi t.ecture used in this work. The custodian 
domain uses on t he Home Network Agent (H- NA). while t he candidate domain utilises 
the Visited Network Agent (V-NA) . 
5.1.1 Outsourcing Network Agent 
The IMS IPTV service is used to illustrate the design of the service outsourcing frame-
work. During the establishment of an IPTV session, when a SIP INVITE is received 
at the IPTV AS the application fllnction retr ieves service cost information from a tariff 
database in the billing domain (information on t.he design of the IPTV application server 
and t he charging framework is presented in later scction.) . This information is used in 
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Figure 5.2 : 11vlS outsourcing architecture 
the outsourcing process performed by t he H- IA. which communicates wi th the V-NA 
and the outsourcing user agent. The archi tectm e of the H- NA is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. 
During session establishment the process_ out so1\l'cing fun ction queries t he resource ut il-
isation database to determine the volume of committed lletwork resollI'ces . This informa-
tion is the used to calculate the resource ut ilisation level. and subsequently t he outsonrce 
offer price (OP ) if a decision to outsource is made. If the resources requested for t he 
IPTV session can be commi tted on t he custodian IP-CA the outsourcing process will 
be terminated and session control handed over to the IPTV AS . In the case where service 
outsourcing is to be performed the OP is Ilsed to create an outsourcing request that is 
sent to t he candidate network. 
The outsolll'cing request is sent to the candidate lIetwork by relaying across several 
interfaces including the Rx interface to t he H-PCRF. It is then relayed to t he V-PCRF 
using the S9 interface and finally t.o the V-~A llsing the R.x in terface. If the request is 
accepted by the candidate netvvork and a respOllse received by the H-NA. it. responds 
to t he IPTV AS with an indication of th ' successful outsourcing operation. The IPTV 
AS sends an outsourcing command to the user agent , which performs a handover to 
the candidate network. In t his de ign the outsOUl'ce command is conveyed in a SIP 491 
message that indicates a pending request. . This wi ll CRuse the client to de-register with 
the IMS core and initiate a handover to the candidate network. 
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Figure 5.3: Architectural design of the network agent 
5.1.2 Outsourcing U ser Agent 
The outsourcing user agent receives and executes commands sent by the network agent. 
The user agent is integrated in the 1MS client as shown in Fig. 5.4. To emulate an 
outsourcing handover, the IMS client (user agent) is configured as a multi-horned system 
with a primary connection to the custodian and a secondary connection to the candidate 
network. The primary connection is used to communicate with custodian network before 
outsourcing, while the secondary connection is activated upon receiving an outsourcing 
command. 
During outsourcing, after successfully binding to the candidate network the IMS client 
performs a new registration with the 1MS core using the candidate P-CSCF to route 
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Figure 5.4: Outsourcing user agent 
messages to the custodian IMS core and application servers. The client sends a SIP 
INVITE to the P-CSCF on the candidate network in an attempt to establish the out-
sourced session. For tracking purposes the client includes an outsourcing st atus in the 
SDP body of each SIP INVITE message. This prevents the IPTV AS from triggering a 
second outsourcing process on already outsourced requests. The IPTV AS resides in the 
custodian network and receives all SIP signalling relayed over custodian or candidate 
IP-CANs. 
When the INVITE message is received the IPTV AS sends a Diameter Authentication and 
Authorisation Request (AA-Request) to the H-PCRF, which sends a Re-Authorisation 
Request (RA-request) to the V-PCRF to create a PCC rule that is installed at the V-
PCEF. The IPTV AS completes session est ablishment upon receiving an Authentication 
and Authorisation Answer (AA-Answer) . The duration of an active outsourced session 
would depend on the value of T in the outsource SLA; however, for simplicity purposes 
it remains active on the candidate network until terminated by the user. 
5 .1.3 Outsourcing Setup Phase 
A binding between the SIP URI and the IP address of an IMS user agent is established 
during the registration process; the binding information is stored in the S-CSCF. It is 
noted that during service outsourcing the UE's IP address will change after a handover 
to a new access gateway. Thus, a new registration with the IMS domain is required to 
update the binding information upon handover to the candidate IP-CAN. 
While attached to the custodian IP-CAN the user can establish IMS sessions wit h other 
IMS clients. For a VoIP session (refer to Fig. D.2 for VoIP session establishment SIP 
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signalling), the decision to outsource the session can be made by the custodian network 
during the exchange of SDP offers and answers if the H-PCRF cannot commit the re-
quired bandwidth in the IP-CAN. Bandwidth requirements and other session information 
contained in the SDP body of the I~VITE (message 1 in Fig. 5.5) is used to formulate 
the outsource offer. The bandwidth information is conveY'ed in the b=" lines of the SDP 
body. For outsourcing the OP and T values are derived by the network according criteria 
discussed in chapter 4. 
The H-PCRF is an important entity for performing service outsourcing transactions 
in Il'vIS communications. In normal operation the H-PCRF initiates PCC procedures 
after receiving session information extracted froltl SIP signalling by the P-CSCF (or 
an application function). During 1;\IS session establishment with pre-conditions, the 
UPDATE (message 2) contains the final negotiated session parameters. Ideally the in-
formation sent to the H-PCRF is extracted from this message [64]. To accomplish this, 
the P-CSCF sends a Diameter AA-Request (messag(: 3) to the H-PCRF to authorise the 
session. Figure 5.5 gives an illustration of service outsourcing procedures during 1:\IS 
session establishment; only relevant SIP messages ell'(' shown. Not(~ that if the requested 
bandwidth were available the H-PCRF would perform session binding and bearer autho-
risation, and send an AA-answer containing DIAl\lETER __ SUCCESS to the P-CSCF. 
During service outsourcing the H-PCRF creates a PCC rule specifying the requested 
bandwidth and charging information. This information is sent to the outsourcing H-NA 
(message 4), which creates an outsourcing request that is sent to the candidate network 
via the H-PCRF and S9 reference point (message 5). After establishing an outsourcing 
SLA between the networks, the H-PCRF sends Hll AA-Answer indicating the status 
of the outsourcing transaction to P-CSCF (message 6). The AA-Answer contains the 
candidate IP-CAN ID (identifier) and authoriseci media resources. This triggers the 
P-CSCF to send an outsOHrce message to the calling UE to trigger a handover to the 
candidate IP-CAN (message 7). 
5.1.4 Outsourcing Execution Phase 
On receiving the outsource command, the CE d('-l'<'gistcrs (message 8) with the [\'IS 
core and performs a handover to the candidate llct,\\·ork. after which it performs a Hew 
registration with the home I:"IS network llsillg the lWW IP address (message 9). L\IS 
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signalling traffic is now conveyed over t.he candidate IP-CAN . The UE then attempts 
to establish the session by sending an INVITE to the corresponding node (message 10). 
The INVITE contains the session authorisation information received in the outsource 
message. The SDP body is also populated wi th already negotiated session information , 
i. e. band wid th and media codecs. Processing of the IN VITE is performed according to 
standard IMS procedures. While performing PCC procedures . the P-CSCF sends an 
AA-Request to the H-PCIlF (message 11 ). which sends a IlA-Ileqllest to the V-PCRF 
to update the oll tsource request (message 12) . This ca llses the V-PCRF to create and 
install PCC rules for the outsolll'ced session at the BBETIF or V-PCEF. In.talla tion of 
PCC rule. a t the BBERF i ' done usillg a TI A-RecJllest (message 13). 
Once session setup is completed RTP media traffic traverses the candidate IP-CAN. The 
candidate network can perform accounting and charging for the media session using the 
rules installed at the BBERF. In a home routed scenario , where media traffic traverses 
. both candidate and custodian networks. the H-PCRF installs PCC rules at the H-PCEF 
to enable QoS and charging control. In this case the cllstodian network can perform flow 
level charging at the H-PCEF. 
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5.2 Charging in IMS 
Policy and charging control in the HI'IS requires Fl stFlndards compliant charging frame-
work. Moreover , service outsourcing requires a chFlrging framework to facilitate service 
rating and billing. This ection presents the design of an IMS charging prototype used 
to perform proof of concept tests of service out. ourcing. The prototype is based on the 
open source IMS framework released by the FrFl lll1hofer Fokus Institute. VoIP and IPTV 
services are used to illustrate the design of the charging prototype. It supports offline 
and online charging, as well as duration. vo l1lll1e and event hased chFl,rging. 
QoS policy and charging control can be performed on Fl ll 1f\,IS planes in order to enforce 
resource usage control and chmging [49J. The type of QoS and chFlrging information 
generated at each plane depends on the comm1lnication scenario being used , e.g. when 
a user is connecting via the home or visited network . For session based IMS services 
the start and end of media delivery can be recorded to support duration based charging. 
The charging system requires the presence of a Charging Trigger Function (CTF) in an 
application server to detect the occurrence of chFlrgeahle events. The CTF interacts with 
the offline charging system using the Rf reference point and the online charging system 
across the Ro reference point. 
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Figure 5.6: Charging, ystem layout 
Figure 5.6 illustrates the location of the I1 IS charging framework in the IMS archi tecture. 
The charging application server is integrFlted with Fl CTF to fa cilitate offline and online 
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charging. The design of the charging AS is shown in Fig. 5.7, in which SIP requests 
received by the get_ exosip_ events function are processed to determine if they contain 
chargeable events to trigger offline or online charging processes. The main chargeable 
events considered in this thesis are INVITE and BYE messages. These correspond to the 
start and end of IMS sessions. 
R.(AARlAAA)-------·B 
r--------------:8 : I ' Ro (CCR/CCA) ,. OCF I 
I ' 
I ' 
I ocs : l __ _ _ __ _____ _ _ _ 
r------------· 
I ' 
;1 COF 144-+i ---;;R"'I(07AC""R/ACA) 
! ___ o~~~ _______ : 
Procesa_charging 
Slp_limer 
""'''~ 
Network evants 
Figure 5.7: Functional architecture of the charging AS 
5.2 .1 Offline and Online Charging System s 
The offline and online charging systems utilise a common charging AS that connects 
to the S-CSCF using a SIP based IMS Service Control (ISC) interface. The AS has a 
Diameter node that is integrated as a CTF to interact with a Charging Data Function 
(CDF) for offline charging and an Online Charging Function (OCF) for online charging 
respectively. 
The offline charging system requires specific information to process chargeable events. 
The information includes: a user ID , a unique session ID , an ID for the requested 
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service, media information (e.g., codecs and bandwidth), service request time and the 
IP addresses of the caller and callee UEs for peer-to-peer services. Similar information 
is required for online charging. The 11\IS public user identity (L'vlPU) can be used as the 
user 10 to uniquely identify the user across domains. The session 10 is generated from 
a combination of session information contained in SIP messages, e.g .. the SIP session 10 
(dd) and the 1::\IS contact (IP) address. The requested service is identified by the request 
URI for pre-defined application servers: peer- to- peer sessions use different request URIs. 
The service type, e.g., audio or video is identified from session information contained in 
SOP bodies of SIP messages. Bandwidth information is contained in the SOP bodies 
of SIP messages, while the service request time is generated by a timer function in the 
charging AS. IP addresses that identify the location of the caller and callee are extracted 
from the HvIS contact address as well as IP-CAN name in the SIP message. 
Offline charging involves the creation of charging events that are sent to the offline CDF in 
Diameter Accounting Request (ACR) messages. When offline charging is invoked during 
session establishment the process_charging function (refer to Fig. 5.7) authorises the 
requested session and initialises the collection of resource usage accounting information. 
The accounting information is sent in interim ACRs after pre-defined intervals e.g. 5 
or 30 seconds. Session establishment is completed by routing the SIP request to the 
destination UE. 
The main components of the offline charging system are a Diameter module and a Di-
ameter message handler. The Diameter lllodule listcns for incoming ACR messages from 
application servers. Various AVPs are extracted from ACR messages and forwarded to 
the message handler for processing. The message handler receives charging information 
from the Diameter module. It performs billing and updates the user's account that is 
stored in a MySQL database. The structure of the offline charging system is illustrated 
in Fig. 5.8. 
Offline charging starts by initialising the Diameter peer and listener processes. It receives 
incoming ACR messages, which are processed by the Rf.ACA function to retrieve AVPs 
and a<;sign them to target variables. The AVPs include: charging 10, event charging data, 
duration charging data, volume charging data, natme of ACR (initiaL interim or final) 
and subscriber identification information. Charging message handler functions are called 
from Rt_ACA, which also supplies the variables to be processed. A charging object is 
created for new charging sessions and events; subsequent ACR messages for session ba<;ed 
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I I jl--I I II 
Figure 5.8: Structure of the offline charging system 
charging will update the relevant object. 
At session termination (when a SIP BYE method is received) a final ACR is sent to the 
CDF. Accounting Answer (ACA) messages from the offline charging system are received 
across the Rf reference point. For online charging Diameter credit control is supported 
across the Ro interface. 
When online charging is invoked charging events are sent in Diameter Credit Control 
Request (CCR) messages to the OCF. The process_ charging function creates an initial 
CCR and sends it to the OCS for authorisation. Upon receiving a Credit Control Answer 
(CCA) with allocated credits session authorisation is performed by routing the request to 
the destination UE. If no credits were allocated during credit control the request would 
be denied and the charging AS would send an error message, with the SIP code 402, 
indicating that payment is required. 
The OCS comprises of a Diameter module, a charging event handler, a tariff module, an 
account balance management module and a subscriber billing database. The Diameter 
module is activated at start-up and listens for incoming CCR messages from the AS. 
The Ro_ CCA function of the Diameter module extracts AVPs from CCR messages. 
The A VPs contain information that is used by the charging message handler to perform 
credit control. Initial and interim CCR messages cause the message handler to obtain 
service tariff information by invoking the tariff function. The amount of credits required 
to authorise a certain amount of resources is calculated using the tariff information. 
The account balance management function is used to check the availability of required 
credits. Figure 5.9 illustrates the functional architecture of the OCS. 
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Ro>---' 
Se....,le. rating 
database 
Figure 5.9: functional architecture of the online charging system 
Reserved credits are sent to the charging application function in AVPs contained in 
a CCA message. The implementation supports simultaneous reservation of credits for 
duration, volume and event charging. On receiving interim CCR messages the billing 
function updates t he user 's account by debiting used credits. When the final CCR is 
received at session termination unused reserved credits are credited to the user 's account. 
The process_ charging function uses a timer to accomplish quota supervision on allocated 
credits. Quota supervision is achieved by real-time monitoring of the balance of allocated 
credits. Session termination is initiated when the credit balance is exhausted. At the end 
of pre-defined intervals the charging AS sends interim CCR to the OCS. In response the 
OCS allocates more credits for the session to ensure service continuity. A final CCR is 
send to the OCS when the session is terminated by the user or the charging AS. Online 
charging is achieved using the Ro_ CCR function that creates Attribute Value Pairs 
(AVPs) and sends Diameter CCR messages to the OCS. Support for volume charging 
by the charging AS relies on an interface with the PCRF that is implemented by the Rx 
reference point . 
Charging Events 
The charging AF generates a charging event for each chargeable event that is then sent 
to respective charging systems for processing. As discussed earlier offline charging events 
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arc sent in Diameter ACR messages to the CDF across the Rf reference point. The ACR 
message is created with standard Diameter headers that identify the AF and the CDF 
i.e., the origin and destination host, the origin and destination realms, and the accounting 
record type and number. For session based charging I~TERIl\l charging events are sent 
periodically e.g. in 30 or 60 seconds intervals. 
The Diameter Ro refcrence point used in onlinc charging is based on the Diameter credit 
control application. When a chargeable event is d('t('ct(~d at the AF a charging event is 
sent to the OCF in the OCS. This marks the start of a charging session for session ba')ed 
charging. For event based charging it signals the occurrence of a chargeable event. It was 
mentioned earlier that session based charging can be accomplished with unit reservation 
of credits, while event based charging can be achieved using immediate event charging 
and event charging with unit reservation (ECUR) [11]. 
In this framework unit based reservation of credits is used for session based charging; the 
number of reserved credits depends on service rating performed by the Rating Function 
(RF). Subsequent credits are allocated when I:\,TERI:\! charging events are sent to the 
OCS. Event based charging is accomplished by ECUR. For session based charging, the 
Account Balance l'.lanagcment FUllction (AB:\IF) performs quota supervision to facilitate 
termination of service delivery when credit exhaustion occurs. An illustration of the 
quota supervision is given in Fig. 5.10. N represents the credit balance, n the number of 
reserved credits and y the number of used credits. Credits are allocated when the first 
CCR message is received and also when INTERIl\l CCR messages are received. Unused 
reserved credits are refunded to the subscriber's account at the end of the charging 
session. Typically the reception of a BYE rnessHg(~ would mark the end of a charging 
session. 
5.2.2 VoIP Charging System 
The duration of a VoIP session cannot be pre-determined, thus session based charging 
is used for VoIP. To achieve this an initial Filter Criterion (iFC) is defined for VoIP 
services at the HSS to route SIP messages to the charging AS. The iFC is installed at 
the S-CSCF as part of the user profile when a lIser registers with the I:\IS domain. SIP 
messages including INVITE and BYE arc nmtC'd to the charging AS (refer to Fig. 5.6). 
These messages constitute chargc)ablc ('vents', and ther lead to the generation of charging 
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RE-ALLOCATE : INTERIM 
Credits = N 
t REFUND : STOP 
L-_ _____ -lI- DEDUCT: INTER IM. STOP I 
_ Spent credits = y : .... 
N = cllent->cred lts 
n = cllent->cred lts_buf 
Figm e 5.10: Online credit control 
events that are sent to the OFCS or the OCS. Au illustration of the signalling for VoIP 
online charging is given in F ig. 5. 11 . For clarity charging transactions are shown for the 
caller 's IMS domain only; moreover, session descript ion offer and answer excha.nges are 
omi tted . 
The INVITE is intercepted and routed to the charging AS. where a CCR is generated 
and sent to the OCS. The OCS performs credit control and allocate a limited amount 
of credits to authorise the VoIP session. Upon receiving credi ts in t he CCA the charging 
AS sends the INVITE message to the S-CSCF to continue se.-sion establishment. A 
2000K is sent by UA2 when the INVITE is received and the call answered . This message 
traverses the arne path as the INVITE. Quota supervision is performed by the OCS 
when INTERI~l CCR me, sages are received . The VoIP se. sion would be terminated if 
credits in the subscriber's account got exhaustrd. Thi would be accomplished by BYE 
messages being sent to participa.ting lIsers. If no cred it. were received in thr eCA the 
charging AS wOllld send an error message to U Al indica,t ing t. ha t payment was required . 
The scenario depicted here involves duration charging for VoIP. The start of charging 
is marked by the reception of an ACK in response to the first 2000K . Offline charging 
signalling is similar in many a 'pects to online charging except the u 'e of Diameter ACR 
and ACA messages that are sent to the CDF in the OCFS . Moreover , quota supervision 
is not performed fo r offline charging . T hus, session termination is not dependent on 
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ACK 
'000' 
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Cfedil control 
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Figure 5.11: VoIP online chitrging 
S-CSCF2 P..cSCF2 
INVITE 
20001< 
ACK 
BYE 
ACK 
INVITE 
2000K 
ACK 
2000K 
BYE 
2000K 
ACK 
UA2 
b 
A=p< 
credit exhaustion. ote that in both offline and online charging session termination 
would occur if either user sent it BVE me sage. 
5.2.3 IPTV Charging Systep:l 
A CTF is integrated into the IPTV AS to dctect the occnrrence of chitrgeitble events 
and send respective charging events to the OCFS or OCS. When a u 'cr reqllests itn 
IPTV channel the S-CSCF routes SIP mes itges to the IPTV AS for the pllrpose of 
service delivery and charging. At the IPTV AS session processing is passed to the CTF 
for charging purpo es. Offline and on line charging procedures are handled simil itr to 
VoIP. Note that both session based itnd event hl1, cd chitrging may be used for IPTV. 
Figure 5.12 illustrates signalling flow for IPTV charging. 
In the IPTV system used in this thesis hits the llleci in control, service di covery and 
selection functions integrated into the IPTV AS . ThE' IPTV AS is instantiated 115 a 
SIP U A and media delivery is performed by a third pitrty RTP media server [13]. In t he 
design only INVITE, BYE, 2000K and ACK messages are llsed to establish IPTV sessions. 
The charging function in the IPTV AS sllpport. dnration and event chitrging. Volume 
charging is supported throllgh interfacing with the PCRF and PCEF. ,,\fhen an INVITE 
arrives at the Charging AS it is processed to extmct session information and identify 
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chargeable events. For every ne,v session the chFl.rging process creFl.tes a charging session 
ob.iect identified by a charging ID . Moreover. a Diameter message is crea ted and packaged 
with AVPs that contain the session informFl.tion. The Diameter message is sent. to the 
OFCS or OCS for offline or online charging respec tivel.". For offline chFl.rging FI. Diam eter 
ACR is sent to the OFCS , which sends bFl.ck an ACA indicFl.ting if the request i. a1\ thorised 
or not . For online charging a CCR is sent to t he OCS, which reserves some credits and 
authorises the ession for a given duration. 
UAI P.cSCF S.cSCF HSS COF I . Mea,. I CTF Server 
INVITE 
INVTTE 
)'~llIalflll.' 
crltorla chock 
INVITE Servlco dlscovory 
) nd solccllon 
ACR 
_ _ (!.N!E!3I!04)_ ... 
200 OK 200 OK r- __ ~<:'A ____ 200 OK (RTSP address) (RTSP add .... ) RTSP address 
ACK ACK ACK ~ s~a~ c~ar~'n~ 
_.-
- - - - - - - - - -
_.- _.-
- -
f-R1 cp-
- - - - -
c~a~n~ (~q~es.!. 
_., 
RTP Media Iram 
ACR 
(INTERIM) 
-- - -- -- .... 
ACA 
BYE .-. ------ --BYE 
BYE IICR (Flnal) 
200 OK -- ----- ..... 200 OK (RTSP add,ess) ACA 
RTSP add, ... ) 4----- -- --
ACK liCK ACK 
Figure 5.12: Chargillg for IPTV services 
Charging and outsourcing are triggered whell FI. TV channel request is recei ved and 
processed by get_ exosip_ events. Charging is performed by a charging_ event_ hFl.ndler 
function , which interacts with the OCS and OFCS to authorise t he request.. The charg-
ing function is implemented as an integra ted CTF that builds Dimueter messages to be 
sent to the OCS or the CDF. Offline charging transactions are handled by the RC ACR 
function , while online charging tran act ion. are hand led by Ro_ CCR. The outsomc-
ing_ event_ handler interacts with the PCRF t.o 01 t.ain resource Il t ilisat ion information 
used to make outsourcing decisions. A detailed design architecture of the IPTV AS is 
illustrated in Fig. 5.13. 
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ocr 
Sip_timer CtCrf-1 cor 
~ Proc:ns call objects 
I I 
A'-"'1 PCRF 
Figure 5. 13: Architectural layout of the IPTV AS 
5.2 .4 Volume Charging 
The mechanisms discussed above for VoIP and IPTV involve duration based charging, 
which is achieved by the use of a timer function in the charging AS and IPTV AS. 
However, both VoIP and IPTV services can be charged by volume of traffic as well. If 
this is required the charging AS sends an AA-Request to the PCRF to facilitate the 
creation of P CC rules to be installed and enforced at the P CEF. The request contains 
session information like the IP addresses of the calling and the called DEs. In this 
implementation the first AAR will t rigger the start of volume charging, while the final 
AAR will terminate the charging process. Volume charging is t riggered upon the success 
of the charging processes described above. AA-Answer messages received from the PCRF 
contain information on events occurring at the P CRF or those relayed from the PCEF. 
The P CEF will perform accounting of all packets belonging to each flow identified by 
a given charging rule. Each rule is also identified by the charging ID received from the 
AS. Volume charging involves count ing the bytes of RTP traffic that traverses t he media 
plane. Account ing information is then sent to the OCS or OFCS via the PCRF and AS. 
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5.2.5 Charging for Service Outsourcing 
Charging transactions during service outsourcing traverse the S9 reference point [8] in 
Rddition to reference points used for VoIP and IPTV. For charging purposes the service 
outsourcing network agent is integrated into the charging AS or the IPTV AS . When 
an INVITE is received the AS requests pricing iuformation for the reqllest d ervicc from 
the bi lling domain . Information on the current network uti lisation is retri eved from the 
H-NA. Once a decision to outsource the service is made an Outsourcing Request (OR) is 
sent to the candidate network ViR the H-PCRF. T he design of the oll tsourcing framework 
with charging integrated is illustrated in Fig. 5. 1-11 . Upon successful oll tsourcing and 
handover of the UE to the candidate network , regi tration and session establishment are 
performed and subsequent ly fol!m.ved by policy and charging control. 
Custodian Network Offl ine Charging 
System 
! 
~ , , 
, , 
Candidate Network 
b. 
~ ----n -------IL_P_C'E_F ----'~ - e -I BBERF (t 1-- -- -U - - -- -EJ 
V·AP 
H .... P 
Figure 5.1 4: Outsom ce charging design layout 
The H- A is integrated into the charging AS to facili tate expedited outsourcing and 
charging transactions. Moreover, the Rx referellce point is utili. ed for both charging 
control and outsourcing. A V-NA is present in the candidate network to perform out-
sourcing transa.ctions for that network. Inter-dolllR in information is relayed via the 
PCRFs to the outsourcing NA. · in each domain . 
IThis figure is repeated for t he conven ience of the reader 
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5.3 Summary 
Service outsourcing in IlVIS utilises standard nIS transactions and PCC mechanisms. 
This chapter described the design of an 11\IS charging framework and a service outsourc-
ing charging system. The IMS charging system presented uses Il\'VITE and BYE messages 
as the main triggers of charging events. The design prcsented here is not exhaustive with 
respect to standards: however, it is provides a useful frarncvvork for 11\IS research testbcds 
and is available for further developmcnt. 
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Outsourcing Evaluation Framework 
This chapter presents a service outsourcing evaluation framework based on [\1S. The 
framework is used to perform tests in an environment that approximates to practical 
telecommunication scenarios. It includes a charging system developed in consideration 
of I1\IS standards released by the 3GPP [1l]. It supports outsourcing requirements and 
provides an open source standards compliant prot()t~'pe to the [\1S research comnmllit:v. 
The source code is freely available to meet needs of allY system that is designed according 
IMS standards, regardless of the programming lauguage. 
Open source projects are more suited for research due to easy customisation; moreover, 
using an evaluation framework in telecommunications research has specific advantages 
over simulation environments. They include generation of experimental results that 
closely measure to the expected performance of systems deployed in practical environ-
ments, where physical factors play a role. Framework entities can be distributed in 
different locations across the Internet to exploit changing network conditions; moreover, 
they can be suhjected to stress testing. On the ot he]' hand simulation environments ofteu 
require the selection of system properties like link ddays. ,vhich influence performance 
results. 
The charging and outsourcing framework is implemented to work with Fokus Open I1\IS 
test beds, the UCT IPTV application server and the UCT ['vIS client. It is developed 
in the C programming language, and currently mns on Ubuntu Linux systems. The 
evaluation framework is used to perform a series of tests involving IPTV services. For 
this reason outsourcing is discussed with respect. to IPTV services only. 
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6.1 Open Source IMS 
The Open IMS Core (OSIMS) was developed and released by the Frallnhofer Fokus 
institute. It is a platform that enables the development and test ing of funct ions and 
protocols related to IMS [9]. It implements IMS call session control functions (CSCF) , 
i.e., P- CSCF , I-CSCF , S-CSCF and HSS. The CSCFs are programmed in C, while the 
HSS is implemented in Java and stores user information in a MySQL database. These 
entities interact using SIP based Mw and Diameter based Cx reference points. Figure 6.1 
illustrates a simplified structure of the Fokus Open D[S core. 
". 
.vi' 
".0 , 
" V , 
HSS 
, 
". jQ" IOCSCFO "'''' Mw ~~ 
~ S SCF 
'~ 
PoCSCFV 
~ Gm 
Figure 6.1 : Layout of the Opcn IiVIS core 
An OSIMS evaluation framework can be setup with different CSCFs collocated on the 
same server , alternatively they can be distributed on different systems. The OSI iVIS 
software used for the charging and outsourcing framework was installed on different 
computers running Ubuntu Linux [65] version 8.0.4 operating system. The decision to 
distribute IMS entities was to achieve an evalw'It ion environment that approximates to 
practical network deployments. This allowed vario1\s tests performed to be influenced 
by network conditions in Rn Ethernet environment . Usage of the P-IS tcstbed requires 
a domain naming system (DNS) servcr to resolve reR lm and ent ity names to respective 
IP addresses. 
For outsourcing IMS home or custodian netvvork realm names are specified when con-
figuring a new installation of the Open IiVIS Core. The realm name is also set as the 
default visited domain for the network in accordancc to IMS standards that specify the 
location of the P-CSCF to be resident in a visited [64] . 
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6.2 VCT IMS Client 
The UCT IMS client [66] is an implementation of a 3GPP SIP UA designed to work 
with the Open IMS core. It is a University of Cape Town initiative that was developed 
and released as open source. The client supports common IMS procedures, e.g. registra-
tion, VoIP session establishment, video calling and IPTV. The client is used extensively 
by the outsourcing framework. It is enhanced to support charging procedures used in 
outsourcing. 
The UCT IMS client [13, 66] is implemented in C; it extensively uses the eXosip library 
to implement SIP methods. The architecture of the client is shown in Fig. 6.21. User 
actions, e.g. call establishment using the graphical interface are captured by callbacks 
functions. The actions are used by ims_ interface_ event_ handler, which calls various 
functions , e.g. SDP manipulation classes to prepare SIP messages for sending to the 
IMS core. SDP manipulation is responsible for creating and populating the SDP body 
of SIP INVITE and other SIP messages. 
The client also receives messages from the core for events such as incoming calls. The 
messages are processed by iIllS_ exosip_ event_ handler, which passes the messages to 
functions in charge of different services, e.g., outsourcing and billing. The client can 
be extended to support different services. The client source information is presented in 
appendix E .1.1. This would enable interested users to participate in further development 
of outsourcing in IMS. 
~ RTSP elus •• 
:' 
. . ~ ~ ~ sdp manipulation classes +-u w, _ ~ o u .. I Charging and billing U Uur classes , 
~ Outsourc ing classe. 
...-SIP 
~ 
Network 
Figure 6.2: VCT IMS client 
lThis figure is repeated for reader convenience 
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6.3 veT IPTV Framework 
The IPTV framework is a University of Cape Town initiative that was developed and 
released as open source [13]. It comprises an IPTV application server that is inst antiated 
as a SIP user agent and integrated into the Fokus Open IMS framework. It is developed in 
the C programming language and utilises the eXosip library to handle SIP transactions; 
the architecture of IPTV AS is shown in Fig. 6.3. Once initialised the IPTV AS listens 
for incoming SIP requests from clients received via the core and processes them using 
get_ exosip_ events. The basic function of the IPTV AS is to fetch a media resource URL 
corresponding to a requested TV channel and send it in a SIP response to the client . 
The IPTV framework is extended to support charging and outsourcing. The source code 
of the IPTV and charging framework is given in appendix E.1.2. IPTV channels are 
pre-coded in XML as key-value pairs and initialised during start-up. Sample entries for 
TV channels are presented in appendix E.1.2. More channels can be added by specifying 
a mapping between SIP request URIs and media resource URLs. Media URLs give t he 
location of the resource on a media server. 
chllrg lng 
~ ac!vetlslng ~ 
!, ~ outsourcing 
i ! ~ 
:. 
Figure 6.3: Functional structure of the IPTV application server 
6.3.1 Media Server 
Media resources are hosted on a Video LAN Codec (VLC) Real Time Streaming Protocol 
(RTSP) server that listens for incoming requests on port 5554. The requests are received 
directly from IMS clients as URLs of the form rtsp:/ / tv.imscore.ims:5554/channell , 
which corresponds to the value of the key in appendix E.1.2. The media server uses 
a configuration file that specifies the mapping between media channBls and resources 
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like video files on t he system. An example of the configuration fi le is given in ap-
pendix E.1.3. The location of the media server in the evaluation framework is shown in 
Fig. 6.S. Traffic from 1MS clients connecting via custodian and candidate IP-CANs is 
routed via respective P CEFs. 
6.3.2 HSS Configuration 
The HSS is t he I !(S subscriber database that ,tores And mAnFl.ges network, service and 
user profiles; it is programed in Java for OSu\IS. In the evaluat ion framework the HSS 
provides a web based interface for configuring user profiles to add visited (candidate) 
networks used in outsourcing. Figure 6.4 illustrates addition of the imsnet. ims candidate 
network to the list of authorised visited networks. In Fig. 6.5 it is added to the profile 
of a user ident ified as Alice authorising 1MS registration and session establishment via 
the candidate network. 
!!I 
FHoSS - The FOKUS Home Subscriber Server (ReI. 7) 
• VI,lIed Nlttwo~. 
Search 
c,.,... 
• ChargIng Sets 
Seerch 
C ..... 
• Capabil ity 
Seorc h 
erNie 
• Capebil ity Selt 
S_h 
entale 
• Pre'erred S·CSC F Se', 
Search 
C ..... 
HOME USER IDENTITlfS SEflVlces NETWOAf( CONFIGURATION STATlsncs 
Visited Networks Identifiers 
lmsnet Ims 
Mnndmory lIeld. we~ mSlked wUh ... -
Save Refresh I Delete j 
FOKlI~ 
Figure 6.4: Provisioning the candidat,e network in IMS 
HSS plays a key role in deploying and delivering services like IPTV using INIS contro l. 
The application server is attached to the IMS core llsing the HSS web configuration 
interface. This is Fl.ccomplished by creAt ing the ApplicFl.tion server, ini tial fi lter cri ter ia 
(iFC) , service point t riggers (SPT) and shFl.l'CC1 iFC set.s t hat are included in the service 
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FHoSS - The FOKUS Home Subscriber Server (ReI. 7) 
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Figure 6.5: Authorisation of service outsourcing for IMS users 
profile . The profile is used to identify and redirect. rna tching SIP requests and responses 
arriving at t he S-CSCF to the IPTV AS. 
SIP messages sent to the IPTV AS use URIs of t.h e forlll channel_ number iptv. imscorc.ims, 
which identifies the requested channel and location of the IPTV application server. The 
server listens for incoming requests on port 8010. vvhich toget her with it, ' IP address 
are configured at the HSS: Fig. 6.6 illustrates defin it ion of the application server , while 
Fig. 6.7 illustrates creation of service point triggers. In this framework the IPTV service 
profile is attached to the default service profile and downloaded to the S-CSCF to be as-
sociated with each user upon registering with t he core. For charging and outsourcing the 
iFC causes all SIP messages related to IPTV to be sent to the IPTV AS . Appendix E.1.2 
pres nts more HSS configurations showing the iFC and service profiles. 
6.4 Outsourcing Framework 
The evaluation framework emulates two Il\tIS domains for custodian and candidate net-
works as illustrated in Fig. 6.8. All entities in t. he framework are insta.lled on Intel dual 
core computers running the Ubuntu Linux operating system. IP connectivity for H"lS 
cor entities like CSCFs and HSS is provided by an Ethernet based network with a DS 
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Figure 6.6: Definition of IPTV application server at the HSS 
server. The choice of an Ubuntu Linux platJorm was based on the platform supported 
by Fokus OSI IS . i\loreover , Linux is a free open som ce platform with suppor t for t.raffi c 
control and IP accounting. These fun ctions are reql1ired for volume charging modules. 
The specifications of the computers include 2Gb:vtes of RA~/l , 2.7GHz processors and 
1 Gbps Ethernet network interfaces. The control and media planes are physically sep-
arated at the system hosting each PCEF. This sYHtem has 3 Ethernet cards to create 
sub-networks for IP access , IMS core and IP core networks by utilising the Linux TCP l IP 
stack and routing module. 
The UCT IMS client is deployed on a compl1ter with two Ethernet interfaces. The 
primary interface is used to connect to t he cust.ooian IP-CAN , while the secondary 
interface connects to the candidate IP- CAN ann is activated during the outsourcing 
execution phru e. In tot a.l 4 computers are I1seo to !'lIn ll1ult.iple instances of the client in 
the testing stage. 
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Figure 6.7: Definition of service point triggers for IPTV 
6.4.1 Outsourcing User Agent 
Basic custodian network configuration information incl uding t he name of t he P-CSCF , 
the I IS realm name together with 1lser credential are encoded in the HVIS client to 
enable regi trat ion and session establishment . For 01ltsourcing evaluat ion pnrposes the 
IPTV request URI sent to the appli ca t ion server is also confignred in the cl ient.. On 
receiving responses from the IPTV server t he cli ent ident ifies 01lt sollrcing commRnds 
by inspecting the content header in SIP messages for t he pattern OCN= "imsnet. ims". 
This information is conveyed in 'req1lest pending' or SIP 491 messages processed by 
ims_ exosip_ event_ handler (refer to Fig. 6.2) to call outsourcing classes. 
If outsourcing is required the agent triggers the I ~ IS client to perform a de-registration 
from the custodian network, and then performs s1lbseq1lent registrRt ion with the candi-
date network and finally a new attempt to re-establish the original session is performed . 
This is performed by regi tering with the cRndidate network dnring the execut ion phase. 
The outsourcing agent updates the add res . of tlw P-CSCF to match candidate network 
set tings, including changing the IMS client's SIP cont act address to t he IP address of 
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o 
Cu.todi. ,.. Domain 
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- -- - -- ________ _ _ ~.....,.~ot'I'--
UCT IMS cl~n. 
Figure 6.8: Layout of the evaillation framework 
the secondary Ethernet interface. As presented in earlier chapters signalling and media 
traffic will traverse the candidate IP-CA\T after outsourcing. 
The outsourcing agent is integrated into the UCT [\1S client. The source code for the 
outsourcing agent is presented as pa.rt of the CT IMS client in appendix E.1.4 and 
released to the open source community. 
6.4 .2 Outsourcing network agent 
The network agent is implemented as an application function and integmted in the 
IPTV application server. In the evaluat ion platform it tra.cks the nllmber of a.ctive IPTV 
ses ions ad mitted via custod ia.n a 11(1 caudidate networks. Thi. information is stored in 
a resource uti lisa.tion datahase a.nd Ilsed to compllte ll t ilisation levels of ea.ch network 
and influence outsourcing decisions. The maximum capacity of the custodian network is 
fixed at 7 IPTV sessions. Outsourcing i. performed on all session establishment requests 
that arrive when this capacity i consumed. The choice of 7 sessions for the custodian 
network ensured that it served at least twice the number of a.dmissible a.ctive sessions 
(the virtual capacity) used during the testing stage. 
The etwork Agent ( TA) in the custodian network has a.n outsourcing tariff function 
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that computes the after price (OP) for ontsourced ses:,;ions. The tariU function uses 
virtual capacity utilisation levels (i.e. the nmubcr of active IPTV sessions served on 
custodian and candidate networks) a.s an input into computing the OP. It is computed 
as a percentage of virtual capacity utilisation and a pre-determined cost of the IPTV 
service. Thus, if the resource utilisation threshold is 80% (or 8 sessions) the OP value is 
set to 0.8 * P, where P is the IPTV service cost stored in a lVly8QL database. An 80% 
threshold is chosen based on the knowledge tlmt lletworkr-; become less efficient when 
utilisation levelr-; reach 80% of the capacit~r. The OP has an upper limit of 90% of the 
service cost to guarantee some reVell\l(' arising from uscr payments would be retained by 
the custodian network. The outsonrce duratioll is changed to different values for each 
testing scenario. A timed countdown on the effective duration is enforced by the NA at 
session establishment to terminated sessions when the timer expires. 
The candidate NA is configured to accept any OP values received in outsourcing requests. 
The custodian NA sends a maximum of 3 active outsourcing requests to achieve a virtual 
capacity of 10 IPTV sessions that can be admitted on both networks. The custodian 
NA rejects all session establishment requests that arc received after the virtual capacity 
is exhausted. Appendix E.1.5 presents the source code for the NA, which is available as 
part of the IPTV application server. 
The NA and IPTV AS use three types of SIP message to communicate outsourcing 
decisions to the 11\18 client. When an IPTV session is admitted to the the custodian 
network a 2000k message is sent to the client. This message also carries the URL (for 
example URL='rtsp:/ /tv.imscore.ims/channell ') of the requested media channel in its 
content header. As mentioned earlier a message containing the SIP code 491 is sent 
when outsourcing is performed: in addition to the media URL this message also carries 
the name of the candidate network (for example the content would contain OCN ='opcn-
ims.test' URL='rtsp:/ /tv.imscore.ims/challllell"). On the other hand a SIP 480 message 
is sent to the client in the event of failing to admit or outsource a session duC' to exhaustion 
of the virtual capacity. It indicates unavailability of the requested resource. 
6.4.3 Charging Framework 
The charging framework comprises a charging trigger function, an online charging sys-
tem, an offline charging system, a PCRF and peEF. The II\18 charging trigger func-
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tion (CTF) is integrated into the IPTV AS to support online and offline charging. The 
framework uses SIP INVITE and BYE messages to initiate and terminate charging. Thus, 
INVITE and BYE messages constitute primary chargeable events. Like the IPTV AS the 
CTF is programed in C. It implements duration charging by starting a timer that is 
incremented for each second during the lifetime of an active IPTV ses.'>ion. The CTF 
supports multiple concurrent IPTV sessions from different users by initialising a charg-
ing session for each request. Charging sessions arc uniquely distinguished using session 
identifiers generated from the value of SIP connection IDs or 'cid' that are assigned 
allocated by the IPTV AS for IPTV sessions. 
The CTF performs charging after enforcing service (credit) authorisation for online 
charging. Service authorisation is achieved by returning a success status to IPTV AS SIP 
functions. If the service is not authorised for example as a result of insufficient credits 
the IPTV AS sends a SIP message with code 402 to indicate payment requirements to 
the user. 
In the cause of an active session, and after pre-defined charging interim periods for ex-
ample 5 to 30 seconds the CTF sends information on duration of usage to the online 
charging function (OCF) for online charging 01' the charging data function (CDF) for 
offline charging. The online charging system replies with new credit allocations to au-
thorise further service delivery. The CTF trigg'ers the IPTV AS to terminate an active 
session by sending a BYE if the amount of authorised credits arc exhausted before the 
expiry of an interim duration. For this reason interim periods are configured to be shorter 
than the amount of initial credits allocated at session activation. 
The Ro interface between the IPTV AS and the online charging system is implemented in 
C and utilises the C Diameter Peer (COP) package from Fokus Institute. New Diameter 
attribute value pairs (AVP) and applications are defined for credit control across the Ro 
interface2. The AVPs are used to convey charging detail records (CDR) for duration, 
event and volume charging. A customised Diameter message structure is defined for 
these charging categories; each meHsage transports three CDR AVPs for duration, volume 
and event based charging, with only the applicable charging category containing usable 
values. The Rf interface used for offline charging is implemented using the COP package 
as well. However, it does not perform credit control but re-uses the AVPs defined for 
online charging: an offline Diameter applic8tion is defined. The source code for the 
2 AVP and application codes llsed in this framework ar<' cllstom and not standardised 
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CTF is aVRilRble in Rppendix E .1.6 Rnd has bern releRsed as open som ce. It pre. ents 
an implementation of t he Rf ann Ro interfaces . Figure 6. 9 illustrates t he layout of t he 
charging framework. 
OHline Charging System 
To IMS Core 
_ _ ____ I 
- Ro- ------
IPTV·AS Online Charging System 
PCRF PCEF 
Figure 6.9: ChRrging Framework 
Volume ba cd charging is implemented through a ll Rx interface wit h the PCRF. For 
IPTV video on demand services the CTF sends the IP add ross of t he requesting Ii'vIS 
client, the IP address of the menia server and the charging ident ifi er. The information 
is used by the PCRF to create IP fil ter rules that a re eventually sent to t he P CEF 
across the Gx interface. The Fokus CDP package is llsed for implement ing R.x and Gx 
interfaces. Custom Diameter applications and AV Ps are created for each interface to 
convey CDRs to the online or offline charging system via the CTF. 
Communication between the CTF, OCF , CDF and P CRF is achieved by Diameter peers 
co-located wi t h each function. Bindings are est.ablished between the peers using respec-
tive IP addresses and port numbers defined in configuration files. A sample Diameter 
peer configuration file t hat is used by the CTF to establish bindings wit h t h OCF and 
CDF is given in appendix E .1.2. 
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The charging framework can invoke online or offl ine charging depending on user profi le 
information tored in a MySQL database. Al ternat ively user input made through the 
nvrs client and conveyed in SIP I VITE messages can be used . Figure 6.10 illllstrates 
selection of online or offline charging at the IMS client:l . 
Real -ttme Multimedia: : I 
Non Real·tlme MultImedia: I Sliver :J 
InteractIVe SeMces : l-=-~r~ ___ : Ii 
Background sel'Vlces : I Silver 
,-----"'===== 
Account Type : I Post -paId 
,-------
I Account Balance I 
I Buyer.d,t 11 _____ _ 
I . 
~~f1I; IMS M~~~ Charging 
Cla ss 0 1 Service . _______ 1 
Real- lime Mult imedia : SIlver : I 
InteractlV'€ SeMces Silver 
-- : 1 
: II 
Background services : SIlver : I 
Account Type . ~re-pa'd'=---~==~:-n 
-------
l:~oun~la~ II 
I -8UY";~1 ______ ...L..I_· I 
II 
I <fi/l QK I 
Figure 6.10: Prepaid and post paid selection;; for online and offline charging 
Online Charging System 
The online charging system (OCS) is programed in C and utilise the Fokus CDP to 
implement credit control wi th the IPTV AS , where the CTF is located. Charging events 
generated by the CTF are received in Credi t Control Request (CCR) messages, conveyed 
in AVPs. CCR messages marking the sta rt of a charging session. e.g .. dmation based 
contain charging act ion AVPs with the willie . START'. This is t.riggered hy NVITE 
messages; BYE messages convey the value ·STOP· . interim CCRs cont.a in ·INTERI~I'. 
while a CCR for an event based servi e cOllveys . EVENT. 
Service rat ing is performed by searching the services table in the MySQL database for the 
price corresponding to the requested TV channel. Figme 6.11 illustrates service rat ing 
information for IPTV channel l. This process determines the amount to be debited 
on a subscriber 's account ident ified by t he I~IS public ID (IMPU) received in an AVP 
3Note t ha.t it is denoted as pre-pa.id and post paid charging [or s implicity and user convenience 
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created by the CTF. Event based charging is performer! by reservation of uni ts equivalent 
to the corresponding charge. Session based charging involves reservation of credit uni ts 
required to deliver the IPTV ervice for 60 seconds, i. e .. 60 un its. Furthermore, volume 
charging credit can be allocated. Half the amount of credits are allocated if t he balance 
on the user's account is less than 60 credits; t he halving factor is used unt il the balance 
is exhausted. Allocated credits are sent to the CTF to authorise service delivery. 
Account balances are stored in a balances table in the :\IySQL database; t his is illustrated 
in Fig. 6.12. The OCF controls rating, credit control. and account balance management. 
Account balance management is performed by dehit ing the subscriber's account when 
interim CClls are received containing the amollut of credits used for resources consumed 
a.t the IPTV AS. At the same time the OCF allocates new credits equal to u ed crer!its 
in the previous interim period and sends these to the IPTV AS in a credit control 
answer (CCA). An elaborate layout of the OCS in the charging framework is illustrated 
in Fig. 6.9 . The source code of the OCS is presenter! in appendix E.1.6 and released as 
open source for the purpose of further development Fmd usage in research. 
Figure 6.11: Service rat ing information 
~ ~ 
~ ~i~l~~3 
.6.llli 
~ 
Figure 6. 12: Subscriber account halance information 
Offline Charging System 
The offline charging system (OFCS) also utilises the Foku. COP for Diameter interfacing 
with the IPTV AS. It is implemented in the same \-vay like the online charging system, 
but it is simplified by elimination of credit control and account balance management 
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functionality. Subscriber data and billing information is stored in a ~lySQL database 
that is shared by the OCS. Charging information generated by the CTF is received 
across the Rf interface during and after IPTV service usage. The charging data function 
controls debiting of subscriber accounts in the same' manner like with online charging: 
this is done after rating the service to translate resource usage units to actual credits. 
Administration of offline charging user account::; b performed using tho same interface 
::;hown in Fig. 6.12, while Fig. 6. a illustrates the ('valuation layout of the OFCS. The 
source code of the offline charging system is given in appendix E.1.6 and released as 
open source. It is programmed in C and nms on Ubuntu Linux. 
Volume Charging 
Volume charging is implemented using the PCRF and PCEF under the control of CTF 
in the IPTV AS. The PCRF and PCEF have Diameter modules implemented using the 
Fokus CDP package to create Rx and Gx interfaces. For evaluation purposes t.he 
PCEF counts the number of by·te::; belonging to a media flow involving an L\IS cliellt 
receiving a ::;tream of packets froIll a media servc!'. To trigger the charging proces::; the 
CTF creates an AA-Request nwssage with the IP address of the requesting Ii\IS client 
and the target media server, including the unique charging ID and sends it to the 
PCRF. After creating a charging rule in the format shown below the PCRF sends a 
push RA-Request to the PCEF to create packet filters and initialise IP accounting. 
In the rule init __ fw is a procedure existing at the PCEF that utilises the Linux IPtables 
package to create IP accounting chains for each media flow. The flow::; are identified by 
the source and cie::;tination IP addresses. i.('. the IP address of the cIicut and server. A 
example of a command to create two-wa.v packet filters at the PCEF is given below; 
the command is part of the init_Jw process that is triggered by the PCRF. 
iptabLes -A FORWARD -p $UDP -s $src_host_ ip/32 -d $dst_host_ ip/32 -j $userx 
iptabLes -A FORWARD -p $UDP -d $src_host_ ip/32 -s $dst_host_ ip/32 -j $userx 
The location of the PCEF in the evaluation platform is illustrated in Fig. 6.8; it bridges 
the IP access and core domains. The IPtablcs FORWARD chains are hence traversed 
by media packets. 
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6.5 Summary 
This chapter presented the evaluation framework for service outsourcing and charging in 
IMS. It comprises a user agent residing in an L\IS client and a network agent residing in 
an IPTV AS. Service outsourcing in 1:\IS utilises H charging platform. The outsourcing 
framework utilises standard l:\lS protocols and session procedures provided hv the Fokus 
Open IMS core as well the UCT I~IS clicnt and IPTV plHtforIll. These arc programed 
in C, have been tested on Ubuntu Linux and released as open source. The outsourcing 
and charging framework can be extended and used in E\lS and related research. Areas 
of further development include enforcing service outsourcing on the candidate domain to 
achieve a fully functional outsourcing scenario that can involve multiple domains. The 
framework is used to conduct a set of tests aimed at proving the functionality and to 
evaluate and analyse different outsourcing scenarios. 
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Testing and validation 
In this chapter a series of tests aimed at establishing the effect of service outsourcing 
on session charges and revenuc for the custodian network arc conducted. ?\lorcover, an 
investigation of the technical effect of introducing outsoUl'cing to general IMS procedures 
c.g. scssion set.up delay is conducted. The t.ests furthor servc as proof of concept of service 
outsourcing and charging in IMS using IPTV VoD services delivered using thc evaluation 
framework. These tests are performed on the framework discussed in earlier chapters. 
Outsourcing result.s validate the path traversed by SIP registration and session establish-
ment messages, while the perforn1ance of the online charging system is monitored and 
presented. Test results show the range of delays experienced for scenarios ranging from 
session establishment without addition of charging and outsourcing functionality on the 
UeT IPTV framework, to session establishment delays for blockccP nlS scssions. Fi-
nally results showing stat.istics of call control by the' outsourcing framework arc prescnted 
illustrating the number of accepted, outsourced and rejected calls, and the distribution 
of the call events when the call waiting periods and durations arc changed. 
7.1 Proof of Concept Tests 
To observe the outsourcing process a trace of the path traversed by SIP register and 
session establishment messages from the I:\lS client to the IPTV AS is made. The 
messages are monitored from sending the first I:\VITE until a session is successfully 
lsessions that rOllld not be admitted or olltsollfced 
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established with the IPTV application server. The aim is to verify that SIP messages 
traverse the custodian network prior to outsourcing and the candidate network after. 
Validation of the functioning of the IMS charging system is accomplished by monitoring 
credit cont rol for session based online charging. 
7.1.1 IMS Charging Syst em 
Online Charging Credit Cont rol 
oo.----.-----.-----.-----.----,,----.-----.-----,---~ 
70 
I 
60 -
o 
Z30 
Timeout= 5sec. --+-
Timeout= 10sec -
Timeout= 15sec ---
Timeout= 20sec --6--
Timeout= 25ec _ 
Timeout= 30sec 
40 
Figure 7.1: Credit control by the online charging system 
45 
Upon arrival of an INVITE at the IPTV AS the integrated CTF triggers online charging 
and sends a CCR to the OCS. The OCS is configured to allocate 10 credits towards a once 
off service fee, and 60 credi ts for duration based charging, with each credit translating 
to 1 second of service usage. The IPTV AS triggers service delivery to the user after 
receiving a CCA from the OCS with credit allocations. When the IPTV AS sends interim 
CCR messages to the OCS the reported credit usage is updated to the user profile and 
new credits are allocated to ensure continued service delivery. Several tests are performed 
on a user 's account that has 200 credits at the start of each cycle. 
The tests involve establishing an IPTV VoD session and use different interim periods 
ranging from 5 to 30 seconds. Each session is terminated by the IPTV AS when credits 
get exhausted . The results show that when using a 30 seconds interim period sessions 
are terminated after 8 following sending of the 5th interim report to the OCS. This is 
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illustrated in Fig. 7.1, where the number of Diameter CCR messages sent to the OCS 
for different interim report periods are depicted. 
In addition to duration charging, volume charging is implemented at the PCEF to mea-
sure IPTV media traffic. Figure. 7.2 depicts the bursty nature of streaming video traffic 
at the media plane. 
1.6e+06 r--------.------,-------r------r------. 
~ 
'" Q) 
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>- 1e+06 
.Ll 
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0> 
C 
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..c 
u 
o 
IPTV Charging -f--
50 100 150 
Charging intervals (secl 200 
Figure 7.2: IPTV volume charging 
The charging results present an experimental proof of the design and performance of the 
IMS charging framework. 
7.1.2 Service Outsourcing: Custodian Network - Setup Phase 
A trace of SIP signalling during service outsourcing is conducted by connecting the IMS 
client to the custodian network and establishing a session. The IP address assigned to the 
IMS client is 10.10.0.5, and corresponds to the SIP contact address used in registration 
and session establishment. The outgoing P-CSCF is set to pcscf.imscore.ims so that IMS 
registration requests can be routed via it. Contents of the first registration message are 
shown below: 
REGISTER sip:imscore.ims SIP /2.0 
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Via: SIP / 2.0/ UDP 1O.10. 0.5 :506 1;rport:bral1ch=z9liG4 IJK 14R!):306918 
Route: <sip: pcscf. imscore. irn s: ~ 060: II' > 
From : <s ip:a lice@imscore. ims>: tag= I :33174:101H 
To : <sip:a lice@ ilTl score. ims> 
Call-ID : 225496268 
CSeq : 1 R.EGISTEH 
Contact: <s ip:ali ce@1O.1O.0.5:5061;line=048cfa979319bf6> :+s i p. instance=' < urn: uuicl : 19cb41d6-64ae-
1Idf-baOb-2m8965ff8f2> • 
Authorization: Digest. tlsern alne=·alice@ilnscore. ims" , refl IITI =· inlscore, inls~ . nonce=~ " uri= ·sip:imscore, irns", 
res ronse=' ~ 
Max-Forwards: 70 
User-Agent : UCT IM S C lie nt 
Expires: 600000 
Supported: path 
S lIpported : grull 
Content-Length : 0 
It can be seen that as expected the message is rout ed via pcscf.imscore.ims and the user 
agent 's address is 10.10.0.5. 
In an attempt to establish an IPTV session the U\,IS client sends an INVITE to IPTV AS. 
Contents of the INVITE message are shown below, where the value of the outsourcing 
(a=ot:O) attribute in the SDP body is set to zero to indicate to the IPTV AS that the 
request does not belong to an outsourced session. 
INVITE s ip:channeJl @iptv.imscore .ims SIP / 2.0 
Vi a.: S IP / 2.0/ UDP 10.10.0.5:5061:rpor t.:iJra nch=z9hG4 h l<8!Jlfi889:l2 
ROllt.e: <s ip:pcscf.imscore. ims:40()0: II' > 
ROil te: <s ip:orig@scscf.imscore.i ms:6060:lr > 
From: 'Alice' <sip:ali ce@imscore .ilTls> :tag= 130564 7935 
To: < sip:cha nnell@iptv .imscore .ims> 
Call-ID: 496913293 
CSeq: 20 INVITE 
Contact : <sip:ali ce@10.1Q.0.5:5061 > 
Content-T ype: applicat ion/sdp 
Allow: INVITE. AC K. C ANC EL. BYE. PH ACK. L' PD,\TE. BEFCR. ~ ICSSAGE 
i'v1ax-Forwa rds: 70 
User-A gent : UCT IMS C lient 
Subject: IMS Ca ll 
Expires: 120 
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P-Preferred-Identity: 'Alice' <s ip:alice@imscore .ims> 
P -Prefe l' l'ed-Sel'vice: urn :xxx:3gpp-sel'vice. ims. ics i.mmt.el 
Privacy: none 
P-Access-Network-Info: IEEE-B02. 11 It 
Req uire: precondition 
Require: sec-agree 
Proxy-ReCJllire: sec-agree 
Supported: 100rel 
Cont.ent-Length : 341 
v=O 
0=- 0 0 IN IP4 10.10.0.5 
s=IMS Call 
c= IN IP4 10.10.0.5 
t=O 0 
m=audio 26252 RTP / AVP 3 0101 
b=AS:64 
a=r t pl11 a p:3 GSl\ 1/ 8000 
a=rtpma p :O P Cl\ IU/ 8000 
a=l't.pmap: 101 te lephone-event. / 8000 
a= fl1l tp:LO IO-II 
a=curr:qos local none 
a=cur r :qos remote none 
a=des: qos mandatory local sendrecv 
a=des: qos manda tory remote sendrecv 
a=ct:O 
a=ot:O 
The SIP contents of the INVITE confirm the SIP contact, add ress to be 10.10.0.5 and the 
message is routed via pcscf.imscore. ims, which should he the case of sessions served on 
the custodian network. 
If the session attempt is outsourced the client would receive an outsource command 
from the IPTV server and de-regi ter with the il1lscore.ims realm before performing an 
IP address change to use the imsnet.ims realm 's IP-CAN. This is the process of attaching 
to the candidate network. The dc-registration message sent by t he client is shown below: 
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R EG ISTER sip :imscore. ims SIP / 2. 0 
Vi ft : SIP / 2.0/ UDP 10.1O.0.5 :5061;rrorl;:b ra nch=zOhG4 hK914571 l~ 
Route: <sip:pcsc r.imscore. ims:4060;ir > 
From : <s ip:ftli ce@imscore. il11s> ;tag= 133 1743018 
To: <sip:ali ce@imscore. il11s> 
Call-ID : 225496268 
CSeq: 3 REG ISTER 
Contact : <s ip:aiice@10.1O .0.5 :506 1:iine = 048cfa979:3Hlh f(i> :+sip. ins! a nce=" < lIrn :llllid : 19ch4 Jd Ci-Ci4ae- J 1dr-
baOb-2f1i89fi.5ff8f2 > " 
A II thoriza tion: Digest usern anle=·a lice@im, core. i n l s~. rea l Ill ::;: • in1sC'ore. inls·. nonce=" ~. lIri = "imscol'e. im!=;'. 
res ponse=" " 
J\,Jax-Forwards: 70 
User-Agent : UCT IMS C lient 
Expires: 0 
Suppor ted : path 
Suppor ted: gruu 
Content- Le ngth: 0 
This message originates from 10.10.0. 5 and is ront.cd ViR pcscf.imscore. ims on the custo-
dian network. 
7.1.3 Service Outsourcing: Candidate Network - Execution 
Phase 
After attaching to the candidate network the IP address assigned to the IMS client is 
changed to 10.200.0 .5. To accomplish outsolU'cing. the I.tI/IS client performs a second 
registration wi th the imscore. ims core nsing pcscf. imsnct.ims. The contents of the reg-
ist rat ion me 'sage a re shown beloyv: 
REG IST ER s ip:il11score.i l11s SIP / 2.0 
Via: SIP / 2.0/U DP 1O.200.0.5:5061;rport; bra nch =z9hG4 hK 1840894505 
Route: <sip:pcscf.i msnet.ims :4060;ir> 
From : <sip: a iice@imscore. irns>; tag= 1l9664517 
To: <sip:ali ce@il11score. ims> 
Call-ID : 888533253 
CSeq : 1 REG ISTER 
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Contact: <sip :a liee 10.200.0.5: 50(11 :liue=048cfa979:I1Dbffl > : +s ip. i ns tance=" < L1rn :L1l1id : I a 7ff:2be-fl4 fI)..11 d f-
baOb-2ffl89fl5ff8f2> " 
Authorization: Digest usernanle=·a lice@imscore. irns · . realm=· iITlscol'e. irns· I nonce=' . , uri=·sip:imscore.ill1s·. 
response=- . 
Max-Forwards: 70 
User-Agent: UCT IMS ClienL 
Expires: 600000 
Supported: pa th 
Supported: grull 
Content- Length : 0 
It illustrates thFlt the message is sent to imscore.ims core network. but is r01lted via 
pcscf.imsnet .ims on the candidate network. 
After successful registration the client sends a new INVITE to t he IPTV AS in an attempt 
to establish the session. Similar to the second registration the INVITE is routed via the 
candidate IP-CAN and the candidate network 's P-CSCF. The contents of the I VlTE 
message, in which the outsourcing optiona l attrih1lt e is set to 1 (a=ot:1) is shown below. 
This indicates to the IPTV server that the rcq1lest Iw longs to an outsourced session. 
INV ITE sip:channell @iptv .imscore. ims SIP / 2.0 
Via: SIP / 2.0/ UDP LO.200.0.5:5061 :rporl ;hran h=z~)hC-lh l< 1 8(j2~-l791)] 
R.OLl te: <s ip:pcscf. imsneL.ims:4060;lr> 
R.oute: <s ip:orig@scscf. imscore.ims:6060;lr > 
Fro m: "Alice" <sip:ali ce@imscore. illls>: lng=15496!l0087 
To: <sip:channell@ipLv.imscore.illls> 
Call-IO: 555198282 
CSeq: 20 INVITE 
ConLacl: <sip:ali ce@10.200.0.5:5061 > 
Conlent-Ty pe: fl pplicfl l ion/ sdp 
Allow: INV ITE. A(, I(. CA C EL. BYE. PR.AC I<. UP DATE. REFEn. i\ IE. SACE 
IVlfIX-Fo rwards: 70 
User-Agent: UCT IMS ClienL 
Subject: IMS Call 
Expires: 120 
P-Preferred- Identity: "Alice" <sip:aJice@illlscore.illls> 
P- Preferred-Sen 'ice: urn :.'(.'(x:3gpp-servic:e. illl". ieRi . 111 III tel 
Privacy: none 
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P-Access-Nel.work-Info: IEEE-802.11a 
Require: precondition 
Require: sec-agree 
Proxy-Require: sec-agree 
Supported: 100re l 
Content- Le ngth : 341 
v=O 
0=- 0 0 IN IP4 10.200.0.5 
s= IMS Call 
c=IN IP4 10.200.0.5 
1.=00 
m=audio 2(i252 RTP / AVP 3010 1 
b=AS:64 
a=rtpmap:3 GSr-'1/8000 
a=rt.pmap:O PCM /8000 
a =rtpmap: 101 l.elephone-event./ 8000 
a=fmtp: 101 0-11 
a=curr:qos local none 
a=curr :qos remote none 
a=d es:qos ma nda tory local sendrecv 
a=des:qos mandatory remote sendrecv 
a=cl:0 
a=01.: 1 
7.1.4 Outsourcing Network Agent Messages 
The IPTV server responds to INVITE requests from clients with messages containing 
different SIP codes and content. A successful INVITE request triggers a 2000K response 
that contained a URL for t he requested mediFl.. An exFt mple of the sllccessful response 
for a session that i admitted to the cli.'tociian neh-York is shown below . 
SIP / 2.0 200 OJ< 
Via: SIP /2. 0/ UDP 1O.20.0 .3:6060;hranch=,9hG4bJ<566R.dOacih71.0 
Via: S IP / 2.0/ UDP 10.20 .0.3:4060;branch=,9hG4bK56(i8 .8c4d-le9 1.0 
Via: S IP /2.0/ UDP 1O.10.0.5:5062;rport=5062:hrallch=,OhG4hJ< I 000321492 
Record-Route: <s ip:mo@scscf. im. core. irns:6060:lr > 
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Record-Route : <sip:mo@pcscf.imscore. ims :4060:lr > 
From : ' Bo b' < s ip:hoh@inlsco re. ims > :tag=:!2J.1459Ilfi 
To: <sip: ch a nne la@iptv . imscorc. ims>: t,ag=9!l 740i92~ 
Call-ID : 455225860 
CSeq: 20 INVITE 
Contact: <sip:channe I3@10.20.0.3:8010> 
Content-T y pe: message/ externa l-bod y; access-ty pe= 'U R L' : expira tion= 'Sat , 01 .Ja nuary 2011 09:00:00 
Cl\IT': URL=' rts p:/ / t v.irnscore. ims:5554/ cha llllc I3 ' 
User-Agent : eXosip/ 3.0.:! 
Content-Length: 0 
When a session i ' outsourced the IPTV server send!; a message with the SIP code 491 
to indicate a pending request. This message commands the !:lIS client to perform a 
handover to the indicated candidate network ; t he vallie of OC ind icFttes the name of 
the candidate network to be IIsed. An example of the SIP 49 1 message is shown below. 
SIP / 2.0 491 Request Pending 
Via: SIP / 2.0/ UDP 1O.20.0 .3:6060;branch= z9hC4 b1<6e65.54 1 e26. 0 
Via : SIP / 2.0/ UDP 10.20.0 .:.l :4060;bra nch=z9hC -I b I< 6e6!'i .i'l h9!J4(H5.0 
Via: SIP / 2.0/ UDP 10.10 .0 .5:5062:rport=5062: brllnch=z!lhC -l b I< 1157:.l30567 
From : 'Bob ' <s ip:bob@imscore. ims> :t.ag= 158 07-1 9 
To: < sip:channeI3@iptv. imscore. ims> :tag=1443517842 
Ca ll-ID : 138592556 
CSeq: 20 INV ITE 
Content-T y pe: message/ externa l- body: access- type= ' ( ' IIL ' : C'x pira t.i on= 'SII \. , OJ. .J a nua ry 201. 1 Of) :oo:on 
Cl\ IT ' ; O CN=' irnsnet .. ill1s' 
User-A gent: eXos ip/ 3. 0. :1 
Content-Le ngth : 0 
vVhen the IPTV server receives an INVITE for an olltsourced se 'sion it responds with a 
2000K containing t he URL of requested media . T id!; response is routed via t he candidate 
network s P-CSCF used for the reques t. l\loreovC'r, the SIP contact address for t he I:'1S 
client corresponds to the new IP address Rs!;ignec\ on the candidate IP-CA T. An example 
of a response to an outsourced request is given below . Alt hough the UIlL of the requested 
media is tv .imscore.ims, the media traffi c for the outsourced session i. routed via t he 
candidate IP-CAN. 
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SIP / 2.0 200 OK 
Via: SIP / 2.0/ UDP 10.20.0.3:6060;branch=z9hG4bKfac5.07feOba2.0 
Via: SIP /2. 0/U DP 1O.20.0.3:4060;branch=z9hG4hKfac5.3cbf!J5r6.0 
Via: SIP / 2.0/ UDP 1O.200.0.5:5062 ;rport' =50()2:hranch=~9hC:..jb l( 08496183 
Record-Rollt.e: <s ip:mo@scscf.irnscore.ims:6060: lr > 
Record-Rout.e: <sip:mo@pcscf.il11sneL il11s:4060: lr> 
From: 'Bob' <s ip:bob@il11score.ims>: lag= W(i!.ll07:1 I 
To: <sip:channeI3@iptv.imscore.ims>; I:ag=()09495566 
Call-lO : 1 35803884 
CSeq : 20 INVITE 
Contact: <sip:channeI3@10.20.0.3:801O> 
Content-T ype: message/external- body; access-type='URL': expiralion='Sat., 01 January 20 11 09:00:00 
GMT'; URL= ' rtsp:! /tv. il1'lscore.i l11s:5554/ channeI3' 
User-Agent.: eXosip/3.0.3 
Cont.ent- Length : 0 
If a session request is blocked the IPTV server responds to t he client with a mes .. age 
with SIP code 480 to indicate unavailabili ty of the requested service. An example of t he 
480 response for a blocked session is shown below. 
SIP / 2.0 480 Temporarily not available 
Via: SIP / 2.0/ UDP 10.20.0.3:6060:branch=z9hG4bKc894.36 707836.0 
Via: SIP / 2.0/ UDP 10.20.0 .3:4060;hranch=zOhG4bKc804.20334374.0 
Via: SIP / 2.0/UDP 1O.10.0.5:5061: rport=5061:1m·\l1ch=zOhG4hI<2021124458 
From: 'Alice' <sip:alice@imscore. ims>:t.ag=68520-l070 
To: <sip:channell @ipt,v. imscore.ims >:tag= 1097642837 
Call-ID: 1578068532 
CSeq: 20 INVITE 
User-Agent: eXosip/ 3.0.3 
Content-Length: 0 
Different server massages are in terpreted by the client to trigger pre-defined actions e.g ., 
outsourcing or a re-try of session establishment for it blocked session. 
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7.2 Session Establishment Delay 
In the outsourcing setup phase tests are performed to establish the delay incurred for 
session establishment of IPTV services. These involve scenarios when charging is deacti-
vated, when charging is activated and \vhen service outsourcing is activated. The delay 
from the moment the l:vlS client sends t.he first I:,\VITE to the IPTV server until the 
reception of a successful response containing a 2000K is recorded. 
In first scenario tests are performed to compare the session setup delay for an [\IS system 
on which charging is not implemented and a system where charging is invoked at the 
service level only. 
7.2.1 Service Level Charging 
Upon receiving an I:'JVITE the IPTV AS sends a Diameter message to tIl(' oes in the 
billing domain for credit control and session aut horisation. This is followed by sending a 
response with a 2000K in a message cOlltaiI~ing a media URL for the requested channel, 
hence marking the completion of the test cycle. 
A total of 50 sessions arc established and setup delays for each recorded. It should be 
noted that delays for different test instances are independent of other sessions. The 
observed delay pattern is illustrated in Fig. 7.3. This scenario is used as a reference for 
comparison with subsequent scenarios. 
From the graph it is evident that session setup delays without charging and with service 
level charging arc comparatively equal. The predominant delay range is 800 to 1300 mill 
seconds. This means service level charging does not int.roduce additional delay to session 
establishment. The variation in delays experienced by different instances is a result. of 
network conditions in an Ethernet environment that is governed by network contention 
for media resources. 
7.2.2 Policy and Charging Control on the Media Plane 
In this scenario the delay incurred for session csta hlishmcnt wit h volume charging is 
recorded. Volume charging is performed using pee procedures as discussed earlier. 
Figure 7.4 illustrates the recorded delay pattern. 
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When compared to the baseline results, it is evident that PCC procedures do not intro-
duce noticeable delay to session establishment. 
7.2.3 Service Outsourcing - Sessions Admitted on Custodian 
Network 
In scenarios involving service outsourcing tests are conducted to determine the delay 
incurred for sessions that are processed by the outsourcing network agent and eventually 
admitted to the custodian network. Figure 7.5 illustrates the session establishment delay 
incurred for sessions involving four users. 
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Figure 7.5 : Setup delays for sessions admitted on the custodian network 
The delays range between 1000 to 1300 msec, which is higher than the baseline results 
presented above. This means that service outsourcing mechanisms introduce some delay 
to IPTV session establishment. However, the additional delay would not inconvenience 
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users of IPTV services since they are incurred at session init iation time. A comparison 
between the delay incurred due to outsourcing mechanisms and the previous scenarios 
(without outsourcing) is illustrated in Fig. 7.6. 
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Figure 7.6: Session setup delay with and without outsourcing 
50 
7.2.4 Service Outsourcing - Sessions Outsourced to the Candi-
date N etwor k 
Tests are also conducted for sessions that are eventually outsourced to the candidate 
network. To measure the setup delay the full capacity of the custodian network is 
allocated to sessions that remain active throughout the test duration. All additional 
session establishment attempts are subject to outsourcing to the candidate network. 
The delays experienced by outsourced sessions for 4 users are shown in Fig. 7.7. It is 
clear from the graph that outsourced sessions incur a higher setup delay ranging between 
2000 and 2300 msec. 
A comparison between delays of outsourced sessions and previous scenarios is given in 
Fig. 7.8. The graph highlights the difference and indicates that outsourcing resulted in 
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50 
double the amount of delay for session establishment . Although an additional 1000 msec 
delay would be noticeable by users it is considered insignificant when compared to the 
waiting times for blocked sessions. 
7.2.5 Service Outsourcing - A General Scenario 
Figure 7.9 and Fig. 7.10 show the delays recorded for session establishment attempts 
made by users over a 5 minutes period. The graphs represent two scenarios that differ 
by the duration of calls admitted on the custodian and candidate networks. Full details 
of test scenarios are presented below. The graph in Fig. 7.9 applies to scenario 1a (refer 
to section 7.3), while Fig. 7.10 applies to scenario 2a (refer to section 7.3). 
Call wait ing t imes for blocked attempts contributed to the long setup delays, which vary 
between 5 and 25 seconds when the call duration is 30 seconds and between 10 and 40 
seconds for a 90 seconds call duration. These long call waiting times would frustrate 
users and may contribute to network churn due to poor service experience. Service 
outsourcing reduces the call waiting times to improve user experience. 
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7.3 Distribution of Custodian, Candidate and Blocked 
Calls 
The performance of the outsourcing framework is investigated to establish the distribu-
tion of IPTV sessions on custodian and candidate networks, as well as blocking of calls 
(sessions). A total of 7 scenarios are used to study the outsourcing trend and investigate 
the effect of changing parameters like call duration. re-try intervals for blocked calls and 
inter-call intervals for successful calls on the perforlllance of t he custodian network. The 
tests are setup as follows: 
For all scenarios the capacity of the custodian lletwork is set to admit a total of 7 
sessions. Three more sessions can be accommodated on the candidate network to create 
a virtual capacity of 10 sessions. 12 Il\IS clients compete for this capacity, with each 
client attempting to establish one session. A UlunJwr of session establishment attempts 
are to be blocked if all clients attempt to establish sessions. Each test is conducted over 
a period of 5 minutes. 
Scenario la 
The duration of all successful calls is set to 30 seconds after vvhich the [\IS client activates 
a waiting interval (inter-call period) of 3 seconds before attempting to establish the next 
call. If a call establishment attempt is blocked the client activates a blocked holding 
interval (holding period) of 5 seconds before making a new attempt. 
Scenario Ib 
In this scenario the inter-call period is 3 s(~conds. the holding period is 15 seconds. while 
the call duration is set to 30 seconds. 
Scenario 2a 
The call duration is set to 90 seconds. the inter-call period is 3 seconds and the holding 
period is 5 seconds. 
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Scenario 2b 
In this scenario the call duration is set to 90 seconds. the inter-call period is 3 seconds 
and the holding period is 15 seconds. 
Scenario 3a 
The call duration is set to 60 seconds, the inter-call period is 3 seconds and the holding 
period is 5 seconds. 
Scenario 3b 
The call duration is 60 seconds, the inter-call period is 15 seconds and the holding period 
is 15 seconds as well. 
Scenario 4 
In scenario 4 the call duration is set to 60 S('COlHis. the inter-call period is 15 seconds 
and the holding period is 5 seconds. 
Test results are collected for each scenario and analysed in three categories i.e., call 
treatment at arrival time, the utilisation of the network capacity and the expected cus-
todian operator income at call arrival time. Call treatment at arrival time statistics 
arc analysed in terms of sessions that are admitted to the custodian network, sessions 
outsourced to the candidate network and blocked sessions. 
The number of active sessions on the custodian and candidate networks is monitored in 
real-time and used to represent the utilisation of the physical capacity of the custodian 
network as well as the capacity leased from the candidate network. The virtual capacity 
utilisation by sessions admitted on custodian and candidate network is used to analyse 
and illustrate potential financial implications of outsourcing. Finally, the benefits of ser-
vice outsourcing to the custodian operator are presented in terms of the income retained 
from charges levied for sessions at call arrival time. 
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7.3.1 Treatment at Call Arrival - Admitted, Outsourced and 
Rejected Sessions 
Scenario la 
The admission, outsourcing and rejection pattern for scenario 1a is shown in Fig. 7.11. 
1.5 
0.5 
50 100 150 
Time of call all1\lal (sec) 
200 
CaU attempts -
Outsourc ed calis -
Rejected calts -
250 300 
Figure 7.11: Call arrival: Admitted, outsourced and blocked sessions - scenario 1a 
The graph shows a pattern depicting when adequate capacity exists on the custodian 
network to admit arriving calls. The leased capacity is used to outsource calls arriving 
after the physical capacity on the custodian network is utilised, whereas call blocking 
occurs after the physical and leased (virtual capacity) are exhausted. 
It is evident that the treatment received by arriving calls is fairly distributed across the 
test period. The occurrence of call blocking instances is also distributed over the test 
period. This can be attributed to the 30 seconds call duration, which causes calls to 
terminate early; thus availing capacity for previously blocked calls to be accepted. 
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Scenario Ib 
The call handling pattern for scenario 1b is shown in Fig. 7.12. The graph shows fewer 
blocked (rejected) calls during the early phase of the test period. Call blocking occurs 
mainly in the middle and late phases. Generally there are fewer blocked calls when 
compared to scenario 1a. 
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Call attempts -
Outsourced calls -
Rejected calls -
250 
Figure 7.12: Call arrival: admitted, outsourced and blocked sessions - scenario 1b 
300 
The occurrence of fewer blocked calls is attributed to the use of a longer holding pe-
riod period of 15 seconds when used in conjunction with a 30 seconds call duration, 
which means that an IMS client encountering a blocked session may only make 1 re-
establishment attempt before an active session is terminated. 
Scenario 2a 
With respect to scenarios 1a and 1 b, in scenario 2a the inter-call and holding periods 
are shorter in comparison to the duration of active calls. Figure 7.13 shows the call 
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distribution trend. 
Ca ll att e mpts -
Outsourced ( aIl5 -
Rejected call s -
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0 ,5 
50 100 150 200 250 300 
Time of call arrival (sec) 
Figure 7.13: Call arrival: admitted, outsourced and blocked sessions - scenario 2a 
The graph shows a high prevalence of blocked calls in the early, middle and late phases 
of the test period. It is clear that the call blocking instances occur in distinct groups 
that feature after admission and outsourcing phases. The high prevalence of blocked 
calls can be attributed to IMS clients making multiple new attempts to establish calls 
while admitted and outsourced sessions are still active. 
Scenario 2b 
This scenario differs from scenario 2a by the length of the holding period, which is three 
times longer. The effect of the new value is evident in Fig, 7.14, in which the early phase 
of the test period has arriving calls admitted and outsourced before call blocking occurs. 
The clients of blocked calls make at least four more attempts at call establishment before 
capacity becomes available to accommodate the calls. The middle phase shows a second 
call admission and outsourcing phase, but it is later dominated by call blocking. The 
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late phase shows a mixture of the three call t reatment types; however, blocked calls are 
prevalent. 
1.5 
0.5 
so 100 150 
Time of call arrival (sec) 
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call attempts -
Outsourced caUs -
Rejected caUs -
250 
Figure 7.14: Call arrival: admitted, outsourced and blocked sessions - scenario 2b 
300 
The pattern seen in the graph highlights the impact of the call holding period on the 
prevalence of blocked calls as congestion persists. When comparing trends observed in 
test scenarios 1a and 1b with scenarios 2a and 2b, it is seen that relatively longer holding 
periods result in overall fewer blocked calls. This can be compared to a real life situation 
where impatient users of blocked calls make new at tempts frequently, while patient users 
would wait longer before making new attempts. 
It is also noted that call duration has a major influence on the prevalence of blocked 
calls. This is evident from a comparison between scenario 1b and scenario 2b. There is a 
higher blocked call prevalence in the scenario, which can be related to a real life scenario 
where new session establishment attempts from users would be blocked as a result of 
long active sessions occupying the network capacity. 
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Scenario 3a 
The settings of scenario 3a are intermediate between scenarios 1a and 2a. The call 
handling trend for this scenario is shown in Fig. 7.15. The early phase is characterised by 
a steady call arrival rate, with the first and second call admission and outsourcing phases 
occurring in the early test phase and are separated by a fairly distributed occurrence of 
blocked calls. The middle test phase is characterised by a slower rate of call arrival of 
which the prevalence of blocked and accepted calls is balanced. The final phase of the 
test period is characterised by a high call arrival rate that eventually eases off. 
1.5 
0.5 
50 100 ISO 
Time of call arrival (sec) 
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c all attempts -
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RejectEd calls -
250 300 
Figure 7.15: Call arrival: admitted, outsourced and blocked sessions - scenario 3a 
When compared to scenario 1a a higher call blocking prevalence is seen. However, a 
lower call blocking prevalence is observed as compared to scenario 2a. This emphasises 
the relationship between the number of blocked calls and the overall duration of active 
calls in a given period. 
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Scenario 3b 
The main difference between this scenario and the previous discussed scenarios is the 
equal length of the inter-call and the holding periods, which are set to 15 seconds. The 
call duration is 60 seconds implying that blocked IMS clients can make up to 4 new call 
establishment attempts before network capacity is freed. The call handling trend for 
this scenario is shown in Fig. 7.16. 
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Figure 7.16: Call arrival: admitted , outsourced and blocked sessions - scenario 3b 
From the graph it is observed that the early phase of the test period is dominated by call 
admission to the custodian network and outsourcing of calls to the candidate network, 
with a few call blocking instances recorded. In the middle phase of the test there is an 
increase in the call blocking prevalence, which can be attributed to a higher call arrival 
rate. The beginning and end of the final phase is characterised by a high call arrival rate 
that is accompanied by a higher call blocking prevalence. When compared to scenario 3a 
there are more silent periods (without arriving calls) . This can be linked to the longer 
inter-call and holding periods that also result in fewer blocked calls. 
It is concluded that longer inter-call and holding periods lead to fewer instances of call 
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blocking, and under ut ilisation of network capacity since the demand for resources is 
erratic and does not coincide with periods of resource abundance. 
Scenario 4 
Scenario 4 is characterised by an inter-call period that is longer than the holding period . 
However, the call duration is the same as in scenario 3a and 3b. Figure 7.17 illustrates 
the call handling pattern for scenario 4. 
1.5 
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Time of call arrival (sec) 
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Figure 7.17: Call arrival: admitted, outsourced and blocked sessions - scenario 4 
The early phase if the t est is characterised by 2 phases of admitted and outsourced calls 
that are separated by a number of blocked calls and spaced silent periods, while the 
middle phase of the test period is characterised by a higher prevalence of blocked calls. 
The blocked call instances are interleaved with admitted and outsourced instances. A 
similar pattern is observed in the final phase; however, there are distinct bursts of blocked 
calls before the call arrival rate slows down. 
A comparison between scenario 3a and scenario 4 shows a higher call acceptance rate 
for the latter. This is attributed to the longer inter-call duration that slows down the 
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call arrival rate. Consequently there is a better int.erleaving of call treatment in the 
latter scenario. This can be related to fair sharing of resources by users when calls from 
blocked users get admitted to the network sooner. 
7.4 Network Capacity Utilisation - Custodian and 
Candidate Network Sessions 
During the test periods for the scenarios discussed above (refer to section 7.3.1) the 
real-time utilisation of the physical and leased capacities are recorded. This is presented 
in terms of the munber of active calls on custodian Hnd candidate networks. 
7.4.1 Scenario 1a 
The real-time network capacity utilisation for scenario 1a is shown in Fig. 7.18. From the 
graph it is evident that service outsourcing is triggered when the capacity of the custodian 
network is fully consumed. It is also observed that utilisation of the custodian network 
capacity continuously fluctuates between 6 ane! 7 sessions, with some periods recording 
4 and 5 sessions. It is also noticed that utilisation of the leased candidate capacity 
fluctuates between 2 and 3 sessions, with at least one out sourced session remaining 
active during the test period. 
There are times when the physical capacity on the custodian network is underut.ilised, 
while outsourced sessions remain active on the candidate network. During these periods 
the custodian network loses potential income that would be earned if outsourced sessions 
had been served locally. The lost income is proportional to the incurred out source cost 
margin (OCrVI) for affected sessions. The extent to which the financial implications of 
outsourcing are dependent on call duration. inter-call periods and holding periods is 
discussed later in this chapter. 
7.4.2 Scenario 1b 
The utilisation of the physical and leac;ed capacities for scenario 1 b is shown in Fig. 7.19. 
As seen from the graph, service outsourcing is triggered in the early phase of the test 
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Figure 7.18: The number of custodian and candidate network calls - scenario 1a 
period. It is noticed that the physical capacity utilisation fluctuates between 6 and 7 
sessions. When compared to scenario l a, the utilisation of th~ leased capacity also fluc-
tuates. However , the utilisation of the leased capacity is more conservative as highlighted 
by an instance between 150 and 200 seconds when the leased capacity is unused. 
In general the custodian network benefits from outsourcing but also loses potential in-
come due to outsourcing, as a result of the fluctuating utilisation of the physical capacity. 
7.4 .3 Scenario 2a 
The utilisation of the physical and leased capacity is illustrated in Fig. 7.20. The graph 
shows that outsourcing is triggered in the early phase of the test period when the physical 
capacity of the custodian network is exhausted. During the early phase the physical and 
leased capacities are fully utilised. In general, except for a few instances that last for a 
total period of less than 20 seconds, the physical capacity is fully utilised from about the 
50th second until the end of the test period. The same trend is depicted for the leased 
capacity ut ilisation. 
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Figure 7.19: The number of custodian and candidate network calls - scenario 1b 
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Figure 7.20: The number of custodian and candidate network calls - scenario 2a 
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A comparison between scenarios 1a and 1 b and scenario 2a shows that a longer call 
duration leads to greater stability in the utilisation of network capacities. This can 
be attributed to the (fewer) number of times active calls are terminated and new calls 
established. 
7.4.4 Scenario 2b 
Figure 7.21 illustrates the utilisation of the physical and leased capacities by the cus-
todian network. Similar to scenario 2a, the utilisation of the physical capacity is high 
throughout the test period. However , the extent to which potential income is lost due 
to failure to utilise physical capacity by outsourced sessions is higher. 
10,---------,---------,---------,----------,---------,---------, 
Call , on custodian miltworlc ~ 
calls on candidate networ1c -
O' ____ ~ __ ~L---------~--------~---------L---------L--------~ 
so 100 1S0 
Time of event 
200 2S0 300 
Figure 7.21: The number of custodian and candidate network calls - scenario 2b 
It is evident that the holding period does not have a significant effect on the utilisation 
of the physical and leased capacities. 
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7.4.5 Scenario 3a 
Network capacity utilisation for this scenario is shown in Fig. 7.22. There is more stability 
in the physical and leased capacity allocation when compared to scenarios 1a and lb. 
However, there is a higher degree of fluctuating capacity utilisation when compared to 
scenarios 2a and 2b. Fluctuating physical capacity utilisation ranges from 3 to 7 sessions; 
this happens when outsourced sessions are active on the candidate network resulting in 
higher lost potential income during the period. 
10 ,---------,----------,----------.----------,---------,----------, 
50 100 150 
Time of event 
200 
calls on cU5todian network -+-
CaRs on candidate network 
250 300 
Figure 7.22: The number of custodian and candidate network calls - scenario 3a 
The use of a longer call duration leads to an overall better utilisation of the physical 
capacity on the custodian network. However , during periods of low demand outsourced 
sessions remain active for a longer period resulting in lost potential income for the 
custodian network. Applying strategic measures like using shorter outsource durations 
may reduce the impact of the financial implications on the custodian network. 
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7.4.6 Scenario 3b 
This scenario is characterised by relatively long inter-call and holding periods. The 
observed trend is illustrated in Fig. 7.23, where outsourcing is triggered during the early 
phase. When termination of active sessions occurs the physical capacity utilisation falls 
to low levels, while outsourced sessions remain active. Generally there is a higher degree 
of fluctuation in the physical capacity as well as the leased capacity utilisation. This 
results in a high margin of lost potential income due to outsourcing, especially during 
periods when the occupation of the physical capacity on the custodian network falls to 
low levels. 
10 ,---------,---------,---------.----------,---------,---------, 
j 
.. 
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Figure 7.23: The number of custodian and candidate network calls - scenario 3b 
7.4.7 Scenario 4 
Scenario 4 is characterised by fluctuations in the utilisation of the physical capacity. 
However, it is observed that the utilisation of the leased capacity responds faster to the 
availability of unused custodian resources. When compared to scenarios 2a and 2b, there 
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are more instances when the network loses potential income due to existence of active 
outsourced sessions while physical capacity is underut ilised. The capacity utilisation 
pattern is shown in Fig. 7.24. 
10.---------,---------,---------~--------_.--------_,--------_. 
50 l Oa 150 
Time of event 
200 
Cans on custodian network --f-
Calls on candidate network -
250 
Figure 7.24: The number of custodian and candidate network calls - scenario 4 
300 
It is noticed that the service outsourcing framework responds faster to availability of 
resources on the custodian network when the inter-call period is relatively long, and 
long call durations are suitable in ensuring higher efficiency in the utilisation of network 
resources. 
7.5 Virtual Capacity Utilisation 
The virtual capacity of the custodian network is made of the physical and leased capacity. 
In the test scenarios discussed above the virt ual capacity is 10 sessions. Virtual capacity 
utilisation refers the total number of sessions being served on custodian and candidate 
networks at a given time. It highlights the benefits and challenges of service outsourcing 
when some sessions are served on the candidate network while unused capacity exists on 
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the custodian network. Scenarios la, 3a and 4 are used to illustrate the virtual capacity 
utilisation. 
Scenario 1a is illustrated in Fig. 7.25, scenario 3a in Fig. 7.26 and scenario 4 in in 
Fig. 7.27. The proportion of lost potential income is shown by how low the virtual 
capacity utilisation falls , while the leased capacity is occupied. Scenarios 3a and 4 
illustrate greater financial implications of outsourcing by the extent to which the virtual 
capacity utilisation dips. 
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Figure 7.25: Virtual capacity utilisation by the custodian network- scenario 1a 
The benefits of service outsourcing revolve around the extra income earned when serving 
outsourced sessions. No income would be earned if sessions were blocked due to exhaus-
tion of the physical capacity. Results showing the different instances when outsourcing 
enables the custodian operator to earn extra income are presented. 
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Figure 7.26: Virtual capacity utilisation by the custodian network- scenario 3a 
7.6 Outsourcing Benefits 
Outsourcing benefits are illustrated with duration charging and income computed at 
call arrival. 100% of income from user payments is retained by the custodian operator 
when a session is admitted locally. Blocked sessions contribute 0% of income, while the 
income from outsourced sessions is inversely proportional to the utilisation of the virtual 
capacity. This results in lower outsource income when the utilisation is high. 
The income retained by the custodian operator for scenario 1a is shown in Fig. 7.28, 
while the results for scenario 1b are shown in Fig. 7.29. 
The graphs show the instances when service outsourcing enables the custodian operator 
to earn extra income. The points where the unit income per session is zero correspond to 
the blocking of arriving calls. The income pattern for scenario 2a is shown in Fig. 7.30, 
while scenario 2b is shown Fig. 7.31. 
When compared to scenarios 1a and 1b scenarios 2a and 2b have fewer instances where 
outsourcing income is earned. However, this extra income contributes to the overall 
operator income. It is seen that the call duration has an impact on the number of calls 
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Figure 7.27: Virtual capacity utilisation by the custodian network- scenario 4 
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Figure 7.28: Expected income at call arrival - scenario 1a 
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Figure 7.29: Expected income at call arrival - scenario 1b 
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Figure 7.30: Expected income at call arrival - scenario 2a 
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Figure 7.31: Expected income at call arrival - scenario 2b 
that are outsourced, since a longer call duration leads to fewer outsourced calls. However, 
more calls are blocked with a longer call duration, resulting in lost income. The income 
pattern for scenario 3a is shown in Fig. 7.32, while scenario 3b is shown in Fig. 7.33 
When compared to scenarios 1a and 1b scenarios 3a and 3b have slightly less outsource 
income points and more zero income instances. On the other hand the number of out-
source income points is higher than in scenarios 2a and 2b. This observation further 
highlights the impact of call duration on the number of outsourced sessions. A compar-
ison between scenario 3a and 3b shows that the values of inter-call and holding periods 
affect the occurrence of zero income instances. There are more zero income instances 
with lower values of inter-call and holding periods. Scenario 4 further highlights the 
effect of the holding period by showing more zero income instances as compared to sce-
nario 3b. However , it is noted that the number of outsource income instances reduces 
with the length of the holding period. This is depicted by the graph in Fig. 7.34. 
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Figure 7.32: Expected income at call arrival - scenario 3a 
7.7 Summary 
This chapter presented various tests conducted and results of using the outsourcing 
and charging framework. They highlight the technical impact of outsourcing on IMS 
procedures. Moreover, evaluation results that demonstrated the performance of the out-
sourcing framework in terms of the treatment of arriving session establishment attempts 
were presented. The impact of different call parameters like session duration, inter-call 
periods and blocked call holding periods on the treatment received by arriving calls was 
also demonstrated and discussed. 
The benefits of service outsourcing to the custodian operator were demonstrated as well 
as the financial impact of service outsourcing on custodian operator incomes through 
real-time observation of the utilisation of the virtual capacity. These tests and results 
are not exhaustive, hence there is room for further research. An analysis of the impact 
of service outsourcing on candidate network incomes is an area for further investigation. 
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Figure 7.33: Expected income at call arrival - scenario 3b 
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Figure 7.34: Expected income at call arrival - scenario 4 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
In the previous chapters an in depth presentation of real-time resource sharing as applied 
to 1:'viS networb was given. This chapter presents conclusions from the work and a sum-
mary of thesis contributions. Areas for f1ll'ther l'est~ctr('h are identified and recommended. 
8.1 Conclusions 
Service outsourcing is a real-time mechanism for sharing network resources amongst op-
erators. It involves the formulation of f:lervice level agreements between two or more 
operators of overlapping networks. In ontsourcing, a custodian operator leases resources 
from a candidate network with the aim of meeting short-term overshoots in demand. Op-
erators participating in service outsourcing do so with the intention of sharing resources 
for mutual benefit. They also share revenue accruing from user payments towards out-
sourced services. 
The concept of service outsourcing is introducecl rmd discussed, and demonstrated with 
reference to UvlS communications. 
8.1.1 Network Churn 
User experience with network services may determine if they maintain subscriptions with 
their operator or if they will churn away. Network churn is very expensive for operators, 
since acquiring new subscriptions is a costl~' exercise. In the first chapter it is revealed 
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how outsourcing can aid in ensuring that users have access to network services at any 
place and anytime, hence contribute to mitigating and minimisation of network churn. 
8.1.2 Network Sharing Solutions 
In the introductory chapter a discussion of the factors that influence the supply and 
demand of network resources is given. The supply of network resources is directly related 
to the costs incurred in providing the n('CCSSiUY infrastructure. On the other hand 
the demand for network resources is influenced h~' bandwidth intensivc' applications. 
Networks are dimensioned to meet a certain dellland level. Upgrading of networks to 
provide more bandwidth and support higher dellland for resources is only feasible in the 
long term. On the other hand network sharing solutions offer a quicker alternative and 
can adapt to short-term surges in demand for bandwidth. 
In chapter two it is mentioned that network sharing is often used to overcome the lack of 
network coverage in specific geographical locations, with conventional roaming being an 
example. Another example is mobile virtual network operators, who provide services to 
subscribers by utilising infrastructure owned by ot her operators. These two schemes rely 
on long term agreements for financial settlement and service cost. These long time frames 
are not suitable in responding to changes in the dellland for resources or congestion levels. 
Service outsourcing is designed to consider real-time changes in network utilisation in 
the pricing of resources leased to sharing networks. 
8.1.3 Service Outsourcing 
Service outsourcing involves real-time formulation of SLAs for resource sharing, it re-
quires a wireless overlap between custodian and caudidate networks and guarantees a 
predictable network agnostic service charges for users. Essentially the capacity of the 
. , 
custodian network is virtually expanded ty SCI'\'(' more users. The benefits of service 
outsourcing were discussed and potential challcuges highlighted. The main benefit is 
that custodian and candidate operators are able to earn extra income from sharing net-
work capacities. The potential challenges revolve around the need to share revenue from 
user payments. This is illustrated through analytical methods and tests conducted on a 
testbed. 
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8.1.4 Operator Attitudes 
In the formulation of service outsourcing IllechctllisIllS strategies adopted by operators 
to overcome and minimise associated financial implications are presented. Two broad 
behavioural categories i.e., optimistic and pessimistic are depicted by operators. Opti-
mistic operators take advantage of all outsourcing opportunities to maximising on the 
benefits, while pessimistic operators shy away from outsourcing to minimise potential 
financial implications. The use of shorter outsource periods is proved to be a strategy 
that pessimistic operators can adopt to minimise outsolU'cing risks, while benefiting from 
outsourcing. ~1oreover, ad.iustment. of the outsOllfC'e oH'er price with changing network 
utilisation level lllay be used. 
8.1.5 Service Outsourcing in IP multimedia Subsystem 
The Il'viS has been standardised as an enabling platform for next generation networks 
for the delivery of IP based multimedia services. nIS standardisation work is reviewed 
in chapter 4. The usc of service outsourcing within [\lS is explored in this th(~sis using 
IPTV services and 1:'v1S charging procedures. TIl(; design and implementation of a service 
outsourcing and charging framework based on nIS is present.ed in the fifth and sixth 
chapters. 
8.1.6 Charging in IMS Frameworks 
Due to the need for 1\1S charging frameworks for use in research and standards based 
charging system that supports online and offiinr dwrging is implelllented in this work. 
Details of the design arc discussed to reveal how it lllay be integrated with diH'erent nrs 
services like IPTV and volume based charging s~·stcms. 
8.1.7 Testbed Implementation 
The popularity of Open 1~1S testheds in academia and research has risen in recent years. 
Open Source Ev1S software from t.he FrallnhofeI' institute is used to deploy and test out-
sourcing by extending the VeT IPTV applicatioll scnTr and client. The implementation 
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comprises an 11\,IS core. an IPTV server based on the UCT advanced video on dcmand 
system, the UCT IMS client, a charging system and all outi.;ourcing framework. 
Using the framework IPTV sessions are subjected to three kinds of treatment: session 
establishment attempts are either admitted to the custodian network, out sourced to the 
candidate network or they are be blocked due to exhaustion of virtual capacity required 
to accommodate them. The implementation provides a proof of the functioning of the 
outsourcing and charging framework and presents an important point for further research 
in real-time resource sharing and charging for 11l1lltiuwdia services. 
8.1.8 Evaluation Tests 
The outsourcing and charging framework is subjected to a series of tests to establish the 
effect of adding new functionality to [\IS session setup procedures. Proof of concept tests 
aimed at tracing the path used by SIP session establishment and registration messages. 
Session Establishment Delay 
It is proved that charging procedures, bot 11 at SClyicc and media plancs do not contribute 
significantly to session establishment delay. Hovvever, service outsourcing increases the 
session establishment delay. Sessions that are outsourced to the candidate network incur 
double the amount of delay when compared to those admitted on the custodian network. 
The session establishment delay incurred by blocked sessions varies depending on the 
earliest arising opportunity for admission or outsourcing. This is affected by factors like 
the duration of active sessions. 
Call Acceptance, Outsourcing and Blocking Rates 
The test results depict the effect of call duration and call retry intervals on the mun-
ber and distribution of accepted, outsonrced and blocked calls. Generally, longer call 
durations lead to a high prevalence of blocked calls. This is accompanied by fewer oc-
currences of accepted and out sourced calls. On the other hand, short call durations 
lead to a fair distribution of accepted, out sourced and blocked call instances. Moreover, 
call retry intervals have an effect on the call treatment pattern. Short retry values for 
blocked calls mean that more attempts are made sooner, hence resulting in a higher 
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prevalence of blocked calls. This setting is associated with impatient users who \vould 
make more attempts to establish blocked calls. These users pose a high risk of churning 
from networks with high levels of congestion and lUany blocked calls. 
Virtual Capacity Utilisation 
Test results reveal the utilisation of the custodian operator's virtual capacity and how 
it affects the call duration and retry intervals. Although long call duration lead to 
a steady use of the virtual capacity, the network suffers from larger margins of lost 
potential income. The loss of potential income is l'datcd to the financial implications 
of outsourcing. On the other hand, short call dnrations led to a high fluctuation in the 
utilisation of the virtual capacity. This is further affected by call retry intervals, which 
influence how fast the system recovers from the income loss phase. In conclusion shorter 
retry intervals are favourable for this recovery. 
8.2 Future work 
This thesis has laid down a foundation for investigation into mechanisms for real-time 
session based resource sharing in mobile llctworks. Thcn~ is room for further work in 
this area; the following aspects have been identified as features of service outsourcing 
may be investigated further: 
8.2.1 Impact of Outsourcing on the Candidate Network 
The financial implications and call handling tests performed in this thesis are conducted 
on the custodian network only, hence there is a need to conduct similar tests to estahlish 
the effect of outsourcing on the candidate network. A comparison between results ob-
tained on the candidate and custodian networks will highlight the benefits of outsourcing 
to each operator. r..loreover, further tcstioiare ncccic'd to establish the impact of signalling 
optimisation on service outsourcing transactions. 
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8.2.2 Practical Deployment 
Practical deployment of outsourcing in mobile environments will benefit from enhanced 
resource monitoring and management frameworks. The nIS outsourcing framework 
requires a dc-registration by the client before handing over to the custodian network. A 
practical telecommunications environment may have a solution that mitigates the need 
for de-registration with the custodian network: t lms, outsourcing should be tested with 
practical telecommunication systems. 
This will give operators an experience of the benefits of the scheme and encourage them 
to deploy into their networks. 
8.2.3 Application to other Environments 
The outsourcing demonstrations presented in this thesis are centred on Il'vIS procedures. 
There is a need to analyse the usability of outsourcing in emerging network infrastructure 
deployment schemes, e.g the use of femto cells. Femto cells have been identified as 
solution to overcoming poor radio signal coverag(~ in indoor environments. Based on 
the technical and business framework for their deployment, operators could share the 
resources availed by femto cells using service outsourcing mechanisms. 
With respect to testbed implementations there is need to develop and test service out-
sourcing frameworks on other operating system platfonns like windows. :'IIoreover. inter-
operability of the outsorcing and charging f'rame\vOl'k with ot her I1mltiledia service de-
livery platforms should be investigated as well. 
8.2.4 Security and Privacy 
Service outsourcing involves the exchange of subsCl'iber inforrnation betvvecn the cus-
todian and candidate networks. This requires high levels of trust between involved 
operators, and may expose users to security vulnerabilities like spoofing. Security is 
an important aspect of telecomrrmnicatiollS. The> author considers the integration of 
security in service ontsorcing mechanisms an a\'E'llllC for future research. 
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Appendix A 
Wireless Next Generation Networks 
A.1 Heterogeneous Next Generation Networks 
A number of wireless networks have been standardized to interwork \vith 3GPP syst.ems. 
These wireless networks differ in the used frequency spectrum. transmission range. sup-
ported data rates. QoS capahilities etc. 
A.1.1 WLAN Access 
WLANs are standardized in IEEE 802.11 standmds. The \VLAN ~IAC mechanisn is 
contention based. thus subscriber stations COllljlctc against each other to access the 
medium [33]. ;\10reover, only stations that are close to the AP may achieve performance 
that is good enough to support applications like VoIP and IPTV. IEEE 802.11 WLAN s 
arc often deployed llsing a de facto ISP industry bnsiness model. ,,;here the core network 
is an IP backbone provisioned by the ISP. Varions servers providing basic IP connectivity 
services to application specific services can be attached to the IP backbone. Important 
servers on the IP backbone include a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) 
server, a Domain Naming System (DNS) servcr and an Access gateway. 
The DHCP server is required to configure the wireless terminal's IP stack by assign-
ing a relevant IP address, the DNS IP address etc. Tlw DI\S performs Internet Fully 
Qualified Domain :.Jame (FQD~) to IP address translation [32]. A WLAN access point 
(AP) is required to bridge between the wireless and fixed Ethernet networks. ;\loreover. 
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Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) functions are required in commer-
cial WLAN deployments. A RADIUS server can be used to facilitate AAA functions. A 
billing system is required in the IP backbone for charging and billing purposes. 
In 3GPP-WLAN interworking, access to the WLAN network depends on 3GPP ad-
vanced security and subscriber management mechanisms. The mobile subscriber ac-
cesses WLAN resources as a roaming uscr. Visited network selection when roaming 
outside the coverage of the horne operator is st an<iardizcd ill GS~l and U:,ITS specifica-
tions [32]. It should be noted that WLANs ma~' support the transmission of multimedia 
traffic in lightly loaded conditions. Consequentl~r non-QoS based pricing and charging 
mechanisms arc used for these networks. 
A.1.2 WiMax Access 
The IEEE 802.16 standard for Wi::-'IAX has sub-releases for both fixed and mobile 
Wi~IAX. It supports high data rates over long distances. Theoretical maximum data 
rates are approximately 120l\lbps, and transmission distances can reach 70 km. \VL\IAX 
uses Orthogonal Frequency Division l\lultiplcxing (OFDl\I) on the physical layer; the 
connection oriented .\IAC layer has inherent QoS capabilities, thus making it capable 
of supporting multimedia applications. f.-lobile WL\lAX (IEEE 802.16e) is a candidate 
technology for multimedia communications involving moving users. Point-to-multipoint 
deployments of IEEE 802.16d are suitable for streaming multi-media applications like 
IPTV. QoS is achieved in the \Vil\IAX physicallayc'r by assigning different code spreading 
factors or different numbers of codes. Depending on the QoS class used by a Subscriber 
Station (SS) it can be granted rights to transmit continuously in the uplink direction. 
Alternatively the base station grants transmission rights upon receiving explicit requests 
from the SS. 
WiMAX QoS Classes 
QoS management in Wi;\JAX involves service flows in different states. Service flows are 
identified by Service Flow IDs (SFID): at the I\IAC sublayer a Connection ID (CID) is 
used. In the downlink direction the BS schedules transmissions to each SS. Bandwidth 
allocation to individual SS for uplink transmissions of admitted service flows is guided 
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by four service classes [33]. The QoS parameters of interest are latenc:v, .iitter and 
throughput. The Wil\'Iax QoS classes are: 
• The Unsolicited grant service (UGS) is designed for real-time CBR traffic e.g., 
VoIP. It provides fixed size transmission opportunities to obviate the need for 
requests. 
• The Real-time polling service (rtPS) is designed for VBR traffiC e.g., streaming 
vides like IPTV. SS are offered periodic request opportunities to specify bandwidth 
needs. 
• Extended rtPS (ErtPS) is specified in IEEE S02.16e to support dynamic bandwidth 
size allocation. 
• Non-real-time polling service (nrtPS) is for delay-tolerant applications with a min-
imum data rate, e.g., FTP. 
• Best effort (BE) service does not specify am: service related requirements. 
WiMax Functional Architecture 
The WiMax network architecture has been defined by the Network Working Group 
(NWG). NWG specifies the extensive use of IP Rnd IETF standards for interoperability 
with other networks. IP connectivity is used betvvcen all entities: mobile IP is used as 
the mobility management mechanism [67]. The Wi:vlax architecture can be represented 
by the reference model in Fig. A.l [67J. The architecture consists of mobile stations 
C~IS), access service network (ASN) and connectivity service network (CSN). In the 
vVL\lax business structure ASNs arc implelllmt('d by Network Access Providers (NAP) 
to provide the radio access. A Network Service PJ'ovid<:~r (NSP) provides IP connectivity 
and other services, e.g., !:vIS based services to suhscril)('rs based on SLAs \vith :\'APs. 
A NSP usually controls a CSN. 
A.lo3 The 3GPP Evolved UTRAN (E-UTRAN) 
3GPP has standardized an evolved packet system (EPS) with two key components: the 
Service Architecture Evolution (SAE) Hnd Long Term Evolution (LTE). The standards 
iii 
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Figure A.l : \1\ i~Iax network reference ~Iodel 
I 
provide specifications for an Evolved Packet Core (EPC) and t he E-UTRAN. The EPC 
is a multi-access core network based on IP. It can work with 3GPP (e.g. , LTE, UTRAN) 
and non-3GPP (e.g., Wi.1\,Jax) radio access technologies and fixed line technologies. The 
EPC provides optimized hand overs between different access technologies, and facilitates 
inter-operator roaming through standardized roaming interfaces. The QoS concept is 
based on 3GPP 's PCC [68]. 
LTE builds on current 3G networks, and Iltilizes existing investments. It is designed 
to co-exist with current 3G access technologies and al'chi tect \ll'es. LTE creates immense 
network capacity expansion dlle to its high data ra.tes. LTE data rates arc in the range of 
100-300 Ibis and 50-75Mb/s for downlink andllplink transmissions respectively [30, 68]. 
These data rates come due to improved spectrum effi ciency. OFDM access technology 
is used for the air interface. The fla t network archi tecture contains a reduced number of 
nodes along the data path. This reduces the number of protocol interfaces, which reduces 
inter-operabili ty costs . .1\10reove1' , LTE reduces overal costs for users and operators. 
LTE provides QoS through service differentia tion. achieved by packet marking at the UE 
and Access Core Gateway (ACGW) for uplink anel downlink transmissions respectively. 
Latency reduction supports reliable transport for real- t ime services, e.g., VoIP. Link 
layer performance is improved by u e of a packet-centric mechanism that combines radio 
link control and hybrid automatic repeat request protocols [30]. Communication over 
large cell sizes (upto 120Km radius) is suppor ted through usc of few symbols per sub-
iv 
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frame. Frequency domain adaptation through OFD::\I achieves performance gain during 
significant channel variations over bandwidth. The scheduler in the ACGW uses channel 
quality feedback from terminals to allocate downlink chunks with supported data rates 
to users. This is achieved by varying power levels. channel coding rates and modulation 
schemes. Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), 16 quadrature amplitude modulation 
(16 QA~il) and 64 quadrature arnplitute modulation (64 QA'\1). modulation schemes 
are supported. Uplink transmissions use single carrier frequency division multiple access 
(FDMA). 
Multi-antenna solutions, e.g., beam forming and .\Iultiple Input :Multiple Output (~nYIO) 
can be used to increase coverage, capacity and data rates. The E-UTRAN connects di-
rectly to the EPC. The EPC has the following elcrncnts: serving gateway (S-G\V), packet 
data network gateway (PDN-G\V) and a mobility lllclllagemcnt entity ('\l'\IE) [69]. The 
EPC supports IP packet s\vitched traffic onl~·. SAE seperates the user and control plane: 
the control plane is managed by the .\1.\1E. The S_G\\r performs mobility anchoring in 
inter-eNodcB hanclovers. It also supports charging and performs other processing on the 
packets. Interconnection with other packet nctworks is achieved via the PD0J-G\V. 
A.2 Differentiated Services Architecture 
The DiffServ architecture has been proposed to provide multiple QoS classes in IP net-
works. Internet applications arc divided into clastic and inelastic categories. I1\lS ap-
plications like VoIP and IPTV belong to the inelastic category: thus deterministic QoS 
guarantees are required to etfectivelv deliver them. IntServ and DitfServ are the main 
architectures proposed for the provisioning of QoS on the Internet. IntServ relies on 
per flow Connection Admission Control (CAC) [70]: resource reservation is performed 
for each IP flow. DiftServ [23] uses aggragated IP flows that are grouped into cl&<;ses of 
service, QoS support is facilitated using SLAs between ISPs and their customers. 
DiftServ classes of service are priority classes that dictate the treatment of packets at 
DiffServ routers: traffic in different classes is treated clift'erentl:v. Aggregate flows in 
a class of service are subjected to the same treatment, known as Per Hop Behaviors 
(PHB). The Expedited Fonvarding (EF) and Assur(,d Firwarding (AF) PHBs have hem 
proposed. The EF PHB requires the departurc rate of an aggregate's packets from any 
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DiffServ node to be equal to or exceed a configurable rate [25]. Four scheduling classed 
with three drop precedence levels have been defined for the AF PHB. 
In general, the performance level of a DiffServ class in terms of packet forwarding depends 
on the amount of resources allocated to the class. tlw C'UlT(mt load and the congestion 
level. DiftServ uses SLAs to constrain traffic demand from customers [26]. Traffic con-
ditioning and policing is done to ensure adherance to the terms of the SLA. The perfor-
mance of DiftServ networks strongly depends on congestion levels. Essentially DiftServ 
does not have mechanisms for preventing flows in a class of service from overloading the 
class. 
Connection admission control strategies can be llsed t.f)prevettt,-iWef!oading of traffic 
classes. To retain the scalability feature of DiftServ admission control should be enforced 
at the network edge. Flow or connection admission control strategies may be based on 
first-come-first-served or on the economic potential of flow. In this case flows that can 
lead to higher income for the operator will be admitted first. 
vi 
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Appendix B 
Charging control in IP Multimedia 
Subsystem 
B.l IMS session control 
Every User Agent (UA) registers with the henne IMS domain before session establish-
ment. Registration transactions arc handled by the P-CSCF, I-CSCF, S-CSCF and HSS. 
During registration the S-CSCF downloads the user profile from the HSS. The profile 
contains a list of Public User Identities that can be used for establishing sessions: it also 
contains other subscription informatioll. 
I~IS sessions call be established bctv,'een L\lS nsers or between \ls(~rs and application 
servers. In user-to-user sessions the caller senels all [\JS I~VITE towards the callee. The 
INVITE message traverses a set of CSCFs in the caller and callee domains. The S-CSCF 
performs an evaluation of initial filter criteria (iFC) to trigger services subscribed to by 
the user. The WC is downloaded from the HSS as part of the user profile during registra-
tion. Preconditions are used during session establishment to meet requirements of some 
sessions, e.g. reservation of radio bearer resources for media plane traffic. Figure B.l 
gives a simplified illustration of Ii'\IS signalling during session estahlishment. The session 
participants arc assumed to be in the same domain: only a fe,v messages are shmvn. To 
establish a session UAI sends an INVITE towards CA2. UA2 iU1S\VerS with a 2000k to 
accept the INVITE. To end the session UAI sCllds a BYE mcssage to UA2. Ronting of 
SIP session establishment and control messages utilises Route and Record-Route headers 
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inserted by the U As a,nd CSCFs. 
UA2 
INVITE 
::'OOOk 
A K ACK 
BYE BYE 
2000k 
200uk 
Figure B.1: I~IS session control 
When applicatioll servers arc involved , session signa lling is intercepted by the S-CSCF 
for filter criterion evaluation to determine to 'vvhich AS the messages shollid be sent.. 
The target AS receives and processes SIP messagcs and responds to client requcsts: or 
performs network specific functions like charging. 
SIP and Session description protocol 
As mentioned earlier SIP is the ma,in protocol for session mana,gement in the I~lS. 
It is a robust text ha,sed application layer protocol used to convey diH'erent types of 
information between user agents and servers. The user agent comprises a user agent 
client , which initiates SIP requests and a user agent server , which receives and processes 
SIP requests [5]. Several types of SIP servers exists. i.e. , proxy, redirect, location and 
registrar server. 
SIP messages contain a header and body: t he hea(ic-r contains the request or st.a,t us line, 
Via header , initiator and receiver of the request . crdl 10 etc. The rcCjllcst line cont.ains 
the SIP method (e .g., INVITE and BYE). requC'st URI and SIP version . i.e. 2.0 in the 
current release. The Status linc is used for 1'espon.'<'s: it conta,ins the SIP ver .. ion. status 
code and reason phrase. Status codes have 'particular meanings, i.e., lxx are provisional 
responses, 2xx indicate success . 3xx are I'(:)direction respon 'es, 4xx indicate client errors, 
5xx indicate server errors and 6xx indicat.e global failure [5]. 
The message body ca,n convey a,ny type of tex t based information. sdp messages are 
typically conveyed in the SIP body. sdp is a text based application layer protocol. It 
used by user agents for session and timing descriptioll. and to indicate media formats 
and RTP address and port numbers. Among t he important lilles in an sdp hody a,rc 
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'm=', 'b=' and 'a=' lines. The 'm=' lines carry information about the media type, c.g .. 
audio or video and the codees used; the 'b=' lines convey the bandwidth information: the 
'a=' lines are optional lines that provide more information about the media stream [5]. 
B.2 IMS policy and charging control 
B. 2.1 Online charging 
The Diameter credit control application is used in online charging [57]. Credit control 
is required to pre-authorise sessions prior to commellcemcmt of resource consumption. 
Similar to offline charging, online charging requires a CTF integrated in an AS. In 
addition an Online Charging Function (OCF) is required; the OCF is an integral part of 
the OCS. For online charging the CTF may be integrated in the following 11\lS entities: 
MRCF, SIP AS and S-CSCF. An IMS gateway function is required to support credit 
control at the S-CSCF. Communication between the CTF and the OCF occurs across an 
Ro reference point. The Ro interface uses the Diameter credit control application. \Vhcn 
a chargeable event is detected a CCR message is sent to the OCS. The tariff function 
in the OCS will determine the value of the requested resources to enable allocation of 
credits for a specific amount of resources, e.g .. duration of usage etc. The allocated 
credits will be sent to the CTF in a CCA. In the course of resource consumption the 
account balance management function performs supervision of credit usage in order to 
signal termination of service delivery if credits are exhausted [11]. 
B.2.2 Offline charging 
The entities involved in offline charging include: a CTF that is located in the AS. a 
Charging Data Function (CDF), a Charging Gateway Function (CGF) and a billing do-
main [49,11]. The CDF and CGF can be integrated into one entity in tIll' billing domain. 
The Rf reference point inter-connects the CTF and CDF. The CTF generates and sends 
Diameter Accounting Requests (ACR) to the CDF upon detection of chargeable events. 
For offline charging, a CTF may be integrated in the following 1MS entities: I-CSCF, 
S-CSCF, P-CSCF. SIP AS etc. The ACR is sent in Diameter AVPs. When the start 
of a charging session is detected the CTF starts collecting charging events and transfers 
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the collected information in inteTim ACR messages to the CDF. At the termination of 
a charging session a final ACR is sent to the CDF. Account ing Answer (ACA) messages 
are sent by the CDF to the CTF in response to received ACR messages. Offline and 
online charging functions and interfaces are depicted in Fig. B.2. 
tMSCor. 
- -- - ---- - - -- - SIP 
,-
A' 
Ottllne Charging System 
f Online Charging System 
i 
l A8MF 
Figure B.2: Service level charging in I1\1S 
B.2.3 IMS Session Based Charging 
Session ba cd charging is used when the expected resource usa.ge cannot be determined 
upfront. It involves the generation of mul tiple charging events that are sent to the 
CDF or OCS [49]. The start of a 11ser session is detected at t he application server as 
a chargeable event. which is mapped to a charging event . Unit reserva.tion of credit, · is 
required if online charging is used. The reserved credi ts correspond to the aut.horised 
number of minutes or bytes. Credit supervision is performed during the lifetime of a 
session to ensure timely termination of service deli\u'y if credit exhaustion occm s. III the 
course of a session interim charging events are issued by the AS to request more credits 
from the OCS. and a fin al charging event is issued at session termination . Unused credits 
will be credited to the user 's accollll t. 
B.2.4 Policy and charging control over Gx reference point 
The GX reference point is located bet\~'('en t lw PCRF and PCEF [71]. It is Ilsed for 
provisioning rules from the PCRF to the PCEF: removal of provisioned rules occm s 
across this reference point a.s well. The Gx reference point is based on Diameter credi t 
control application. Generally PCC rules are insta lled , modified or removed ; pre-defined 
rules are either activated or de-act ivated. P CC rilles can be requested (pulled) by the 
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PCEF using a CC-Request ; the PCRF responds with a CC-Answer . Unsolicited (push) 
provisioning is performed by t he PCRF hy sending an RA-Request message to the PCEF. 
The P CRF uses t he Charging-Rule-Name to ident ify provisioned rules when P CC mic 
modification or removal is performed. Figure B.3 depicts PCC fun ctional ent it ies and 
reference points . This figure is repeated here for reader convenience. Sta ndardisa tion 
work on Gx reference point is given in 3G PP TS 29 .212 [7l]. 
Subscription Profile 
Repository (SPR ) 
r-------- - - - ----------, 
OCS I 
I 
I 
I I 
5" Policy and Charging 
'------I Rules Function 
(PCRF) 
,- ------ - - -r - - -- - - -- - -~,----___I 
Figure B.3: Policy and chargillg control architecture 
Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) 
The PCRF encompasses policy control and flow based charging. It performs network 
control for data flow detection , gating control and flow based charging [71]. It makes 
PCC rule decisions based on information obtained from an application function over the 
R..x reference point, the P CEF over t he Gx in t.erface. the SPR over the Sp interface or 
pre-configured policies in the P CRF . 
Policy and Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF) 
The PCEF performs policy enforcement a nd fl ow based charging. The P CEF is located 
at t he gateway, e.g., GGS N for GPRS networks and PD N GW for EPS . It con t. rols 
user plane t raffi c QoS, fl ow detection and count ing [71 ]. It also performs online and 
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offline charging interactions for media plane traffic. The PCEF enforces gating control 
according to received PCC rules. It performs charging control based on PCC rules and 
credit authorisation by the OCS for online charging. 
B.2.5 Policy and charging control over R x reference point 
The R.x interface is based on Diamet.er network Ftccess server application. The funct.ional 
elements used with the R.x reference point are the AF and PCRF. Session information 
is sent by the AF to the PCRF using the AA-Request command , with an indication of 
whether media IP flows shou ld be enabled or disa bled [52]. For charging correlation the 
AF includes an AF-Charging-Identifi er. The PCRF performs session binding based on 
information received in the AA-Request, i.e .. the UE IP address. The PCRF responds 
to the AF using the AA-Answer COl1lmallrt. 3GPP standardisation on Rx reference point 
is given in 3GPP TS 29.214 [52]. 
B.2.6 Policy and charging control over 89 reference point 
The S9 reference point is used between the PCRF in the home domain (H-PCRF) and 
the PCRF in the visited domain (V-PCRF) [8]. It sllpports roaming scenario ' involving 
a home and visited mobile network. Both S9 and Rx Diameter applications are used 
over S9 reference point. S9 Diameter application is used to install PCC and QoS rules 
generated in the home network to the visited network. and to send events in the opposite 
direction . If the AF is located in the visit.ed network Rx over S9 is Ilsed to send session 
information from the V-PCRF to the H-PCTIF. Figme B.4 ill llstra.tes the S9 reference 
point architectural setting. This is a home routed scenario . where all media plane traffic is 
sent to the home network. The H-PCRF creates PCC rules based on session information 
obtained from the AF across Rx interfaces; information obtained from V-PCRF , SPR, 
PCEF etc is also used . 
The V-PCRF receives event triggers from the H-PCRF, for home routed access , and 
validates them according to operator policies before provisioning them to the BBERF. 
For visited access it requests PCC rul es from H-PCRF Ftnd send event reports to H-
PCRF. 3GPP standardisation on S9 rC'forence point is available in 3GPP TS 29.215 [8]. 
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B.2.7 
V·PLM N 
a 
AN ·GW 
~ 
H·PLMN I 
". 
SUDscnplion Prome 
Reposilory 
(SPR) 
r---------------------, 
I Des I 
I 
Figure B.4 : 89 policy and chargillg contl'Ol reference architecture 
Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) 
RTP is used for end to end delivery of real- t ime media. It. facili tates codec identifi ca-
tion , sequence numbering, timestamping etc. RT P relies on the RTP Control P rot.ocol 
(RTCP) to provide Q08 monitoring and to convey ,'ession part icipant information [5]. 
In IM8 RTP and RTCP are Ilsed on the media plane for delivery of media traffi c, e.g. , 
VoIP and IPTV. 
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Appendix C 
Service outsourcing transactions 
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Appendix D 
Outsourcing procedures in IMS 
D.1 IMS Registration 
IMS registration creates a binciing between the SIP add ress and the IP address of the 
user. Figure 0 .1 [47] gives a full illustration of U"IS registration transactions. 
r----REGlS1ER 
f--_G<S TER 
EGISTER 
~ss ;wn&'O'UAP oln>t!;.-rU f------IR""STER----~ 
Figure 0 .1: Registl'l'I ti Oll in the I~ IS 
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D.2 Session establishment 
A detailed illustration fa INIS session establishment between t.wo users. Alice and Bob, 
belonging to different I~ IS domains is given in Fig. D.2. This figure is adopted from [64]. 
NIIITl'--'-__ 'INVITE 
-'---~NV1TE----c. __ ,.NVITE 
NViTE 
___ .CK 
.oK 
Figure D.2: INIS session. establishment 
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Appendix E 
Evaluation Framework 
E.1 Source Code 
This section contains information on the sources of various functions and entities of nlS 
charging and outsourcing framework. The source code is available free and open source. 
E.1.1 VCT IMS Client 
The client sources are included in the accompanying CD ROM in the imsclient directory. 
The sources are structured according to the fUllctional architecture of the client. 
E.1.2 IPTV Application Server 
The source code is included in the accompanying CD RO:\1 in the iptv-as folder. The 
server is started in main.c where the keys_file containing the TV channels is loaded; 
the Diameter peer information that identifies the CTF, CDF and OCS is loaded ~'" 
well. The timers, CTF Diameter process and Diameter listener are started. ~'lore core 
functions are contained in charging.c: it contains thl' timers, call object handlers and sdp 
manipulation fUllctions. IPTV functions are cont ained in the uct_aiptv _server.c file in 
the iptv folder. The SIP events listner process is contained here. 
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TV channels 
<?x.ml version="l.O" encoding;::"UTF-8"?> 
<!-- This is an example of the file that the server looks 
for when starting the UCT IMS IPTV Application Server 
The key is any text between the SIP : and the ~domain that 
the server recieves in an invite. 
So for example sip :channell~uct.ims will be parsed to channell. 
The value is the rtsp address of the server along with the path 
of the media file the client is requesting . 
--> 
<key-value_pairs> 
<key-value_pair> 
<key>channell< / key> 
<value>rtsp : //tv.imscore.ims :5554/channell</value> 
</key- value_pair> 
<key-value_pair> 
<key>channe12</key> 
<value>rtsp://tv.imscore.ims:5554/channe12</value> 
</key-value_pair> 
<key- value_pair> 
<key>channe13</key> 
<value>rtsp ://tv.imscore .ims :5554/channe13</value> 
</key-value_pair> 
</key-value_pairs> 
Diameter peer configuration 
<?xml version=1I1.O" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<DiameterPeer 
FQDN="iptv,imscore,ims" 
Realm=lIimscore.ims lt 
Vendor_Id:"10415" 
Product_Name:"CDiameterPeer" 
AcceptUnknownPeers:"l" 
DropUnknownOnDisconnect:" 1 " 
TCEII30" 
Workers=="4" 
QueueLength:"8" 
> 
<Peer FQDN:"cdf . imscore . ims" Realm:"imscore.ims" port:"3892" /> 
<Peer FQDN=lIocf . imscore . ims" Realm="imscore . ims ll port="3891 11 /> 
<!--<Peer FQDN:"hss.imscore.ims" Realm:"imscore .ims" port:"3868" />--> 
<Acceptor port:"3871" bind:"127.0 .0 .1" /> 
<Auth id:" 16777218" vendor:" 10415" /><! -- Rf /--> 
<Auth id:" 16777256" vendor:" 10415" /><! -- Ro unassigned by 3gpp at the moment /- - > 
<Auth id:"16777217" vendor:"10415"/><!-- 3GPP Sh --> 
</DiameterPeer> 
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HSS configuration 
The HSS is configured with iFC and SPT for various services to trigger the redirect ion 
of SIP messages to the IPTV AS. Figure E .l shows the configura t ion of the iFC , wh ich 
is mapped to the defined IPTV AS and SPT. 
" lnijial£iller£,ite,jaoiFC-. _I 
Name ' ,..:'p_tv.::;'_"te_r ____ _ 
TIQ;);ir P,,,"I IPTV_trgge r =:oJ 
Aj:p1i::a1 b l1 So ",Of Iptv - _ --=.J 
PIOIlIo Pari l !'dealor Any . _ ---=:J 
~ fie-Ids wele marlU!({Wiin"'" 
~( Refres h I 
Figure E.l: IPTV iFC configurat ion at the HSS 
The configuration of the servi ce profile is depicted in Fig. E.2. The iFC is attached to 
the service profile. 
I 
-_ Service Profile -SP-
10 
NRIM' debuk_sp 
-, 
CON; ',I.twQM .Ne. AUlh 0 
"-~~-======---< ~eecll~~_. ~_- _ ~ PrJorhy 0 ~l At1nc h S h:l recf. IFC-Se I ---=--~ -" ----
I Selecl Shared-iF C _...J ___ ~I =A"=. C=h~)_---l 
Figure E.2: The HSS servi ce pro fi le configm ation 
E.1.3 RTSP Media Server 
The media server is started by the following command: 
gnome-terminal - t ab - t VLC- . redia-Server -e 'vlc - tt l 12 -\rvv -('olor -I tclnet - rtsp-host tv. im core. im :·5::;::;4 - vlm-conr 
/ home/vilozy / Research/ O PEN-I 1\ IS. T EST / med ia-server/ Configurat ion/ vlc_ vod_confi ~' 
The configuration fil e (vlc_ vod_ config) is incl uded in the accompanying CD IlO~1 in 
tes tbed/ media-server. 
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E.1.4 Outsourcing User Agent 
The service outsourcing user agent is integrated into t he IMS client . The source code of 
the IMS client is included on the accompFlI1ying CD RO~\l on the uctimsclient folder. 
E.1.5 Network Agent 
The source code of the outsomcing network agent is contained in the outsourcing ub-
folder of the IPTV folder on the accompanying CD ROM. 
E.1.6 Charging Framework 
The charging application server uses a SIP modulI'. a Di ameter module and funct ions 
that interface with the OCS , OFCS and the P CnF. A sample Diameter configurat ion 
file is given below. The configuration' conta ins the domain name of each Diameter peer 
and the port number used for binding. 
<?xml version= "1 . 0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
<DiameterPeer 
FQDN="charging.imscore.ims" 
Realm: ll imscore.ims" 
Vendor_Id="10415" 
Product_Name=IICDiameterPeer ll 
AcceptUnknownPeers= " l" 
DropUnknownOnDisconnect="l" 
Tc="30" 
Workers="4" 
QueueLength="16" 
> 
<Peer FQDN=lIpcef . imscore.ims ll Realm;::lIimscore.ims" port=1I6868" /> 
<Acceptor port="3879" bind="127.0.0 . 1" /> 
<Auth id="16777236" vendor="1 0415"/> <!-- Rx / --> 
<Auth id="16777236" vendor="O"/> 
</DiameterPeer> 
The source code of t he charging framework is inc Illclcd in the cterf Fmd ct f _ ro fold ers 
in the IPTV folder on the accompanying CD nO:\L 
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Online Charging System 
The source code of the OCS is included in the accompa,nying CD ROM . It is located in 
the UCTOCS folder. 
Offline Charging System 
The source code for t he offline charging system is included in t he accommpanying CD 
ROM. The files are contained in the UCTCDF folder. 
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Appendix F 
Accompanying CD-ROM 
The software developed in t he course of execut ing t his thesis-is availabte as Free Open--
Source software. It has been included with t his thesis on the accompanying CD-ROM. 
Al! files used in preparing the thesis document ha\'e also been included on t he CD-nO~I. 
The CD-RO l'd is structm ed as fo llows: A pdf \'crsiOll of t. he t hesis document is inclllded: 
there is a Lyx-files directorv containing a]l lv;.,: and other source fi les (e.g .. fi gm cs) llsrd 
to generate the document; the source code of the test bed softeware is included ill t he 
Tes tbed directoty; and a collection of all test resul ts are available in the Results directory. 
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